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The life of an official provides for a curious mixture of pride and esteem combined with self 
abnegation and  humility  ..  grandeur et servitudes  in  de Vigny's  phrase.  There is  the 
satisfaction of serving the public good, la fonction publique, of being, in the best sense, a 
civil  servant.  With  reasonable security  of employment,  the official  can  carry  out  the 
responsibilities entrusted to him in the knowledge that he is acting from the best motives, 
that he has the interests of society at heart.  Some status goes with such feelings, as well as, 
usually, some power. 
As against that:  an official is part of an administration.  Did not Max Weber teach that 
bureaucracy would rule?  But at what price?  The work of a bureaucrat is rarely exciting;  it 
is normally painstaking.  By being held in common, power is rarely held individually.  It has 
to be cajoled, argued for and sought at interminable meetings.  If  the troubles of this world 
come, as Pascal said, from the incapability to stay in one's room, officials are on the way to 
a blessed state indeed.  They can sit in discussions and drafting notes for hours at a time. 
The nicely judged here and now has to be assessed each day.  All braces and bit and not 
much  horse.  The  stretches  of careful  labour  and  tedium  are nevertheless  mercifully 
interspersed with moments of exhilaration. 
All this seems more marked in the case of an international or European official.  Having 
spent over thirty three years in these endeavours .. in the United Nations and, since 1973, in 
the Commission .. I have often reflected on the achievements and the longueurs - the glory 
and satisfaction of doing something worth doing, that has to be done in this generation -
and the difficulty of getting it done.  The vantage point for assessing the current scene has 
no equal.  And as for what has been achieved, to use a famous expression, eppur si muove. 
This is by way of introduction to the pieces brought together in this compilation.  Though 
an exercise in self-expression, the papers were produced within a context and as part of a 
wider effort.  They consist of a selection from speeches and the like which I made during 
the years I was in DGXIII.  The topics range considerably, like the responsibilities of the 
Commission and the interests I myself had.  The following notes put the pieces in  their 
setting. 
Page  1 1.  Gettin&  to  Grips  with  Open  Svstems.  Natjonal  Computer  Users  Forum. 
Nottin&}lam. 21 Se»tember 1987. 
Preparing this paper took three weeks of the summer holidays in  1987,  as I  sought  to 
understand just what "Open Systems Interconnection" meant and how far the Community 
.  has endorsed this.  We can now see that hopes were placed too high in.  ~n early success for 
OS  I. What has happened in practice, however, has been even wider;  it is open systems in 
general that  have  moved  into prominence and  the links with  the networks  (and  their 
interconnection) have come to the centre of the stage.  The paper is, I believe, still worth 
reading as a statement of a problem that remains on the table, even if the accent is now 
much more on the applications and the upper levels and beyond. 
2.  Telecommunications Policy in the European Economic Community. ITU 5th World 
Telecommunications Forum. Geneva. 23 October 1987. 
Telecommunications policy has not merely been one of the successes of the Community, it 
has become so in a very short time.  In 1987 we were virtually at the beginning with the 
publication of the Green Paper.  The speech at the InJ Forum describes the context and 
what the Commission proposed - vinually all of  which has now been adopted. 
3.  Current Development in OSI. On Line Conference. London. 18 Aprill988 
Standards determine markets, especially in  information technology.  This paper clarifies 
the position under Community legislation,  notably in the application of Decision  87/95 
which requires Member States "to ensure that reference is made to:  European standards 
and European prestandards"  as well  as  international standards "in  public procurement 
orders relating to information technology so that these standards are used as the basis for 
the exchange of information and data for systems interoperability" (Article 5 para 1  ).  Are 
Member States and their purchasing entities following this?  Well, we do an annual report 
but we (and users) should probably be more vigilant 
4.  Speech at the openinK of the Rank-Xerox EuroPARC. Cambridee. 16 June 1988. 
It should really have been Michel Carpentier, but since he was not available I replaced him 
at the inauguration of the Rank Xerox EuroPARC facility in Cambridge.  The speech deals 
with R&D in comparative terms - which societies do it well and why - and what role the 
Community plays.  It was the first time I had inaugurated a building.  My children were not 
impressed.  "Well", they said "maybe next time you can do roads•. 
Page  2 5.  The Green Paper and Beyond:  The Benefits of Competition. Fletcher School  of 
Law and Diplomacy. Boston. 7 April 1989. 
The speech records the progress which had been made since the issue of  the Green Paper 
in the summer of 1987.  The breakthrough (the first breakthrough) on telecom services 
came at the end of 1989, but the paper shows how the ground had been laid.  The most 
recent major step was at the Telecoms Council on 16 June 1993, when the Council agreed 
to the liberalisation of remaining services by 1998.  The issue of market access, referred to 
in the paper, remains on the international agenda. 
6.  Reflections on  IT and  EC - Japan  Relations.  EC-Japan Journalists Conference. 
Bri~hton. 21 September 1990 
In the course of my career in the Commission I spent five years dealing with Japan.  Like 
most who  have undergone such  an experience, I was  profoundly marked by  considering 
Japan- the nature of its success and of its society.  I admire Japan and the efforts its people 
have  made.  But  the  bonding  of that  society  poses  great  problems  for  running  the 
multilateral trading system.  The paper, done in note form,  tries to reflect some of these 
concerns in the context of IT. 
7.  Developments  in  Information  Technolo&r  in  the  European  Community. 
Siemens/NixdorfUsers Conference. Antwerp. 2 October 1991 
The Commission has made sustained efforts to help IT users - to encourage them to come 
forward, to fmd out their wishes, to see what they are doing.  We have sought to increase 
the "market pull"  as well as "technology push".  The paper given to the Siemens Nixdorf 
Users places the European IT industry in its world context - the Commission issued a major 
communication in April 1991 - and proceeds through the analysis.  Since Europe is such a 
large market, why is  it not producing better results for  European firms?  What are the 
problems?  And what are the users doing?  The figures given  from a major Commission 
study on IT uptake remain of interest. 
8.  Commentazy on Articles  130F to  1300.  Contribution  to a Commentazy on  the 
EEC Treaty to be published by the Oxford University Press 
Articles 130F to  1300 (the RTD articles) were introduced by  the Single European Act. 
The OUP Commentary proceeds on an article by article basis which presents difficulties 
when dealing with a series of interlocking provisions. What the Commentary does bring out 
Page  3 is  the complexity of the system  and the length  of the time  it takes : three years or so 
between  the launch of a  framework  programme  and  implementation  through  specific 
research programmes.  The double decision-making (first the framework programme, then 
the specific programmes) together with the distnbution of powers between the Council and 
the Parliament  over  the budget  (the Parliament having  the last  word)  has  tended  to 
produce delays and institutional conflict.  The Commission proposed a simpler system in its 
contribution  to  the  Maastricht  Treaty  but  this  was  not  accepted;  The  commentary 
describes the existing system in detail;  there can be few aspects of the arcane procedures 
which are not referred to in the text and pinned down in the footnotes.  It was written in 
1991 and most recently updated in March 1993. 
9.  The Future of Europe. Conference of the Girls' Schools Association. Amsterdam. 8 
November. 1991. 
This paper describes Europe as it might be in 20 to 40 years time- the years 2010 to 2030. 
It was prepared when the Maastricht Treaty was  under discussion  and had not y~t been 
agreed  at  the European  Council  held  in  December  1991.  To avoid  commenting  on 
immediate events, I took the course of looking further ahead.  What would Europe and, 
come to that, the world look like in 20 to 40 years time?  The standard view is that attempts 
to forecast the future are doomed to failure and reflect the hopes and fears of the period 
when they were made.  The standard opinion is no doubt correct.  But something is to be 
gained in putting together the main elements - and for me they are two:  the change in the 
economy  and  society  brought  about  by  IT and  communications,  and  the  institutional 
process  we  call  Europe.  The scope  and ambition  of such  a  paper lead  inevitably  to 
mistakes;  no one has 20 : 20 future vision.  The effort to think one's way through what can 
be perceived and what  may come about is  nevertheless one which  may serve  to clarify 
intentions and thoughts. 
I wish  all  readers of this and the other papers may be around to see what happens in the 
years in qustion - and indeed beyond.  While it would be a source of comfort simply to be 
able to conclude "Magna est Europa atque praevalebit", nothing is irrevocably secured and 
much remains be worked for. 
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Page  7 The subject of this Conference - how  open  systems arc  to  be  implemented  - is  of 
central  importance  for  the future course of information  technology.  The  way  this  issue 
is  handled  and  the  outcome  will  determine  much  of the  economic structure of the  21st 
century.  The European Community. in  particular the Commission, supports the approach 
that  goes  under  the  general  title  of OSI  (Open  Systems  Jnterconnexion).  1 am  grateful 
therefore for  the opportunity. and the  honour, which  you  have  given me  in  inviting  me 
to speak today. 
I  have grouped  my remarks under three broad  headings. which seem to me  to  sum 
up the leading issues 
1.  \Vhy  do we need OSI  and OSI standards? 
2.  \Vhat  is  the mechanism for achieving OSI  and producing OSI  standards? 
3.  How  far  have  we  got?  How will  we  know  when  we  have  achieved Open 
Systems? 
Page  8 The  need  for  OSI  - to  enable  IT  products  to  interconnect and  to  interoperate  - is  in  a 
sense  obvious  and,  I  think,  accepted  by  everyone.  No  one  argues  against  it  as  a 
proposition.  But  before  coming  to  some  of  the  more  particular  reasons  why  the 
European Community,  suppliers~ users and so on should  favour OSI,  and  be  prepared to 
take  the steps  that  follow  from  that position,  I should  like to step  back and  look  at the 
matter from  a  different  prospective.  Let us  consider for a  moment what the  industrial 
landscape will  look  like  in, say, one or two generations'  time.  Forecasting the future  in 
exact terms  is  not  given  to  any  man.  But the general  historical curve along  which  we 
move can be discerned, even if the ripples and jolts on the way remain unpredictable. It 
is,  I  believe, already apparent that the course on which  we have embarked will  lead  to a 
coming  together of three  basic  areas:  information  technology,  telecommunications and 
advanced manufacturing technologies. 
Almost  in  passing one  may  note that two of these areas scarcely existed  twenty or 
even  ten  years  ago;  telecommunications,  the  oldest,  is  in  the  midst  of  a  profound 
transformation.  The  future  structure  will  have  as  its  central  feature  a  communications 
backbone,  an  infrastructure  on  a  European  scale.  based  on  ISDN  (Integrated  Single 
Digital  Network)  and  IBC  (Integrated  Broadband  Communication)  linking  the  major 
industrial  sectors  .  Specialist  suppliers  will  be  grouped  around  these "core  areas".  The 
A f\1T /Cltvt  (Computer  Integrated  Manufacturing)  systems  and  industrial  local  area 
networks which are  now  being explored and developed  by individual firms.  will  thus be 
inregrJted  both  on  a  sectoral  bJsis (fin:mce.  motor  manufacturing. chemical industry and 
so  forth)  and.  via  a  European  network.  with  one  another  and  their  peers  elsewhere. 
These  scctor:tl  circuits  will  cover  all  functions:  R  and  D.  design.  planning  (life  cycle 
Page  9 costing~  inventory  control)~  production~ supply  and  transport~  delivery  etc.  Integrated 
operations. rather than "stand alone•  elements~  will  be the keynote. 
The  effort  and  investment  to  achieve  this  pattern  will  be  enormous.  The 
intellectual  power  generated  (and  which  it  will  encapsulate)  is  beyond  anything  nO\"' 
available.  The spread of this system will  be uneven.  It will  be heavily weighted towards 
the  Northern  hemisphere;  indeed  in  the  initial  phases  it seems  unthinkable  that  Africa 
and  most  of the Third World  will  be  more than  witnesses.  Within societies  the changes 
will  be  marked.  Social  behaviour  always  has  ~  of course.  a  much greater  inertia  than 
thought.  But  the shift in education and marketable needs  will  be substantial.  It  is  not 
the  case  that everyone  will  have  to  become a  computer  engineer or a  systems  analyst. 
But it will be a  much more numerate society, with the dividing line being between those 
who  understand,  construct and  direct  these  systems.  and  those  who  stand  aside.  How 
this  in  turn  will  affect society,  and  human  beliefs  and  attitudes,  are  matters  for  wider 
speculation which  we  may  leave  for coming generations.  There is.  I  suggest,  sufficient 
evidence however to show that the overall production and communications pattern I have 
tried  to  depict  is,  with  whatever  shading  of  the  details,  the  future  that  awaits  us,  the 
turning that we  have already taken. 
By  building  up  this  picture  - which  is  not  I  think  a  straw  man  but  a  plausible 
reality  - I  have  in  a  sense  reversed  the  usual  argument  we  need  OSI  standards  to 
achieve  this  future.  But  the  dialectic,  the  "engrenage"  of  society.  works  I  think  in 
practice a  bit differently  .  It is  because  this  future  can  be  perceived that  we  will  have 
Open  System  lnterconnexion  and  OSI  standards.  OSI  is  not  a  matter  of  abstract 
reflection.  or  3  political  development  like.  say,  world  disarmament,  or a  scientific  step 
such  as  nuclcJr fusion  which  still  has  to  be  done:  the  issue of osr  concerns  what can  be 
re:llJsed  :tnd  where the first steps  h:~ve. when one stops to  look, already been  taken. 
Page  10 Individuals and societies do not of course gear themselves up simply, and  certainly 
not  principally,  in  order to  help  future  generations.  They do  things  for  reasons of the 
here  and  now.  The  more  instant  factors  why OSI  is  needed  and  which  motive  people  • 
now can, I think,  be summed up fairly shortly. 
(1)  The first reason  is  the nature of the IT products we  have.  We  already have 
them  and  we  already  know  that  we  can  get  more  out  of  them  if 
interoperability  was  more  widespread.  There  is  a  certain  technological 
dynamism, combined  with  human curiosity, that pulls  us  forward.  Genies 
do not go back into bottles. 
(2)  The  Eurooean Community is  becoming an  industrial and  economic  reality, 
not  just  in  the  sense  of  lowering  internal  barriers  and  conducting  an 
external  commercial  policy,  but  in  terms  of  becoming  a  single  economic 
entity.  The  pattern  whereby,  behind  an  external  EC  frontier,  a  series of 
national industries  have co-existed,  is  changing - the shift in  the  past five 
years, even in  the past two  years,  has  been remarkable, and it  is  significant 
that  the  IT  area  has  been  to  the  fore1.  There are  many  reasons  for  this: 
economies of scales,  the  nature of technological  advance,  the  instability of 
exchange  rates,  the  investment  of  skills  and  finance  required  which, 
together, have made corporate restructuring and  transfers the  best option  in 
ensuring specialis3tion and a  reinforced  position on the  market.  This trend 
is  not  limited to  Europe, particularly not  in  the case of IT,  but has  been of 
Til~ follow1ng c:\Ses may be noted as an abbreviated checklist 
(:1)  EC-US  S•emo!ns-GTE 
CGF.-ITT 
Thomson-CE 
Bull·lloncywcll 
OlH·.-t t1-AT.t.:T 
(b) Intra-European: 
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Philips  -G rundig 
Thomson-Telefunken 
Olivetti-TriumphAdler  /Acorn 
Mercedes -At-:r; 
Asea-Urown Uoveri 
Philips-GJ-:C 
SG  S -1'homf<m sped31 importance on the European scene.  The •great market" of a  Europe 
without legal  or other barriers is  set for  1992.  A  regional  system  whereby 
goods and  production will  flow across national  boundaries the way they do 
within  countries  has  as  a  natural  corollary  that  the  European  Community 
supports OSI.  Only OSI  will enable the  widest range of firms (and  Europe 
h:ts  of  course  a  high  proportion  of small  and  medium  sized  firms)  to 
participate  in  the  new  process;  only  a  multivendor  approach  will  ensure 
effective  competition;  only  OSI  standards  will  prevent  conflicting  or 
inconsistent  national  standards  from  hindering  trade.  The choice  for  the 
European Community, shared by its Member States, is clear. 
(3)  For supoliers,  the overall  choice  lies  in  the  same  direction.  In  the  short 
term, their advantage  lies  - or has  in  the  past  lain  - with  the  investments 
they  have  already  made  in  their  individual  products,  in  their  proprietary 
advantage.  But can  these advantages be sustained?  The movement to  OSI 
has  gained  a  certain  momentum.  There  are  signs  that  users  look 
increasingly to  interworking and connectibility, and  that this  is  reflected in 
market trends.  And ove.rall, of course, as  IT expands to further sectors, the 
gathering tide will  lift all  boats. 
(4)  Users  gain  an  evident  advantage  from  OSI.  Their  interests  are  in  a  sense 
reflected  in  the  reasons  I  have  just  given.  The  advantages  they  derive 
apply  whether  the  matter  is  looked  at  in  terms  of  products  already 
purchased (assuming  they are  compatible with others),  in  future  purchases, 
in  the  use  and  training  of  staff  and,  above  all.  in  the  greater  range  of 
~hoiccs  which  flow  from  OS I.  fv1ore  options  become  a vailablc  in  the 
Page  12 equipment and  services that  can  be  bought. and  easier use  can  be  made of 
them. 
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The  means  whereby OSI  has  been  generated  is  sufficiently tied  to  the question  of 
OSJ  standards  that  I  will  concentrate  my  remarks  on  the  latter  aspect.  Functional 
compatibility  is  a  condition  sine  qua  non  for  OSI  in  a  multivendor  and  world-wide 
environment, and  that  leads  inevitably  to  the  question  of standards.  We  can  take  as  a 
starting  point  the  adoption  by  the  International Standards Organis&tion  (ISO)  in  1978  -
still  Jess  than a  decade ago  - of the OSI  reference model,  with its seven layers, from  the 
physical  link  to  the  application  layer.  This  was  no  more  than  a  concept,  a  way  of 
approaching  the  problem.  Since  then  we  have  proceeded  to  put  flesh  on  the  bones. 
Whether the  matter  is  looked at in terms of the organisational machinery for producing 
standards or the  nature and definition of standards, specifications and  profiles,  in  both 
instances the  past  ten  years  - essentially the  past  two  to  five  years  - have seen a  sharp 
rise  in  the complexity and sophistication of the arrangements. 
At  international  level  the  principal  body  is  the  ISO  (International  Standards 
Organisation},  made  up  of  national  standards  bodies  and  operating  through  a  series  of 
expert committees and working groups.  Since  ISO  seeks  to  function on a consensus basis 
and  work  at  global  levels  with  many  players  is  inherently  time  consuming,  ISO  has 
tended  to  be  slow  in  reaching  agreement and  producing  standards.  This  is  perhaps an 
unfair  criticism  - the  task  was  formidable  and  a  large  volume  of standards  has  been 
generated  - but  there  has  been  a  certain  tension  between  the  universal  vocation  of IT 
st:tndardisation  and  the  desire  to  keep  up  with  those  making  fastest  progress  in  the 
production  of  equipment.  The·  IEC  {International  Electrotechnical  Commission)  and 
CCITT  (I ntern:ttional  Telephone  and  Telegraph  Consultative  Committee)  are  likewise 
involved  at  internation:tl  level.  the  latter  being  r('sponsible  for  work · in  the 
telecommunic:uions  :~rea  within  the  framework  of  the  ITU  (International 
Tclccornmunications  Union). 
Page  14 In  Eurooe  the  standardisation  bodies  have  coordinated  their  activities  to  an 
increasing  extent.  CEN  (European  Committee  for  Standardisation)  and  Cenelec 
(European  Committee  for  Electrotechnical  Standardisation),  which  group  the  national  -
standards  bodies,  cooperate closely and share facilities.  Coordination  between  them and 
CEPT  (European  Conference  of  PITS)  is  provided  by  a  joint  committee  (ITSTC:  IT 
Steering  Committee)  which  monitors  standardisation  activities.  The  European 
Community, supported  by EFT  A,  has  played a  major part  in  bringing this situation  into 
existence.  EC  action  has  followed  from  the  operation  of  the  ESPRIT  programme 
(European Strategic Precompetitive Research Programme for IT),  which caused the firms 
involved  to  focus  on  the  standards  issue,  as  well  as  the  Community's  wider  efforts  to 
harmonize national standards. 
The  result  has  been  the  adoption  of  EC  legislation2•  Summarising  the  various 
instruments, the overall effect is as follows: 
- The  national  standards  bodies  are  required  to  submit  their  annual  work 
programme.  Action  may  be  undertaken  to  ensure  harmonization  within  the 
Community.  A  parallel  procedure exists  vis-a-vis  the  PTTS  which  notify  their 
technical rules. 
- Proposals for standards work  in  particular areas are drawn  up by the  Commission 
and  submitted  for  consultation  to  the  Member  States·  representatives  (SOGITS 
(Senior Officials  Group  - IT),  83/189  Committee).  The Commission  then  sends 
standardisation mandates  to  the  European standardisation  bodies,  asking them  to 
undertake  the  necessary  work.  Up  to  64  standardisation  mandates  have  so  far 
bt?cn  issued  authorized, of which  33  are already  being  processed.  EFT  A  follows 
The m:un  anstrumen\.~  .:ar~  Oir~cLive 83/189/EEC (O.J.  No  L  109, 2G .  .C  1983,  J>  8);  Oir~cLive 8G/3Gl/EEC 
(O.J. L  217,  ~.8 198G, p  21};  :and Decision 87/9S/EEC (O.J. No L 3G,  7.2. 1987, p  31). 
Page  15 a similar course.  The EC and  EFT  A  provide a substantial part of the  funding of 
Cen and Cenelec. 
Cen  and  Cenclec  examine  the  requests  in  expert  groups  and  adopt  (after  the 
national  bodies  have  approved  by  weighted  voting)  European  standards (EN)  or 
European pre-standards (ENV).  European standards (ENs) are  incorporated  into 
national  standardsy  replacing any  inconsistent  rules.  ENVs  serve  as  forerunners 
of ENs,  enabling  stable  documents  to  evolve  towards  ENs  but  produceD  more 
quickly. 
The  position  of  CEPT,  which  has  not  hitherto  operated  in  exactly  the  same 
fashion,  merits  special  attention.  \Vith  the  growing  convergence  of  IT  and 
telecommunicationsy the question has arisen of how the  need for standards in  this 
emerging  area  was  to  be  met.  Standardisation  of  information  technology 
equipment,  following  in  this  regard  the  traditional  pattern  of  other 
manufacturers, has  been  a  matter which,  in  the  first  instance,  has  concerned  the 
industry, who have had  to  produce specifications.  In  telecommunications, on  the 
other hand,  with national  administrations (the PTTs) in  the  position of monopoly 
buyers, there  has  been  less  need  for standards as  such.  The matter  was  looked  at 
in  terms of specifications and type approval.  The situation has  changed however 
with technological  advances (digitization),  the possibility of value added services, 
and  the  movement  which  goes  under  the  heading  of  deregulation  and 
privatisation.  This  is  a  major  subject  in  itself  which  I  can  do  no  more  than 
mention  in  passing.  The points which  we  need to  note here are two. 
- Cept  mJy  be  requested  to  draw  up  common  conformitv  specifications 
(known  as  NETS  (Normes  europeennes  de  tc.Hecommunications)  for 
termin:ll C'guipmC'nt  connected to  the  public network.  The  result of tests 
to  see  whether equipment  conforms  to  these  spt'cific:uions  is  recognized 
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certificate of conformity with NETs it  is  not necess:1ry  to repeat the tests 
in another Member State. 
- In  the case  of services specifically offered over public networks  for  the  .. 
exchange  of  information  and  data  between  information  technology 
systems,  the  European  standards  bodies  may  be  requested  to  draw  up 
functional specifications .3 
Lastly  in  this  summary  of  EC  legislation,  I  would  draw  attention  to  the 
requirement  that,  from  February  1988,  Member  States  are  to  ensure  that 
reference  is  made  to  ENs and  ENVs, and  to  international standards accepted  in 
the country of the contracting authority,  in  public orocurement orders relating to 
IT "so  that these standards are  used as  the basis for  the exchange of information 
and data for systems interoperability  ·•. 
In  addition,  telecommunication  administrations  are  required  to  use  functional 
specifications  for  the  means  of  access  to  their  public  telecommunications 
networks for those services specifically intended for exchange of information and 
data between information systems which themselves use  these standards5. 
The general  thrust of EC legislation  - to  develop  and apply open  systems standards  - is 
evident. 
3 
A  fun:tiOn31  specifiC:.:\tiOfl  IS  deCined  as •the specifiCOI.taon  which defines  in the field  or telecommunications, 
the  3pp;IC3Lion  of one or more  op~n system  anl~rconn~ctinn st:\nchrd'  an  support of a  specific requirement 
fur ccmrnunlc:.:\Lion  betw~en anform3Laon  technology systems (standard•  recomm~nded by auch ortanisations 
:1s  thE'  ·coanltt! antern:ltlon.:\1 telcgraphique et telt~phonique· (CCITT) or the CEPTt.  Decision 87/95/EEC, 
Art1cl._.  l. par:1  10 ( underlanang added). 
0~CI:i10n 87/95. article 5, J'l:'lr<l.  1 
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and  Application  Group)  was  set  up  in  1983  by a  group of leading  companies  to  foster 
OSl, notably through the production of technical specifications which can be fed into the 
standardisation machinery.  It is  the European counterpart to COS (Corporation  for Open 
Systems)  in  the  US  and  the  Japanese  POSI  (Promoting Conference  for  OSI),  which  are 
likewise  engaged.  At a  sectoral  level  there are also  the  MAP and  TOP  Users  Groups, 
and  a  number oi  more specialised  bodies.  For  present  purposes  it  is  enough  to  recall 
that the  OSI  standardisation process concerns all  three levels,  international,  regional and 
industrial, and  that the adoption of a  standard (as  opposed  to a  specification)  normally 
entails recourse  to an open, public procedure at some stage  - it  is,  in short, a  matter of 
administration. 
Before leaving this section, the evolution that has occurred in  OSI  standards should 
be  noted.  As  the  initial  ISO  reference  model  has  been  refined,  OSI  standards  have 
become increasingly sophisticated.  The ISO  standards have  been widely drawn, allowing 
options at a  series of points;  they have been base standards, relating to individual layers. 
There  has  been  no  assurance  that  equipment  from  different  firms  (or  even  the  same 
firm) complying  with  ISO  standards · would  in  fact  be able  to  interoperate.  There  has 
accordingly  been  a  need  to  narrow  the  choice  down  so  as  to  enable  a  given  function. 
extending  over  several  layers~  to  be  performed.  Spurred  on  by  industry.  Europe  has 
taken  a  lead  in  the  development  of  such  "functional  standards".  and  many  of  the 
standardisation mandates  which  have  been  issued  have  been of this  kind.  The  result  is 
thus a  more practic3l  set of standards, and  this work  hls now  begun  to  be  picked  up at 
international level  (ISO-IEC) as  well. 
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How  far  have  we  got?  How  will  we  know  when  OSI  has  been  achieved?  It  is  the 
purpose of this Conference  to try and determine  what  the specific answers are  to  these 
questions.  The  papers  to  be  given  in  the course of the discussion  will  enable  us  to  see 
what  the  position  is  in  the  various  sectors.  It  is  nevertheless  worthwhile,  I  think,  to 
reflect  a  moment  and  to  clear  t~e  ground  in  considering  the  different  ways  of 
approaching these issues. 
First,  let  us  be  clear  that  technically  OSI  can  be  achieved.  If enough  effort  is 
made,  it  is  possible  to  get  two  pieces of equipment or of software  to  interact or  to  be 
used  in  a  compatible  way.  Leaving aside special cases (the incorporation  in the  product 
of features  which  deliberately  cause  it  to  fail  if interconnexion efforts are  made),  it  is 
well  within  our  technical  means  to  achieve  interoperability.  There  are  technical 
difficulties, but they are not an insurmountable, determining element. 
Moving  on  to  the  next  way  the question  may  be  put:  do  we  have  the  necessarv 
standards  to  make  OSI  a  practical  proposition?  The  answer  here  is  not  easy  to 
summarize and  we  are  confronted  by a  variegated  picture  .  \Ve  need  standards  for  all 
seven  layers.  The  bulk  for  the  lower  layers  ( 1  - 4)  have  been  drawn  up,  certainly  in 
terms of base standards.  The upper layers, and especially the  application layer, are  the 
most  difficult,  and  will  no  doubt  always  remain  so.  The  key  issues  on  which  general 
convergence is  now  necessary are: 
- Message  HJndling Systems (MHS) 
- File Tr:1nsfer,  Access and  f\1anagement (FT  AM) 
- Telctrx 
- \'irtu:tl  terminals. 
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issues in  the application area are, however,  rapidly in  the process of being resolved.  We 
arc getting to  the promised land - and so far it  has taken much less than 40 years. 
The  next  question  is:  well,  if technically  it  can  be  done,  and  the standards  are 
·being produced (even if some of these need to be refined or developed further),  is  OSI  a 
oractica1  proposition?  To what extent" is  it actually in  use and on what time scale?  \Ve 
are,  I  believe, on  the  verge of a  more widespread  application.  The  matter can  be  put, 
with a  certain amount of simplification, in terms of a  kind of •hesitation waltz•  between 
the  manufacturers and  the  users.  The manufacturers ask:  what  are  user  needs?  The 
users say:  where is  the catalogue?  When will I  know what is  available and whether one 
item of equipment will interwork with another? 
This  kind  of circular  problem  can  be  regarded  as  the  teething  pains of a 
growing  industry.  There are a  number of developments  that  I  would  like  to  mention, 
not as  a  complete listing (and some of them will  be treated more fully by later speakers) 
but  as  illustrations  of  the  kinds  of steps  now  being  taken  in  what,  unavoidably,  is  a 
major and complicated process. 
First, so  far as  the manufacturers are concerned, a systematic effort has been made 
to  hold  joint  demonstrations  showing  OSI  interworking  between  equipment  from 
different firms.  At the Hanover Fair in  March  1987,  14  major administrations and firms 
combined  to  show  on  a  single  stand  the  X400  standard  in  ooeration~ the  demonstration 
will  be  extended  at  TELECOM 87  in  October at Geneva..  This  has  been  a  substantial 
undertaking that  has  helped  boos"t  OSI  and  MHS  possibilities.  \Veil  publicised campaigns 
of this  kind provide assurance to  suppliers and users alike.  It is  planned to  hold a  major 
OSl  demonstration  event.  involving  COS,  SPAG,  POSl  and  others  in  the  US  next  year  .. 
This pattern of OSI  demonstrations. showing successive advances,  will,  I think,  becon1e a 
regular  feature:  once st:trted.  individual  firms  will  not  want  to drop out  in  case  this  is 
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products arc not as adaptable. 
The  extent  of  the  work  to  be  undertaken  is  evidently  immense,  extending 
throughout the development and production cycle, from products ready for the market to 
. those  at  project stage.  An  item of particular promise  is  the  Esprit  project ·sasis for a 
Porti\ble Common Tool Environment• (PCTE) which is  being carried out by a  consortium 
led  by  Bull  and  including  GEC~ ICL~  Nixdorf~ Siemens and  Olivetti.  The  project  has 
designed  and  implemented  a  software  system  to  serve  as  the  basis  for  a  complete 
software engineering environment.  What this means in practice is  that it is  now possible 
for development tools, from different sources, to be integrated  and run on a  number of 
host computers with  little or no modification.  PCTE  uses  OSI  for interworking between 
distributed workstations and  the interface specifications are now providing the  basis  for 
standardisation.  This is  a  significant step of great benefit for European software firms. 
So  far  as  network  management  is  concerned~  the  Esprit  CARLOS  <Communications 
Architecture for  Lavered  Open  Svst~ms) project will  provide  network based support for 
the  higher-level  protocols.  The  CARLOS  components  will  enable  devices  of different 
levels of complexity and  degrees of OSI  conformance  to  interwork  with  network-based 
(and  potentially  host-based) OSI  applications.  Individuals or small  user  groups  will  be 
suited by the OSI-PC terminal, which  will  be the first  personal  computer supporting full 
OSI:  individuals  with  non-OSI  terminals  will  be  able  to  use  the  services  of  the  OSI-
PAD, a  modular packet assembler/disassembler. which will support a  number of network 
communications options.  On  the suppliers side  we  thus see  a  series of efforts.  from  the 
products  placed  on  the  market  to  public  demonstrations.  together  with  cooperative 
rese:1rch  ventures under EC auspices. that will  benefit the industry as a  whole. 
Turning  to  developments on  the  user  side, here  too  a  diversity of measures can  be 
found.  To  t3ke  some  of  the  'le:lding  edge'  applications.  the  Community  INSIS  and 
C A DOl A  programmes  th:u  :.re  :~hout  to  be  introduced  will  en:1hlc  computerized  high-
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administrations  of  the  Member  States6•  Where  INSIS  is  designed  for  administrative 
communications  an  general,  CADDIA  is  focussed  on  the  specific  requirements of three 
sectors:  agricultural  policy,  statistics and  customs  procedures.  Here  too  there  is  a  link 
with  the  "great  market"  and  developments  such  as  the  use  of  a  single  administrative 
customs  document.  The TEDIS  programme will  apply for the  electronic transmission  of 
commercial  documents.  COSINE/RARE  will  help  the  research  community.  As  these 
programmes,  all  of  which  are  on  an  open  system  basis,  come  on  stream,  so  OSI  will 
become  progressively  the  established  mode.  The  supplementary  infrastructure  is  also 
being put in place. The Conformance Testing Scheme !CTSl developed  by  the European 
Community  and  now  about  to  extend  to  a  cenification  system,  whereby  products 
certified as  meeting  standards are  accepted  throughout  the Community without  further 
procedures,  will  give  a  further  boost  to  manufacturers'  and  users'  confidence. 
Conformance  testing  has  indeed  a  particularly  valuable  role  to  play  in  the 
implementation of OSI  standards:  it  will  enable  users  to  be  assured  that  a  product does 
in  fact  conform  to  OSI  standards,  as  well  as  providing a  feedback  mechanism  to  allow 
further refinement of standards to  take place. 
It  is  evident that users  will  gain credibility as  they become  capable of stating their 
requirements  and  making  commitments.  The  Government  OSI  Procurement  Project 
(GOSIP)  which  has  been  undertaken  in  the  United  Kingdom,  with  parallel  efforts 
elsewhere (eg.  France, United States) will  have a  major  impact.  This effort is  to  be  seen 
as  part  of  the  implementation  of  the  public  procurement  measures  in  support  of 051 
soon  to  be  a  mandatory  requirement  under  EC  legislation.  The  big  purchasers  are 
i ne,·Jt:l bl y  public  authorities  and  m:tjor  concerns  in  the  private  sector.  As  these  come 
lnform:\taon on  thes~ ann  other progr:unrnes  mentaoned  an  the text is  to be found  in  various publications. 
On INSIS  and CADOJA see in  p:.rLacul:u the paper byMr M  8ellardanelli, EUROTELCOM'8G flroceedincs. 
p.l  :ZG  Th~ Esprit ·n::s NEws· cont:ains a  series or artides (e.c. on CARLOS, 1985  No 2, and PCTE, 1986 
:"o 3). 
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70  Government  departments  in  the  United  Kingdom  for  example  - or  as  specialised 
groups,  such  as  the  European  MAP  Users  Group  fEtv1UG).  their  influence  will  be 
substantial.  All  users will benefit as 051  spreads and becomes the norm. 
An  OECD  report  called  the  production  of  OSI  standards  "the  most  complex 
technical  project ever undertaken  internationally"
7
•  I  have sometimes hesitated over  this 
description.  But  if not OSl, what other project is  so wide in  its scope"?  This is  an effort 
involving  the  major economies of the  world~ not  just one or two of them,  as  has  been 
the  case  with earlier  measures.  The  range of applications,  the  extent of the  tasks  that 
OSI  will  make  possible,  make  it  hard  to  find  parallels.  In  the  sense  in  which  each 
generation  stands  on  the  shoulders  of  past  generations,  we  have  already  achieved 
something  remarkable with  the  development  of information  technology and  the  promise 
of open systems  - and, assuredly, even standing on  tiptoe we only glimpse  part of what 
the next generation will see.  A  new chapter starts to  unfold and calls for our attention. 
i 
Mr  H  O'Connor  .. o,~n s)'Slc,oms  lrn  ... ·rc  ........  r.llolll:  o.,,,orLmuties  ;and  Ch~IICilKC5.  in  Th~ Op.•n  S\•!lle•m 
lntc•r···•n•u•ctrnn (OSI) r.t.!lllt•nre. 01-:Cil, Feh l!tM7,  ;.L p.  II 
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LEGAL SYMPOSIUM: TELECOMMUNICATIONS TRADE AND SERVICES 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY IN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
J\UCHAEL HARDY 
Director,  Directorate-General  for  Telecommunications,  Information  Industries  and 
Innovation, Commission of the European Communities. 
The telecommunications sector in  Europe, like that in  other parts of the  world,  is  in  the 
throes of the most radical and extensive change in  its history. The basic reasons are well-
known and can be summarized under two main headings: 
technological  develooments  - the  advances  brought  about  by  digitisation,  fibre 
optics,  the  coming  together.  in  short,  of  computer  and  telecommunications 
technology; and 
the  shift  in  regulaton'  focus.  from  stable,  monopoly  conditions  to  a  situation 
variously  described  as  liber:1liz.1tion.  deregulation,  privatisation,  reregulation  - a 
situation. however.  where the  notions of social  utility and  public function still  have 
their place. 
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which is  special  in  Europe~ and  on which I  would  like to concentrate  your attention.  is 
that  this  process  is  occurring within  the  framework  of the  European  Community and 
needs to  be viewed  in that  light, whether one is  considering the internal  or the  external 
aspects. Thus. to  illustrate some of the main consequences: 
- Telecommunications measures cannot be looked at in  isolation from other 
Community  policies~  whether  one  is  thinking  of  regional  policy, 
competition rules, freedom to provide services, or external relations. 
- The  European  Community  is  engaged  in  the  completion  of  the  Single 
Market by 1992. European integration can only move forward if it has at 
its  disposal  efficient  networks  of  information  systems  and  services 
accessible at low cost. 
The  congeries  of separate  industries  which  have  existed  so  far,  behind 
the shield  of national  practices,  will  be called  upon  to  adjust to  the  new 
circumstances. A  European industry as such will  be calJed  into existence. 
- A  Comn1unity  of  twelve  States  and  a  population  of  320  million  is  a 
mighty thing. It is  not acceptable, in  a democratic Community, that there 
should  be  marked discrepancies  in  the economic level  of its  members.  A 
substantial  effort  is  required,  and  is  being  made  to  reinforce  the 
cohesion of the Community in  telecommunications as  in  other spheres. 
The  telecommunications  sector  thus  has  a  crucial  contribution  to  make  to  the 
Single  Market,  to  competitiveness  and  the  internal  and  external  cohesion  which  the 
Community has adopted as  its  goals. 
Looking at the overall world picture, what do we  find  ? 
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" The  telecommunications  sector  will  become  immensely  more  important 
globally.  The  two  speakers  who  preceded  me,  Mr Feketekuty  and 
Mr Bressand, gave  you chapter and verse  for that.  In all  economies  the 
information  market  and  telecommunications  will  grow  in  strategic 
significance.  Telecommunications  will  increase  from  approximately  two 
percent of GOP  to  seven  percent or more  in  most  OECD  countries  by 
the end of the century. 
- It will  not  be  possible  for one country or area  to  derive  the  benefit of 
this  process  unless  it  has  the  cooperation  of  others.  This  simple  and 
central fact has to be kept constantly in  view.  A  common effort will  be 
required. How is  this to be done ? What mechanisms do we  have ? 
We  have  heard  one  answer.  Mr  Feketekuty's  analysis suggests  that it will  not  be 
possible  to  have  just  one  negotiation,  a  simple  one-shot  process.  Something  more 
sophisticated  and  permanent  will  be  required  if anything  approaching  optimal  benefits 
are  to  be  achieved.  For all  the  importance  we  may  attach  to  it,  the  telecommunication 
sector  is  of  course  hardly  unique  in  this  respect.  The  refrain  of  interdependence,  on 
every  leader  writer's  pen,  applies  in  a  host  of  areas  - one  has  only  to  think  of 
international  financial  and  monetary  arrangements.  \Ve  are  poised,  here  as  elsewhere, 
between  worlds.  - technology  and  its  promise  pulls  us  forward,  habits of thinking  and 
political institutions.  by contrast, :1re  still  rooted  in  an earlier age. The level  of economic 
and  technological  interdependence  which  confronts  us  may  not  be  matched  across  the 
board  by equivalent  political conditions.  Mr Feketekuty spoke  tellingly  of the  need  to 
combine the efforts of GA  1T and ITU and called for  intelligent navigation from all  who 
s~il  in  those  waters.  but  the  voices  of isolationism  and  protectionism  are  not  absent  in 
the  United States, nor  indeed elsewhere. And, as  so often, the trade pattern of Japan still 
leaves much to  be desired. 
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States has  about 35  percent of the  world  telecommunications sector, Japan  11%  and  the 
European Community, taken together, 2.0%.  Since, however, the European market in  this 
area is  still considerably divided and the industry fragmented,  this  figure is  a composite, 
little  more  than  an  arithmetical  addition.  No  Member  State  represents  more  than  six 
percent  of  the  world  market,  and  most  far  less  than  that.  No  Telecommunications 
Adminstration  in  any  Member  State  is  substantially  larger  than  any  of  the  seven  US 
Regional  Holding  Companies,  which  continue  to  operate  under  monopoly  conditions  as 
far as  network provision  is concerned. It is  estimated  that the costs of developing a new 
public  switching  system  are  now  such  that it  is  not  possible  to  achieve  a  viable  result 
unless  8%  or more  of the  world  market can  be  secured1  .  Putting  these  various  figures 
together  with  the  structure  of European  industry and  past  patterns,  the  stake  and  the 
issues are evident. 
It is  not surprising  therefore that European countries have  undertaken a  review of 
their  regulatory  framework,  that  they  are  extremely  conscious  of the  challenge  and  of 
the need  to  respond  to  it.  Specific accounts  of that  response  have already  been given  by 
various  speakers  in  the  course  of  this  Symposium.  What  may  have  slipped  by  with 
perhaps less  focussed attention  is  the  extent of industrial  restructuring  that has  occurred 
over the  past two  years, and essentially within  the  last  six  months.  The details  are  to  be 
found  in  the pages  of the  Financial Times,  the  Economist,  the  Frankfurter and  the like, 
and I  do  not  propose to  go  over that ground  now.  It is  sufficient for present purposes to 
note  that  there  has  been  a  prise  qe  conscience  on  the  part of  the  leaders  of  European 
industry  which  suggests  that  the  message  of  1992  has  been  received.  This  is  a  positive 
and encour:tging sign on  the  European  telecommunications horizon. 
Estimate by UNICE (Union of Industries of the European Community). 
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Besides  that,  the  publication  by  the  Commission  of  the  Green  Paper  on  the 
Develooment of the Common  Market for Telecommunication Services and  Equipment, in 
June  of  this  year,  has  served  to  focus  the  European  debate.  The  Paper  is,  let  me 
emphasize, a  Green Paper,  intended to  galvanize discussions  ; it  is  not  the last  and  final 
word  in  what will  be a  complex process.  But it has  had a favourable reception ; no  calls 
of  rejection  have  been  voiced,  but  rather  a  note  of  serious  attention.  We  are  thus 
engaged in  Europe in a  period of brooding and reflexion,  the industrialists re-examining 
their opportunities,  the research  workers considering  what has  to be  done  if possibilities 
are  to  turn into achievements (one  thinks of RACE2  and its immense  promise), and  the 
administrators seeking to determine what the new pattern should be. 
There  are,  as  there  inevitably  are  on  such  occasions,  those  who  cry  that  the 
Commission  is  taking on too  much, who wish  to slow the pace and put a  touch on  the 
brakes,  and  there  are  those  who  fear  that  the  Green  Paper  proposals  do  not  go  far 
enough,  that  having  struck a  balanced  formulation,  the  Commission  or  the  Community 
will  eventually  finally  settle  for  something  less.  This  apprehensive  category  is  perhaps 
particularly  to  be  found  outside  the  Community,  although  it  has  vigorous  adherents  in 
Europe also.  The central  phenomenon which  needs  to  be  clearly seen  and  grasped  is  the 
double  operation  on  which  the  European  Community  is  engaged:  it  is  seeking  to  move 
internally from a situation characterised by national  monopolies and national  industries to 
a  Europe-wide  market  and  economy  equipped  with  a  fully  competitive 
telecommunications  industry ;  and at  the  same  time  it  is  conducting this  process  in  the 
The Communaty  RACE  programme  (R&D  in  Advanced Communications Technologies in  Europe) aims at 
th~ antroductton of Integrated  Broadband  Communications {IBC)  taking into account  the evolving  ISDN 
and  nataonal  introductaon  strategies,  progressing  to Community-wide  aervices  by  1995.  The  programme 
requares cooperation between a  large number of playen, including both Telecommunication Administrations 
and industry.  lt anvolves  concrete planninr for the introduction of broadband services  in  the Community 
and  a  range of  pre-normative activities.  RACE  will  provide  a  major tool  for  ensuring Community-wide 
network integrity Cor the te~ecommunicationa infrastructure of the 1990&. 
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ITU, on  the future general framework of the telecommunications sector. 
This  is  not  the  first  time  the  Community  has  been  engaged  in  such  a  double  .. 
exercise ;  it can  almost  be  said  to  be  the  norm.  The previous occasion  which  comes  to 
mind  and  is  worth  recalling  here  is  the  reduction  in  tariff  and  similar  barriers  that 
occurred in  the early 1960s.  During  tha~ period the Community lowered and removed the 
internal tariffs and quantitative  restrictions that hindered trade  between its  members.  At 
the same  time it constructed its  external commercial  policy and a single tariff and  trade 
regime  {with,  let  me  add~ a  significantly lower  overall  tariff level  than  had  previously 
been  the  case).  This  process  was  successfully  carried  out.  Then  as  now  there  were 
doubters as  well  as  enthusiasts,  then as  now  those  outside  were apprehensive.  But  what 
happened  ?  In  accordance  with  the  happy phrase  that a  rising  tide  lifts  all  boats,  there 
was  an  expansion of internal (intra-EC) trade as  there was of external trade.  Both  grew. 
No  comparison  is  exact,  but I  would  point  to  that  precedent and  encourage  those  who 
have doubts  to  take heart and look  more closely at what it is  the Community is  trying  to 
do. 
The  Green  Paper  focuses  on  the  complementarity  between  competition  and  the 
concept of a  wider market.  Its  basic  message  is  that there must  be  more competition  in 
a  wider  market  ~  the  telecommunications sector has  to  be  more  open  to  competition  if a 
single Community-wide market  is  to  be achieved. Only a  Europe-wide single market can 
offer the economies of scale and scope which the  new environment entails. 
3 
The main  policy orientations set out in  the Green Paper are the following :
3 
The account given ia  a summary and the text or the Green Paper should be aeen for a  further account or the 
argument and the formulation of proposals. 
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accepted  that  the  Telecommunications  Administrations  should  continue  to  have 
exclusive  or  special  rights.  The  central  role  of  the  Telecommunications 
Administrations  in  the  establishment  of  future  generations  of  the  network 
infrastructure  is  recognized.  This  acceptance  is  made  dependent  however  on  the 
elaboration  of  a  common  understanding  and  definition  of  network  infrastructure 
provisions. 
So  far  as  services  are  concerned,  a  substantial  Europe-wide  opening  up  of  the 
market to  competition is  called  for,  with  the exception, at this  stage,  of a  limited 
number of basic services, regarded as  indispensable to meet public service goals. 
Exclusivity  in  such  basic  services,  reserved  to  the  Telecommunications 
Administrations,  is  to  be  narrowly  construed  and  will  be  subject  to  review, 
particularly  in  the  light  of  the  evolution  towards  a  digital  infrastructure.  It  is 
apparent that a  boundary cannot be  fixed  once and for all.  It wilJ  not  be acceptable 
for  "reserved  services"  to  be  defined  so  as  to  extend  the  service  monopoly  of  a 
Telecommunications  Administration  in  a  way  inconsistent  with  the  Treaty 
competition  policy  will  apply.  Voice  telephone  services  appear  to  be  the  chief 
candidate  for  a  reserved  service  ;  it  is  in  this  case  that  the  "universal  user" 
requirement (a  principal  criterion for  reserved  services) applies  most  obviously and 
the high  proportion of revenue (85  - 90%) derived from  voice  telephony makes  this 
the chief means of ensuring the maintenance of viable networks. 
In  the  case  of other services,  ("competitive  services"  including  an  particular "value 
added services"),  there  is  to  be  free  unrestricted  provision, both  within and  between 
Member States  (in  competition  with  Telecommunications  Administrations)  for  own 
use, shared use,  or provision to  third parties. 
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existing Community legislation. It is specifically proposed that 
"Member States  and  the Community should  ensure and  promote  provision 
by  the  Telecommunications  Administrations  of  efficient  European-wide 
and  worldwide  communications,  in  particular  regarding  those  services  (be 
they  reserved  or  competitive)  recommended  for  Community-wide 
provision"• , such as  ISDN. 
The  distinction  between  services  reserved  to  the  Telecommunications 
Administrations ("reserved services")  and competitive services  raises the  question  of 
how  the conditions of access  to  the network are to  be set.  A  Community Directive 
on  Open  Network  Provision  (ONP)  will  therefore  define  the  requirements  which 
Telecommunications  Administrations  may  impose  on  providers  of  competitive 
services  for  the  use  of the networks. The common  principles  to  be  included  in  the 
Directive  will  cover such  matters  as  network  termination  points,  usage  conditions, 
tariff  principles  and  frequencies.  So  far  as  tariffs  are  concerned.  besides  greater 
transparency ("unbundling"), a move towards a more cost-based system  is  called for. 
So  far  as  terminal  equipment  is  concerned,  free  unrestricted  provision  is  to  be 
provided,  subject  to  type  approval  as  compatible  with  Treaty  obligations  and 
existing  Directives.  Provision  of  the  first  (conventional)  telephone  set  could  be 
excluded  on  a  temporary  basis.  It  is  proposed  that  "Receive  Only  Earth  Station" 
(ROES) for satellite down-links should be  assimilated  to  terminal  equipment and  be 
subject  to  type  approval  only  ;  in  the  case  of  two-way  satellite  communications 
systems,  limited  competition  is  envisaged  on  a  carefully  monitored,  case  by  case 
bJsis. 
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to  be separated. Regulatory activities concern  in  particular licensing,  type  approval 
and interface specifications, the allocation of frequencies and general surveillance of 
network usage conditions. 
Since Telecommunications Administrations will retain considerable powers as  service 
providers and as  regulatory bodies, there will  be a  strict review of their operational 
(commercial) activities,  under the  competition provisions (Articles 85,  86  and  90  of 
the EEC Treaty). This applies in panicular to  the question of cross subsidisation in 
the competitive services sector and manufacturing. A similar review will be  made of 
private  providers  (under  Articles  85  and  86)  to  avoid  the  abuse  of  a  dominant 
position. 
In  the sphere of external relations,  besides the general  provisions of the Treaty, the 
Community's  common  commercial  policy  will  apply  in  the  telecommunications 
sector. This will  be  most obviously the case in the GA  TI negotiations. 
I have so  far dealt with the Community chiefly from an  internal point of view  ,  in 
order to  explain the  domestic process  and the  background against  which the Community 
conducts  its  trade  relations.  Turning  to  the  external  side,  EC  exports  of 
telecommunications equipment (including  components)  last  year  were  4.3  bn  Ecu  whilst 
imports  were  3. J  bn  Ecu5.  While  there  are  problems  of  definition,  exchange  rate 
differences  and  so  forth  in  3rriving  at  exact  comparable  figures,  US  and  Japanese 
exports  are  at  roughly  the  same  level  as  those  of  the  Community.  On  the  import  side 
however.  the  large  scale  of  US  imports  ($ 3.2  bn  in  1985)6  puts  the  US  into  sectoral 
5  Comm1asion est.amate 
6  Financial Timea, World Telecommunicationa Supplement, 20 October 1087. 
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6
•  The difference  m 
performance is  thus above all on  the import side. 
So  far as  the  Community•s  trading  pattern  is  concerned,  it had  an  overall  trade 
balance of 1.2  bn  Ecu  ( 1986)  in  Telecommunications equipment (including  components). 
This surplus has  however been falling  however over the past few years. The deficit with 
the  US  was 620  m.  Ecu  last  year, and thiu  with Japan 685 m  Ecu. now the  largest  with 
any  of  the  Community's  trading  partners.  The  Community's  position  in  trade  in 
telecommunications services  is  more  difficult to  evaluate, but it  is  clear that the market 
in those services which are tradeable is currently dominated internationally by US service 
providers.  although  European  firms  have  built  up  a  strong  presence  in  niche  markets, 
such as  financial services and a range of videotex based services. 
Before  looking  further  at  some  of  these  aspects,  a  general  remark.  The 
Community, as  I  have  indicated, is  a  major exporter of telecommunications equipment. 
and  it  should  try  to  attain  a  similar  position  in  the  case  of services.  The  creation  of a 
common  market  in  the  telecommunications  sector  will  greatly  contribute  to  improving 
the  Community,s  competitive  position  - this  is  indeed  a  principal  objective  of  the 
exercise.  It  would  evidently  be  a  mistake  however  for  the  Community  to  try  and 
undertake  this  task  in  a  manner  which  would  insulate  its  market  from  the  rest  of the 
world. As  explained in  the  Green  Paper, we  have  a  basic  interest  in  an  open competitive 
international  trading environment  as  the  only  route  to  a  competitive  European  industry 
on  the  world  market.  There  is  no  alternative  to  exposing  our  industry  to  a  competitive 
environment  and  relying  on  European  ingenuity  and  competence  to  confront  our 
competitors. 
If  the  Community  for  its  pJrt  is  determined  not  to  isolate  its  emerging  market, 
whJt  is  the  position  as  regards  our  principal  competitors  and  suppliers  ?  Let  me  take 
first  the  United States.  Whereas  the  US  has  a  substantial  positive  trade  balance  with  the 
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which have largely contributed to the total US deficit in  telecommunications equipment 
of around  S  2  billion  in  1986  ($  1.5  billion  in  J  985).  Because  of the  global  US  trade 
deficit,  the  US  Administration  is  under  pressure  to  respond  to  what  are  regarded  as 
unfair obstacles  to  trade  imposed  by  third  countries.  The draft  trade  legislation  under 
consideration  by  Congress  relies  heavily  on  the  assumption  that  the  deficit  is  largely 
caused  by  such  barriers.  The  European Community  has  expressed  its  concern  over  the 
direction of this legislation. The EC opposes the approach of sectoral reciprocity and  the 
threats of mandatory action set out in these proposals. Liberalisation of the US regulatory 
framework  furthermore  has  not  been as  extensive or  uniform  in  practice  as  has  been 
suggested  ;  the  central  office  and  transmission  sectors,  where  the  European  firms  are 
strong,  has  shown  little change.  unlike  the customer premises sector  which  has seen  a 
substantial rise  in  exports  from  Pacific countries.  In  the event  that  the  US  should  take 
restrictive action on the lines of the current proposals, the Community has  made it clear 
that it would retaliate. 
The  effects  of such  measures,  if a  chain  reaction  were  started,  are  evident.  The 
climate of international trade and investment would take a downward turn, the hopes for 
the  GA  TI  Round  would  receive  a  setback,  and  for  those  of  us  engaged  in  the 
telecommunications sector  the  glorious  vistas  we  have  painted,  those  technical  advances 
we can  achieve,  would  be dealt a  major blow.  Telecommunications, as  it  struggles into a 
common  activity,  would  thus  be  particularly  affected.  Since  EC-US  relations  in  the 
telecommunications area are characterised  by close  and  regular contacts, our hope  must 
be  that this risk of unilateral and unjustified measures can be avoided. 
Turning  now  to  trade  relations  with  Japan,  it  has  to  be  said  that  there  is  still  no 
noticeable sign  of an  opening of  the  Japanese  telecommunications equipment  market  to 
EC  suppliers.  EC  exports  to  Japan  remain  at  negligable  levels  - 39  m  Ecus  in  1986,  as 
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imports and Japan is  the country with which the Community has  the largest, and rising, 
deficit  in  telecommunications  equipment.  EC  trade  with  Japan  thus  reflects  the  same 
pattern as  is  found  in  trade  between  the  US  and  Japan. Since  the  US  manages  to  sell 
quite successfully  in  Europe,  and  Europe  elsewhere  in  the  world,  the  inference  is  that 
the Japanese  market is  to a  large extent closed to  both the EC and  the US,  in  this as  in 
other sectors. This is  highly regrettable. An opening up of the Japanese market, in  terms 
of actual, substantial trade figures, is one of the most  highly desirable conditions for the 
continued pursuit of world trade. 
The  principal  forum  for  discussions  on  the  future  framework  for  trade  in  the 
telecommunications  sector  will  be  the  new  GAIT  Round.  So  far  as  services  are 
concerned,  the  current  assumption  is  that  all  services  which  can  be  traded  will  be 
covered by a GA  TI agreement. An essential element in the negotiations will  therefore be 
an  agreement  on  which  services  are  tradeable,  the  general  trend  of  opinion  at  the 
moment appearing  to  focus  on  the  so-called  value-added  services.  f\1uch  of  the  debate 
however  will  turn  on  the  Question  of  what  constitutes  "appropriate"  or  "acceptable" 
regulation, the wavy boundary which, as previous speakers have indicated, will  vary over 
time.  The  issues  considered  in  the  Green  Paper  will  evidently  have  their  international 
equivalent. Although the discussions on  the approach to  be  taken  in  the  Uruguay  Round 
are still  at an early  stage, a  conceptual  framework  for  trade  in  services  has  been  drawn 
up  at  the  OECD and  it  is  likely  that  all  sectors,  including  telecommunications,  will  be 
considered in  terms of such a  general  pattern.  Determining the  relationship  between  the 
overall scheme and particular sectors is  a  matter which  will evidently take a great deal of 
attention.  The  concept  of  "appropriate"  or  "acceptable"  regulation  is  indeed  to  some 
extent  a  shorthand  reference  to  this  forthcoming  debate.  In  the  case  of  trade  in 
telecommunications equipment, the  discussion  may be  expected  to  focus on  the  topics of 
public  procurement,  technical  barriers  to  trade  (e.g.  acceptance  procedures) and  tariffs. 
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to  apply  more particularly in  the case of telecommunications than  most other sectors,  is 
the  close  relationship  between  the  •services"  and  "goods"  aspects.  The  thrust  of 
technological developments and the  regulatory shift has  indeed been to push the  industry 
into  an  intertwined  continuum.  We  may  set  the  elements  apart  for  the  proposes  of 
negotiation, but we  will have to  put them together in order to conclude the process. 
This  leads  me  then  to  the  ITU,  whose  importance  for  the  Community,  as  for 
others,  I  would  wish  to  emphasise.  The  Community  will  continue  to  support  and 
strengthen  the  ITU as  a  principal stabilizing factor  in  international telecommunications. 
The ITU  \Vorld  Administrative Telegraph and Telephone  Conference,  the  \VA TTC,  will 
have a  major influence on  Community policies,  like  that of the CCITT in  the  standards 
area.  It  is  apparent  that  GAIT  and  ITU  discussions  wilJ  be  drawn  into  a  closer 
relationship. The  typology presented  by Mr Feketekuty of the points  of emphasis of the 
two bodies and of those who participate in them, is,  I believe, correct. The aspect which 
may  nevertheless  be  underlined once  more  is  that  we  will  of course  need  discussions  in 
both  institutions, in a more intense pattern than  has  so  far been the case. 
In  conclusion  then it  is  clear  that we  will  all  have  much  work  to  do  in  interesting 
times.  I  have sought  to  set  before  you  the  approach  which  the  European  Community  is 
following,  the  circumstances  in  which  it  finds  itself,  the  factors  which  will  determine 
that  approach.  For  the  Community  the  telecommunications  sector,  on  which  some  sixty 
percent  of  the  work  force  will  come  to  depend,  is  of  vital  importance.  A  fully 
competitive telecommunications  ir:adustry  is  a  critical  component of the  future  European 
economy. The European Community, more engaged in  trade than either the  United States 
and  Japan.  accustomed  to  a  constant  give  and  take  in  internal  debate,  is  aware  of  the 
need  for  agreement and  mutual  accomodation  if this  sector  is  to  achieve optimal,  viable 
results.  Telecommunications  will  be  more evidently a  common  international service  than 
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leadership and rationality will be required. 
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The  paper  summarizes  the  reasons  why  there  is  an  increasing  drive  for  Open 
Systems as  the use of information technology extends throughout the economy.  The 
Community's  move  to  a  single  market  in  1992  reinforces  the  trend.  A  series  of 
legislative  measures  have  been adopted  to  support the  development and  use  of OSI 
standards.  Under  Decision  87/95,  public  procurement  orders  are  to  include 
references  to  standards,  thus  bringing  the  influence of the  public sector  to  bear  in 
the move to Open Systems. 
Michael  Hardy  has  been  with  the  Commission  since  1973.  His  post  as  Director  in 
DG  XIII  includes responsibility for Community IT standards policy. 
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In  recent years  the  move  towards Open Systems has  received  increasing support and 
picked  up  speed  and  momentum.  Basically  this  is  due  to  the  fact  that  the  key 
parties, the users, the suppliers, the standards bodies and the various administrations 
involved,  have  come  to  recognize  the  need  for  intercommunication  and  thus  for 
standards.  We  have  therefore  witnessed  the  development  of an  extensive  IT  OSI 
standards  activity  which  matches  the  growth  of the  industry  itself.  The  result  is 
that acceptable standards are  becoming  available  and are  to  be  found  implemented 
in IT products. 
In general  the value of standards has  been amply demonstrated.  They have enabled 
market  growth  to  continue,  with  a  greater  degree  of  fair  competition  and  user 
satisfaction in many areas.  They represent nevertheless a  recent development in  the 
Information Technology sector.  The question may be posed why this is  so. 
Basic  Elements 
The  IT sector has  become,  in  not  much  more  than  a  decade,  a  major sector  in  its 
own right and a  powerful agent of change.  The evolution from a  largely centralised 
approach to distributed systems and a  range of applications has  highlighted the need 
for  a  much  greater degree of compatibility  between  equipment.  This can  only  be 
realised if appropriate standards are available.  Without such standards IT equipment 
cannot  be  openly and  effectively used.  The  main  cases  that  illustrate  this  may  be 
summarized as  follows: 
- Systems that were  previously isolated, stand alone  units come  into  increasing 
contact  and  need  shared  data,  staff,  terminals  and  networks,  within  an 
organization. 
The  shift  in  emphasis  from  specific-purpose  data  processing  systems  to 
general  purpose systems  means  that  flexibility  is  necessary  to  cover  possible 
future  requirements,  linked  to  information flows  and  development directions 
rather than optimisation of current requirements. 
- Information  technology  is  coming  to  be  used  in  an  ever  wider  range  of 
public and private sectors, throughout an administration or an  industry.  This 
increases  the  probability  that  organisational  changes  will  also  impact  on  IT 
systems, and so  produc~s  "another reason for wanting flexibility. 
- Fourthly, the  exp3nsion  in  the  range of IT  products and services has  been so 
gre3t  that  not  even  the  l3rgest supplier can cover the  whole  range.  Nor will 
all  the  products  in  the  range  that  is  covered  necessarily  be  the  most 
competitive  in  terms  of  price  and  performance.  Multivendor  supply  of 
different systems and components has  become the order of the day. 
- Lastly,  the  degree  of  reliance  on  information  technology  by  users  has 
reached  the  stage  where  being  at  the  mercy  of  commercial  policies  and 
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Multisourcing has  become prudent. 
The  cumulative effects of such developments  are  apparent  to  all.  Worldwide  user 
initiatives such as  from  MAP, TOP, COS, OSITOP,  EMUG, etc. seek to  increase the 
effectiveness of the  OSI  standards  process,  through  the  efforts of those  who  want 
standards applied  in  practice.  Suppliers, too,  have come increasingly  to  accept this 
approach,  which  allows  them  to  sell  in  a  wider  environment,  without  unduly 
restraining  their  technical  and  commercial  freedom  in  the  way  they  design  and 
market their systems. 
As  a  result,  the  OSI  concept  has  been  developed  to  the  point  where  there  exists 
many  levels  of  integration  of  Open  Systems,  with  groups  of  common 
interoperability.  The regional  bodies concerned with IT standards-making, which  in 
Europe  include  groups  of established  IT manufacturers,  e.g.  SPAG,  the  industrial 
user-driven  groups  looking  at  specialised  application  areas,  such  as  Trade  Data 
Interchange  and  EDIFACT,  or  the  profile-making  activities  from  both  public  and 
private  sectors,are  beginning  to  converge to  interact  in  workshop  mode.  The  past 
year  has  seen  the  establishment  of  the  European  Workshop  for  Ooen  Svstems 
(EWOS),  grouping  suppliers,  users  and  standards  bodies.  The  overall  aim  of  this 
process is  to  achieve a global network of interoperable systems. 
As  part  and  parcel  of this  development,  there  is  a  need  for  quality  and  feedback 
mechanisms through  independent conformance testing and certification;  solutions to 
interoperability will  continue to  be ongoing and dynamic rather than static goals. 
As  far  as  the  needs  of  the  European  Economic  Community  are  concerned, 
interconnectability  and  the  exchange  of  information  between  different  makes  of 
computer are absolute prerequisites in an  IT strategy.  To this  is  added  the  need  for 
cross-border flow  of information.  The application of OSI  standards and  profiles  is 
not  sufficient  if such  standards  are  different  between  Member  States.  As  you  are 
all  aware,  the  year  1992  has  been  chosen  as  the  time  by  which  cross-border 
restrictions will  disappear.  The objective which the  Community, at  its  highest  level, 
has  set  itself is  to  achieve a "unified market". an area of 320  million  people in  which 
business  may  be  freely  conducted  and  from  which  existing  obstacles  have  been 
removed.  It  is  estimated  that  by  the  end  of  the  century  some  60  percent  of  the 
labour  force  will  be  dependent,  directly  or  indirectly,  on  the  IT  and  telecoms 
sectors.  An  effective, competitive IT and  telecoms  industry is  vital  for our future. 
1  n  the  case  of  IT  standardisation  therefore,  a  series  of  powerful  factors  come 
tof!erhcr  in  Europe 
- the- drive towards  the  interworking of equipment 
- the  need  for a  unified "economic space". 
These  =tre  the  two  fundamental  objectives.  the  underlying  reasons,  for  the 
Community's approach  to  IT standardisation. 
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particular OSI  standards, are harmonised and applied in a similar way in  all  Member 
States.  The Community has accepted this objective and adopted a series of measures 
to  aid  the process,  notably through the adoption of Decision 87/95  of 22  December 
1986.  EC action  has  followed  from  the operation of the  ESPRIT programme,  which 
is  now  about  to  enter  into  its  second  phase,  as  well  as  the  Community's  wider 
efforts to  harmonise national standards. 
EC Legislation 
Summarizing  the  various  instruments  which  have  been adopted,  the  main  elements 
are briefly as  follows: 
- The  national  standards  bodies  are  required  to  submit  their  annual  work 
programmes. A  parallel procedure exists on the PTI side. In  the light of the 
full  range  of available  information,  the Commission draws  up  proposals  for 
the standards work to  be  done at European level "to  ensure the exchange of 
information  and  data  and  systems  interoperability"  (Decision  87/95,  Art.  2 
(a)). In  the case where clear provisions do not exist at the international level, 
allowing  uniform  application,  European  standards,  prestandards  or 
telecommunication  functional  specifications  may  be  prepared  "having 
recourse  if  necessary  to  the  drafting of functional  standards,  to  ensure  the 
precision  required  by  users  for  exchange  of  information  and  data  and 
systems interoperability" (Art. 2 (b)). 
- The  Commission's  proposals  are  submitted  for  consultation  to  the  Member 
States'  representatives  (Senior  Officials  Group  IT  (SOGITS),  83/189 
Committee).  The  Commission  then  sends  standardization  mandates  to  the 
European  standardization  bodies  asking  them  to  undertake  the  necessary 
work.  Over  70  standardization  mandates  have  so  far  been  requested,  of 
which  over  40  have  been  accepted  as  active  work  items.  EFT  A  also 
cooperates  in  this  procedure.  The  EC and  EFT  A  provide a  substantial  part 
of the funding of Cen and Cenelec. 
- So  far  as  the  technical  machinery  goes,  the  requests  are  handled  by 
Cen/Cenelec or Cept expert groups.  EWOS,  which  was  established  last  year 
within  the  Cen/Cenelec  framework,  will  allow  users  and  suppliers  to 
participate  in  the  process.  When  the  work  of  the  expert  groups  has  been 
completed.  and  the  natioRal  standards  bodies  have  given  their  approval  (by 
weighted  voting)  Cen/Cenelec adopt  European  standards (EN) or  European 
pre-standards  (ENV).  European  standards  (ENs)  arc  incorporated  into 
n:u ion a I  stJndards.  rcpiJcing  any  inconsistent  provisions.  ENVs  serve  as 
forerunners  of  ENs.  but  produced  more  quickly  and  enabling  stable 
documents to  evolve  towards  ENs.  Both  ENs  and  ENVs are fully  harmonized 
versions of international standards and  therefore  preserve  total  compatibility. 
At  the  present  time.  nearly twenty  ENs and  ENVs  have  been completed and 
approved.  covering  Local  Area  Networks.  the  Package  Switched  Data 
Network,  MHS  and  so  on.  A  further  eleven  are  at  an  advanced  state  of 
processing and  will  be  published this year. 
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may  be  requested  to  draw  up  common  conformity specifications (known  as 
NETS (Normes europeennes de  telecommunications)) for terminal  equipment 
connected  to  the  public  network.  The  work  to  be  done  in  the  telecoms 
sector  will  be  handled  in  future  by  the  European  Telecommunications 
Standards Institute (ETSI), which was  set up last month. 
There has  thus been a  great deal of movement on the European scene over the  past 
two  years,  and  the  administrative  procedures  are  still  in  the  process  of  being 
refined.  But  the  structure has  been set  up  and  the elements are in  place to  enable 
us  to  proceed.  Already the notion of functional standards which has  been  initiated 
within  the Community has  made  major gains  and  received  international acceptance 
by  the ISO,  an  important step in  the  path to  more widespread OSI  application.  You 
may  note  that  Decision  87/95  defines a  functional  standard as  one "worked  out  to 
yield a  complex function required to  ensure systems interoperability" (Art 1,  para 9) 
and a  functional specification as 
"The specification  which  defines  in  the  field  of telecommunications, 
the application of one or more  open  system  interconnection standards 
in  support  of  a  specific  requirement  for  communication  between 
information  technology  systems  (standards  recommended  by  such 
organizations  as  the  "Comite  international  telegraphique  et 
telephonique"  (CCITI)  or  the  CEPT"  (Art  I,  para  10  (underlining 
added)). 
The use of Standards in  Public Procurement 
The main  lines of what I have said  above will  be  reasonably familiar to  a number of 
you.  The matter is  set out in  Decision  87/95, the  text of which  is  available.  There 
is  a  major  element  which  has  not  so  far  received  as  much  attention  and  which 
recently came  into  force  under Decision  87/95  in  February 1988,  and  that  concerns 
public  procurement.  I  shall  like  therefore  to  concentrate  on  that  aspect  in  the 
remainder of my remarks. 
The  influence  which  the  public  sector  can  bring  to  bear  is  evidently  considerable. 
Within  the  public sector  there exists sufficient expertise for a  user-supplier dialogue 
to  be  authoritative  and  sufficient  purchasing  power  to  influence  the  market.  This 
has  been seen  by  the effect of Federal  procurement in  the  US  in  areas such as  ADA 
and  COBOL  programming  languages.  Users.  particularly  large  users such  as  public 
Juthorities.  have  an  indispensable  role  to  play  in  achieving  agreed,  open  system 
goals.  As  is  stated  in  the  Decision 
"the  field  of  public  procurement  orders  is  suitably  placed  to  encourage  wider 
acceptance  of  open  systems  interconnexion  information  and  data  exchange 
stand:trds  through  reference to  them  in  purchasing". 
Under the  Decision  therefore. Member States arc  now  under an  obligation 
"to ensure that reference  is  made to: 
European standards and  European prestandards  ...  ; 
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of the contracting authorities; 
in  public procurement orders relating to  information technology so  that 
these standards are used as  the basis for the exchange of information 
and data for systems interoperability" (Article 5,  para I) 
This  means  the  IT  products  delivered  to  public  authorities  throughout  the 
Community  will  in  future  be  required  to  be  in  accordance  with  the  identified 
standards. whether purchase, lease or rental is concerned. 
The type of standards applicable are defined as  those  to  be  used  as  a  basis  for "the 
exchange of information and data for systems interoperability".  How the equipment 
is  used  will  therefore  largely  determine  which  particular  standards  are  specified. 
Standards  such  as  those  specifying  OSI  protocols  will  in  any  event  be  involved. 
Other standards which can provide a  basis  for interoperability may also  be relevant, 
such as  those for programming languages, etc. 
All  OSI  protocol standards will certainly be applicable, and some non-OSI standards 
relevant  in  the  case  of  private  Wide  Area  Networks  (WAN)  and  Local  Area 
Networks  (LAN).  Equipment  used  for  public  telecommunications  services  is 
generally excluded (Article 3,  para 2)  but there  is  an express  requirement that end-
to-end  communication  on  the  basis  of  functional  standards  is  to  be  supported 
(Article 5,  para 2).  When  equipment has  to  be  connected to a  public network,  that 
equipment  is  covered  by  another  Directive  (86/361 /EEC)  concerned  with  type 
approval for  the connection of terminals to  public networks.  Other areas covered by 
Decision  87/95  include  functional  standards  for  communications,  text 
communication  standards  for  protocols,  including  OSI-related  Teletex  and  Message 
Handling Systems (MHS) and local  interconnection standards. 
National  standards  may  be  used  only  indirectly,  where  European  and  international 
standards have  been  transposed  to  the  national  level.  They may, as  an exception, be 
referred to  in  the  rare cases  where  the subject in  question covers essentially national 
needs.  Character sets may be  cited as  an  example. 
I would  mention,  in  passing,  that  express  provision  is  made  for  the  inclusion  of IT 
standards  when  national  technical  regulations  are  drafted  or  amended  (Article  6). 
This  requirement  will  need  to  be  borne  in  mind  by  agencies drawing up  regulations 
setting  out  how  IT  is  to  be  used  in  their  field  of  responsibility.  By  this  means 
technical discrepancies can  be  reduced or avoided at  the  regulatory level. 
(a)  Application 
The  requirement  applies  to  any  public  body,  at  national  or  local  level,  irrespective 
of 1ts  field  of activity.  This  includes  defence and  security  forces  in  as  far  as  their 
IT  :tdministrativc purchases arc concerned. 
There has  been  considerable discussion of what  type of purchasing  is  involved.  Is  it 
is  primarily  hardware,  or  software  as  well?  Does  it  cover  rental  or  leasing  of 
services?  In  effect, the  Decision  refers to  equipment and  thus covers  hardware and 
associated software.  However.  the  provision of services will  not  normally entail the 
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a  private firm supplying data processing services to a  public body. 
(b)  Derogations 
Whilst  the  main  aim  is  to  see  OSI  standards  applied  in  practice,  there  may  be 
situations  where  this  is  difficult or not feasible.  The  legislation  therefore  foresees 
some  occasions  where  standards  will  not  be  an  immediate  requirement.  The 
derogations provided for (in Article 5, para 3) are the following: 
(I)  Where  the  use  of  ENS,  ENVS  or  international  standards  is  not 
compatible with the operational continuity in  existing systems. This is 
a  recognition  of the  need  to  recognize  practical  realities,  to  follow  a 
progressive policy. The use of this exception is  thus conditional on the 
definition  by  the  public  authorities of "clearly  defined  and  recorded 
strategies for subsequent transition". 
(2)  In  the  light of the  "genuinely  innovative  nature"  of certain  projects. 
This applies  to experimental situations,  not simply the introduction of 
new products. 
(3)  Where  the  standard  or  functional  specification  in  question  is 
technically  inadequate or adequate conformity testing  measures do  not 
exist. 
( 4)  \Vhere,  after  careful  consultation  of  the  market,  important  reasons 
related to  cost-effectiveness make the  use  of the standard or functional 
specification inappropriate. 
(5)  Finally,  in  the case of contracts under  100,000  Ecu  in  value (approx. £ 
70,000),  other  specifications  may  be  applied.  This  ceiling  figure  is 
used  in  order  to  avoid  unnecessary  bureaucracy  and  paper  work,  in 
view  of  the  large  number of low  value  purchases.  This  is  not  to  say 
that conformity to  standards of low  value  items  is  not  important ;  the 
provision  is,  in  any  case,  optional  ("contracting  authorities,  if  they 
consider it  necessary,  may apply" etc (Art 5,  para 7).  The ceiling  is  set 
to  enable  the  greater  part of public  procurement  in  terms of value  to 
be  covered.  and  the  expectation  is  that  there  will  be  a  roll-on  effect 
from  the higher value orders to  the lower. 
\\'hen  a  public authority  wishes  the  purchase  to  be  considered as  an  exception,  Jt  1s 
under an  obligation  to  record  the  reasons  for  the  derogation.  Other parties  have  the 
r1ght  to  challenge  the  use  of any  derogation  that  is  concerned  with  appropriateness 
of a  stand:trd.  If  the  matter  is  not  settled  locally,  complaints  may  then  be  made  to 
the  responsible  committee.  the  Member States  Advisory  Group  to  the  Commission, 
SOGITS. or directly to  the Commission. 
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A  committee,  cons1st1ng  of  Senior  Officials  from  trade  and  communications 
ministries.  is  responsible  for  advising  the  Commission  on  policy  aspects  of  the 
implementation of the  Decision (Senior Officials  Advisory Group for  IT (SOGITS). 
·They  will  have  the  job  of  advising . on  the  interpretation  of  the  legislation, 
particularly in  cases of challenges to derogations.  In  that task,  they will  be assisted 
by  the  European  forum  of public  procurement officials  known  as  PPSC,  which  is 
already active in  preparing contributions to  help  users  to understand the  nature and 
impact of IT standardisation.  A  useful Guide  to  the  legislation  has  been  prepared 
under  their  auspices.  Other committees connected  with standardisation  activities  in 
this  sector  include  the  Committee  set  up  under  Directive  83/189  and  the  Senior 
Officials Group for Telecommunications (SOGT). 
The  Commission  is  required  to  submit  a  report  to  the  Council  and  to  European 
Parliament every two years on the implementation of Decision 87/95.  The purpose 
is  to  assess  how  the process  of implementation  is  proceeding  in  the  Member States 
and  what  measures  have  been  taken  to apply  IT and  OSI  standards.  In  particular, 
the  application  of  such  standards  in  public  procurement  contracts  and  technical 
regulations will be assessed. 
Conclusion 
In  considering  the  effectiveness  of  Decision  87/95  and  related  Community 
legislation,  the question  is  raised  of whether and  how  far the  underlying  issues  will 
be  affected.  In  practice it  is  likely  to  prove difficult to  separate  the  impact of the 
Community  legislation  and  the  efforts  of  suppliers  and  users.  The  latter  clearly 
have  a  considerable  role  to  play,  as  they  formulate  their  requirements  in  more 
precise  terms, and turn away from  black  box  solutions.  Users  are  no  longer content 
to  find  themselves in  a captive, one supplier situation or to  employ different systems 
for  each  application.  Their  requirement  is  for  a  coherent  IT  infrastructure  which 
preserves  the  integrity of the  organisation's  information  source  and  is  not  dictated 
by  technical  constraints.  The  results  of  this  strategy  will  thus  reinforce  the 
influence  of  the  EC  legislation  across  a  broad  spectrum  of  standards  related  to 
Information Technology,  and stimulate a  management  interest  in  quality  rather than 
quantity  in  this  sector.  When  one  thinks  of  the  relative  unit  costs  involved 
(according  to  some  estimates  the  human  training  costs  are  a  I  00  times  those  of 
hardware),  the  reasons  for open systems  which  allow  staff to  function on  a  range of 
equipment, are indeed very  subst~ntial. 
This  trend  is  likely  to  mean  th:u  the  incorporation  of  user-generated  profiles  in 
purchasing specifications  will  become  more  widespread  as  users  seek  to  define those 
specific options left open  in  the  standards themselves.  The move  in  this  direction  is 
already  well  advanced  with  the  GOSIP  initiative  in  the  UK  and  the  US.  I  believe 
you  will  hear more on  this  later  in  the day. 
No  application  of standards  can  be  successful  however  without  the  possibility  for 
the  user  to  check  that  the  product  concerned  conforms  to  the  standards 
requirements.  The standards  to  be  cited  in  purchasing contracts  will  be  of limited 
use  in  practice if no  independent conformance testing  services are available.  There 
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and procedures of a  European IT testing and certification scheme.  The Commission 
has  lead  the  way in  this area by launching the development of Conformance Testing 
Services, to  provide conformance tests which are mutually acceptable throughout the 
Community.  Laboratories  participating  in  this  scheme  operate  on  the  basis  of 
harmonised  test  suites,  procedures and  reports.  which are  ultimately submitted as  a 
contribution  to  the  European  and  international  standardisation  process.  The  test 
suites  cover  all  areas  of  ISO/OSI  private  and  public  domain,  as  well  as  language 
compilers,  graphic  systems,  buses  and  software  quality  assurance.  I  should  stress 
that  only  testing  activities  based  on  stable  standard  specifications  are  being 
launched.  Indeed, a  number of proposals are being delayed because the elaboration 
of the much needed standards concerned are not proceeding at the desired speed. 
Finally in  conclusion, I should like  to sum  up what from a  European prospective it 
is  hoped  the  various  measures  will  achieve.  A  sufficient legal  basis  now exists  in 
the  form  of  approved  Community  legislation  covering  European  needs  in 
standardisation.  This legislation includes the Directive on the exchange of standards 
information {Directive  83/189), the  type approval  for terminals  to  be  connected  to 
networks {Directive 86/361 ),  the public supplies  Directive (77  /62) and the  Decision 
87/95  which  forms  the  centrepiece  of  the  Community's  IT  Standards  policy. 
Implementation of these  legal  instruments will  provide  user and supplier in  Europe 
with  a  sound  base  to  obtain a  wider application of IT standards.  Having  put  this 
legislation  in  place. the Commission  believes it  is  now  up to  users. suppliers and the 
public  authorities  in  the  Member  States  to  play  their  part  in  achieving  the  goal. 
Public  procurement  will,  we  hope,  provide  a  substantial  impetus,  which  combines 
with  the other factors  previously outlined.  Application will of course depend on the 
rate  at  which  standards  are  produced.  This  is  something  we  are  assisting  at  the 
European  level  by  ensuring  that  the  standards-making  infrastructure  is  capable  of 
rising  to  the  task.  The  legislation  should  encourage  more  users  to  participate  in 
standardisation  activities.  The  European  Workshop  on  Open  Systems  m 
CEN/CENELEC opens an  extensive  potential  here.  Only with  greater participation 
and commitment will  cheaper standardised solutions be  developed. 
Although  I  have  particularly  emphasized  the  public  user  in  my  remarks,  a  greater 
impact  of  private  users  formed  into  effective  user  groups~  may  be  expected  to 
follow  as  awareness becomes stronger. 
I hope  therefore  that  it  will  be  clearly  understood  that  the  Decision  is  to  be  seen as 
a support and stimulus for  wider and  more active participation in  the preparation of 
IT  standards.  especially  those  related  to  open  systems.  The  process  should  indeed 
become self generating, as  standards-conformant products appear in  larger quantities 
on  the  market lnd as  users  define  their requirements  in  a  joint or wider endeavour. 
l r will  thus  become  easier to  pursue  policies  where suitable  migration strategies  take 
precedence  over  short-term  solutions.  The  Commission  is  doing  its  part  to  provide 
the overall conditions for  the  harmonisation  that  is  needed. The underlying trends of 
mJrkct  Jnd  user  demands  converge  in  the  direction  we  want  to  go,  and  it  should 
indeed  prove  possible.  by  our combined  efforts.  to  achieve  the  results  in  terms  of 
open systems and OSI  that  we  all  wish  to  see. 
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Page  64 Page  55 The pleasure and honour of being here  this morning go far beyond 
the feeling one usually has at being invited to this kind of ceremony. 
Not only is Cambridge a splendid and interesting place,  not only is 
the  creation  of  EuroPARC  an  important  event  in  itself  - what  is 
especially pleasing for me is that an  EC  official is found to be  the 
appropriate  person  to  assist  in  the  inauguration  of this  research 
centre. You  will  not be  surprised that I see  this as  being the right 
approach.  The  Community · is  playing  an  increasing  role  in 
determining the framework of economic activities and related R + D 
work. And this role is  likely to be further strengthened in the future. I 
can only congratulate Rank Xerox therefore  for having included the 
European dimension in EuroPARC  right from the beginning. 
Since EuroPARC is a major research facility you will certainly expect 
me to say something about EC policies and programmes in the field 
of R + D and how they may affect the future work of this Centre. 
Before  taking  up that aspect,  it may  be  helpful  to  consider for  a 
moment how research and research policy have moved generally to 
the forefront of attention. The underlying cause is familiar:  modern 
economies  have  tended  to  move from  production  based  on  factor 
endowment in  natural  resources  towards  a  more capital  intensive, 
and  now  knowledge  intensive  basis.  This  development  inevitably 
places the accent on knowleage (education, research) and how it is to 
be  encouraged,  applied  and  conveyed;  research  policy  and 
technological  development are  closely tied  and  become  matters of 
public concern.  While  this adjustment is well  known,  what is often 
overlooked in the debate on research policy is the position of the non-
Western  world.  Besides  the  situation  of the  developing  countries, 
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grapplying - as they have grappled for a century - with what turns out 
to  be  one  of  the  great  questions  of  history:  whether  modern 
technological  change  can  be  introduced  without  also  accepting  ~ 
changes in social relations,  in values and  attitudes,  and in society 
itself. It is difficult for us to be certain what the final result may be, but 
if if proves to be extensive, then modern technological change will 
indeed be shown to be an "unbound Prometheus• (in the phrase of 
David Landes) carrying all before it. 
There is thus a vital point to be noted here. It is the Western world 
which has produced this technology and whose structure and values 
make provision for adjustment, which are indeed geared for change. 
On both sides of the Atlantic and elsewhere it is common ground that 
research should be freely pursued and its results applied. Thi~ is an 
approach which we share. Looking at the pattern overall, it is clear 
that  over  the  past  forty  years  the  Western  world  has  shown- a 
remarkable  vitality  and  ability to  develop.  Despite  difficulties  and 
strains, our societies have been capable of furnishing new ideas, new 
ways of being, new sources of prosperity. And nowhere more so than 
in Europe, that particular laboratory of social and economic change. 
That brings me then to the European Community, where it is possible 
to  trace  the  evolution  of  ideas  on  research  and  the  forms  which 
research  cooperation  might take.  Research  and  Development have 
been a feature of EC policies from the creation of the first Community 
institution, namely the  European Coal  and  Steel  Community in the 
early 1950s, followed by Euratom in 1958. The accent at that time was 
on natural resources and energy, and the research followed what one 
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Community's  Joint  Research  Centres  and  the  work  of  the · 
Commission's  Directorate-General  "Science,  Research  and 
Development"  permitted  a  broadening  of  the  scope  of  the  EC's 
involvement in R + D and gave a profile to the Community's activities 
in  this  field.  With  the  ESPRIT  Programme  (European  Strategic 
Programme  for  Research  and.  Development  in  Information 
Technology),  launched  in  the  early  1980s,  the  Community  took 
another step forward.  The  engagement of firms - and the need  to 
improve  performance  in  what  was  acknowledged  to  be  a  crucial 
sector of the economy - made European cross-border cooperation an 
acceptable and viable possibility. The practices used in ESPRIT have 
come  to  form  the  model  of  a  range  of other  Community  R  +  D 
programmes. 
On the basis of these developments, a further move has been taken. 
The Single European Act, which is the first major amendment of the 
Treaty of Rome, stipulates that 
•'The  Community's aim  shall  be  to strengthen the 
scientific  and  technological  basis  of  European 
industry  and  to  encourage  it  to  become  more 
competitive at international level  ... 
This new article of the Community's constitution is important under 
two aspects 
- it provides  a proper and future oriented legal basis for Community 
activities in  ·this field, 
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technology  in  terms  of  the  international  competitiveness  of 
European industry. 
From mentioning "international competitiveness" there is only a small 
step to the big issue of "information and communication technologies•• 
which fall under the responsibility of the Directorate General in which 
I  work.  Information  and  communication  technologies  already 
represent a turnover of 650 billion USD at world level. By the end of 
the century, 60 % of the workforce will be engaged in or dependent on 
these  technologies,  their  development  and  their  use.  Thus  the 
importance of these sectors does not need more argument. It would 
be irresponsible to ignore their significance. 
Now - with  regard  to  competitivity  - what  is  Europe's  position  in 
information and communiGation technologies? The situation in short, 
is that the Community has been faced with a deteriorating situation 
vis-a-vis the US and Japan and increasingly also vis-a-vis  South-East 
Asia countries. This is reflected in the trade figures where, although 
our internal  market has  grown,  we  have  moved  into  deficit in  the 
electronics sector.  In a number of areas we are holding our own, .the 
rate of deterioration in terms of market share has stabilized, company 
balance sheets have improved, but the position remains precarious. 
So far as R  + 0  is concerned, total R + D expenditure (private and 
public) in the IT field represents 0.39 o/o  of European GOP (90 % of it 
being concentrated in 4  countries), compared with 0.51  %  in Japan 
and 0.62 %  in the United States. Per capita R + D spending in this 
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and only 40 ECU (28.5 £) in Europe. 
Now - if the sector is so important, if trade figures and figures about R 
+ D expenditure indicate an overall deteriorating situation - what can 
we do? What can the EC do? 
The  short answer here is that European cooperation is essential  if 
European competitivity is to be increased. In the past we have been 
unable to use the advantages of a large internal markel Besides that, 
it  is not just a matter of programmes and projects, although they 
have  an  important  role  to  play.  What  is  required  is  an  overall 
approach: agreement on the broad conditions that  allow research 
workers, industrialists and all the other economic actors to play their 
part, to  carry out the work they are able and willing to do • in the 
interest of their companies and organisations as well as in the overall 
interest of the EC. 
Now you may ask, what does  this 
110Verall approach• consist of? 
I  could  obviously try to  answer  by saying that our approach  is a 
genuinly  •european•  approach  as  compared  to  - let's  say  - the 
American approach. But that would be too easy and not even really 
correct. The  European Community is made up of a great variety of . 
different  cultures,  languages,  traditions,  educational  systems, 
research approaches and so on  and so forth. Therefore you cannot 
really say that there is one European approach. Nevertheless we do 
not  intend  - and  in  fact  we  would  not have  the  power  nor the 
instruments - to harmonise these varieties, to turn all the different 
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The  contrary is true:  the  approach  we  have worked out seeks to 
exploit the variety of thinking, of working, of research methods, but  ~ 
within  an  agreed  framework.  This  variety  is  one  of  the  major 
advantages we have in comparison to our American and Japanese 
c~mpetitors, and we do have the proof that the approach - should I 
call it the ESPRIT approach ? - works. It has always been part of the 
European dream that if  we. could combine our efforts so as to put 
together the best of which we are capable as individual nations, the 
results would be remarkable. 
I  call it ESPRIT  approach because much of the thinking and the 
philosophy behind it has been developed for and within the ESPRIT 
programme, which continues to be the flagship of Community R + D 
work in the information technology sector. 
The approach works in the sense that ESPRIT partners - and by this I 
mean big companies, small and medium size enterprizes, research 
institutions 
- contribute to the definition of common strategies, 
- respect the priorities of precise work-plans, 
- collaborate across frontiers in jointly defined projects, 
- respect the competitive approach in project submission, 
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- share the results of their work. 
Most of you  will  know that the  first phase  of ESPRIT  is already 
completed. The Community put 750 million ECU (£ 535 million) into it 
w.ith research partners spending. the same amount of money on their 
collaborative work. 
ESPRIT II will have of a total budget of ECU 3.2 billion for five years (£ 
2.3  billion)  50  %  of which  will  be  financed  from  the  Community 
budget.  The first public call for proposals under ESPRIT II has just 
taken place. We  received some 700 proposals, amounting to a total 
value of 10 billion ECU, in other words roughly three times the total 
amount available. Since we will not allocate all of the money this year, 
the  competition  is  extremely  tough,  with  a  rigorous  evaluation 
process. The ext_ent of interest in ESPRIT, which has grown with each 
call  for  proposals,  is  a  sign  of  the  importance  attached  to  the 
programme. ESPRIT II will involve some 5.500 research workers and 
at its peak represent about 30 % of all European precompetitive R + D 
in information technology. 
Besides  the  considerable  technical  and  scientific  results  already 
achieved, what is equally important, maybe even more important, is 
that ESPRIT  has contributed  to the  creation  of a  climate which is 
nurturing  wider  changes.  A  degree  of  self  confidence  has  been 
regained by European firms, a feeling that it will be possible for them 
to  hold  their own.  This  is reflected  in  corporate  alliances:  the 
number  of  new  corporate  alliances  between  Community  firms  is 
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European and non-European firms. This was not the case four or five 
years  ago.  This  is  a  change,  and  an  important change to  which 
ESPRIT has contributed.  Let me  quote in this. connection Jacques  ._ 
Stern,  President of Bull,  who said  at the  ESPRIT conference  last 
September that the joint initiative of Bull, Siemens, and ICL in setting 
up· their joint research  laboratory was 
118  purely company initiative, 
but one  that would  have  been  inconceivable  had  it  not been  for 
ESPRir'. There are other examples of that kind which I could cite. 
In  similar  terms  I  could  talk  about  the  RACE  programme  which 
addresses the issue of future Integrated Broadband Communication 
in Europe.  RACE is not just a programme for cooperative research 
and development work. It consists of an attempt, on a continent wide 
basis,  to  design  a  whole  scenario  for  the  technologies, 
infrastructures, services and usages which will  be  become possible 
through  Integrated  Broadband  Communication.  Advanced 
communications will have a major influence on the whole way we will 
work and live. 
It is sufficient to mention aspects like 
- the  numerous  new  means  of  access  to  information  sources 
(audiovisual  media,  databases,  knowledge  bases  and  optical 
storage, expert systems, etc.), 
- the soaring demand for communications (financial and commercial 
transactions,  research  networks,  international  tourism,  cultural 
exchanges, etc.), 
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fibre cable, computer networks, cellular radio, satellites, etc.) and 
- the possibilities of decentralized but integrated manufacturing and 
distribution operations. 
IT Application programmes in the field of road transport, education 
learning  methods  and  health  care  (DRIVE,  DELTA,  AIM)  are  now 
under consideration in the Council. 
This brief survey allows me  to turn now to the "internal market issue", 
of which you are all no doubt aware. 
Let me briefly elaborate on this: 
The 1957 Treaty of Rome  envisaged that the Community's prosperity 
and,  in  turn,  its  political  and  economic  unity would  depend  on  a 
single, integrated market. And to bring that about it set out specific 
provisions for  the  free  movement  of  goods,  services,  people  and 
capital. It also foresaw that this would need to be backed up by action 
in other related spheres, such as establishing freedom of competition 
and developing common legislation where necessary. In spite of this 
early vision a true common market does not yet fully exisl This is 
especially ironic as in the minds of most people that is supposed to 
be  the  Community's  central  purpose.  Indeed,  the  European 
Community is often referred to as ••the Common Market". 
The importance of the European Single Act  lies in the fact that it sets 
out a precise deadline for the completion of the internal market and 
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renewed  political  will  of  the  Community,  endorsed  by  the 
Governments of the Member States, to overcome fragmentation and 
to complete within a given timeframe, the aims of the original Treaties.  ~ 
Now: the Single Act says that 
..... special account shall be taken of the connection 
between  the  common  research  and  development 
effort, the establishment of the internal market and 
the  implementation  of  common  policies, 
particularly as regards competition and trade". 
The connection between R + D on the one hand and the completion 
of  the  internal  market  is  clear.  Simply  take  the  example  of 
sophisticated  digital  switching  systems  for  telecommunications. 
Europeans  invested  almost_ ECU  10  billion  in  their  development, 
ending up with 9 different systems. Americans invested ECU 5 billion, 
Japanese ECU  4  billion  in the  same  R  +  D work. You  will  not be 
surprised  to  hear  that  the  nine  European  systems  were  mostly 
designed for the home market of the country  where they had been 
developed. However: even the biggest of these home markets does 
not account for more than  5-6 %  of the world market, and experts 
agree that you need a minimum share of 8-10% of the world market if 
you want to amortize your R + D investments. The Americans and the 
Japanese  clearly  reach  this  critical  threshold  and  so  will  the 
Europeans· once they have created their "Common Market". 
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Europe have tended to operate on too small a scale to acquire the 
technological capacity or the market share that would allow them to 
compete or to cooperate internationally from a position of strength. It 
is only the European dimension of the market that offers the great 
opportunity of strengthening European competitivity 
- through collaboration in R + D, 
- through ·the development and application of common standards, 
- through the opening up of public procurement. 
Most of you will know that the Commission is pushing very hard on 
these  issues.  In  the  telecommunications  field  for  instance  the 
Commission's  Green  Paper,  containing  our  proposals  for  the 
progressive opening up of national markets to wider competition has 
become the reference document for Europe-wide discussion and will 
define the framework for regulatory adaptation in the Member States. 
Let me conclude: 
The lack of transnational structures for science, industry and public 
authorities to cooperate  in  leading-edge  R  +  D  has undoubtedly 
been one of the greatest handicaps which Europe has had in meeting 
international competition. The fragmentation  into national territories 
for  science  and  research,  which  has  been  the  rule  up to  now in 
Europe, has prevented an economically rational division of effort that 
would  stimulate  productivity  and  benefit  from  synergy.  Data  on 
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problem. The danger which  has threatened  Europe is the  loss of 
position in main-line growth markets and the future of Europe as a 
major industrial power depends on how this challenge is met. 
1992  provides  an  opportunity.  An  internal  market  of  320  million 
people will offer scope for new possibilities, new achievements. The 
accompanying concept of a  European Technology Community will 
help ensure the long-term  strengthening of European potential  in 
innovation, paving the way for leading research workers, know-how 
and  capital to be brought together in further projects such as those in 
ESPRIT.  The single internal market will  indeed entail the complete 
opening-up of the research and technological borders in Europe. 
It is my understanding and my hope that the creation of- the RANK 
XEROX  EuroPARC  here  in  Cambridge  gives proof of this spirit of 
opening-up and commitment to a common endeavour. And it is in this 
sense that I extend my warmest best wishes in your forthcoming work 
- in the interest of your company and in the interest of the European 
Community. 
Thank you. 
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In recent years European telecommunications  policy has made extensive progress. 
The  measures  outlined  in  the  Green  Paper1  and  now  being  introduced  will  lead  to 
substantial changes  in  the  telecommunications sector.  The essential aim of these  changes 
will be  to  allow services to  operate more  freely and  efficiently on a  pan-European basis; 
the  creation,  in  short,  of a  European  telecommunications  space  in  keeping  with  the 
Europe of 1992. 
In approaching  this  topic and the question implicit in the title,  it is  necessary  to 
see  the issue in the context of the evolving European scene.  In Europe, as  in  the United 
States  and  elsewhere,  telecommunications  grew  up  nationally.  The  network  systems 
operated  independently  of  one  another,  under  monopoly  conditions  and  official 
authorization.  The  ties  to  equipment  manufacturers  were  close;  in  the  US,  it  may  be 
recalled,  the  network  operator  and  the  principal  equipment  manufacturer  were  indeed 
mem hers  of the  same  firm.  Services  were  limited  to  telephony.  As  in  the  case  of the 
railways,  that  other great  19th  century  invention,  the  result  was  a  series  of centralized 
systems, radiating out from  the  capital,  providing,  with considerable success, a  universal 
service.  It  was  a public function,  like other public  utilities.  Cross  frontier connections 
took  place  at  the  periphery;  world-wide  connections  operated  under  governmental 
control. 
This steady  state  reacted  to  the  greater complexity of the  1960s  and  1970s  with 
relative skill.  But  as  the  demand  increased  for  more  and  faster  lines,  as  the  nature  of 
the  messages  changed  from  voice  to  data,  as  the  prospect  of  an  information  society 
moved  forward,  so  the  pressure  to  adapt  this  structure  has  mounted.  The  shift  from 
analogue  to  digital  means,  from  individual  to  business  communications,  has  meant that a 
wider  and  more  flexible  form  is  required.  This  has  led  to  demands  of  basically  two 
kinds:  pressure for  the introduction of new  competitive services;  and calls  for improved 
network services.  Digitisation  has  already entailed large  investments;  the  introduction of 
Integrated Single  Digital  Networks (ISDN)  in  the  late  1980s  and early  1990s  requires that 
Towards a  Dynami~ European  Eeonomy  - Green Paper on  the Development of the Common  Market for 
Telecommunications Services and Equipment COM (87) 280, June 1G87 
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;  and  the  following 
generation of Integrated Broadband Communications (IBC) can  only be approached on a 
Continent-wide basis (the RACE programme). 
At  the  same  time  as  these  technology-driven  events  have  been  gathering  force, 
the  galvanizing  of European efforts which  goes  under the  name  of 1992  has  also  come 
into  play.  Barriers  are  to  be  removed;  a  single  European  market  means  more 
competition;  a  more  efficient  industry  is  to  be  brought  into  being.  It  is  accordingly 
necessary  for  the  economy  as  a  whole  that  the  European  telecommunications  sector 
should  be  improved and,  indeed, created, so  that European firms  are  not  disadvantaged 
in  world markets. 
We  have therefore in the telecommunications and information technology sector a 
double revolution 
- a  cumulative  technological  advance,  involving  digitisation  and  an 
explosion  in  the  nature  of  available  services  and  their  economic 
importance 
an  institutional  change,  as  a  new  level  of  European  integration  is 
achieved. 
Whereas  the  first set  of changes  has  its  parallels  in  other parts of the  world,  the 
challenges  of the  second  have  to  be  faced  in  Europe.  To  put  the  matter another  way, 
whilst  the  United  States  and  Japan  could  proceed  on  the  basis  of  a  single 
telecommunications  system,  a  monopoly  operating  effectively  from  one  end  of  the 
country  to  the  other,  and  a  single  economy,  the  Community  was  not  in  that  position. 
This aspect  has  to  be  clearly seen  in  order to  understand  the  European situation and  the 
proposals now  under consideration. 
ISDN is  now the strategac aim for all European Telecommunication• Adminiatrationa.  In the early ninetiea, 
70% of long distance transmasaion, 50% of long-distance •witching, 30% of local •witching and a  large part of 
PABXs and technical equipment will  be dicitised.  The Council adopted a  recommendation in  1986 on the 
coordinated  introduction  of ISDN.  A  memorandum  of  undentanding iJ  due  to  be  adopted  by  CEPT 
providing for pan European ISDN services in 1gg2. 
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- The  number of trunk  lines  in  Europe  is  about the  same  as  that  in  the 
US.  The  networks  do  not  operate,  however,  as  a  single  system. 
Difficulties remain in interconnexion links. 
While  there  is  pressure  to  reduce  tariffs,  the  relatively  small  size  of 
individual  networks3  makes  it  difficult  to  provide  revenue  for  capital 
investment on the scale required. 
- The principle of a  universal service  is  embedded in the  European social 
fabric9  and  reflected  in  legislation.  It  would  not  be  acceptable  to 
abandon this  principle, which has  yet to be  fully achieved in all  parts of 
the Community. 
The  closed  nature  of  equipment  markets  has  meant  a  duplication  of 
efforts.  European firms spent almost 10  billion Ecu in  the development 
of  digital  switching  systems9  ending  up  with  nine  different  systems, 
whilst US  firms spent  five  billions and the Japanese four billions in  the 
same R&D work.  The EC transmission  and switching equipment sector 
is  however  relatively strong.  Collectively  the EC  represents about 20% 
of the world market for such equipment. 
The  task  seen  from  a  European  perspective  is  to  overcome  these  deficiencies  and  to 
realize  this  potential;  these  are  the challenges  that  have  to  be  surmounted  in  order  to 
provide a  telecommunications structure which meets  the needs of the Community of post 
1992. 
2.  The Consensus Process 
The  discussions  following  the  publication  of  the  Green  Paper  led  to  a  broad 
consensus,  reflected  in  the  resolution  adopted  in  June  1988  by the Council of Ministers 
giving  their  endorsement  to  the  main  proposals  and  its  overall  approach.  A  series  of 
3  The larger Member States' networks are approximately the ai&e  or a  regional Bell operating company, and 
the othen considerably smaller 
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elements  of  this  consensus.  determining  action  at  EC  level  and  at  the  heart  of  the 
national reform debate. 
(  1)  The trend of Iiberalisation.  The new  technological  possibilities offer a  range  of 
new  activities  for  users  and  others  in  the  services  and  terminals  field.  The 
Green  Paper  takes  a  clear  position  in  favour  of liberalisation  of  the  terminal 
equipment  market  and  far  reaching  liberalisation  of  the  telecommunications 
services market, in particular for value added services. 
(2)  Participation in  the new markets .  The  Green  Paper  position  is  that  users, 
service providers and public  telecommunications operators should  all  be  able  to 
participate  in  the  new  markets.  The  Green  paper  aims  at  "creating  more 
freedom  of action  for  the  European  user.  for  European  industry.  and  for  the 
European  Telecommunications  Administrations".  Europe  has  clearly  voted 
against any "line of business"  restrictions.  I  believe that a lesson  has  been learnt 
here from  the United States' de-regulation experience. 
This implies a number of changes at Community level: 
- regulatory  and  operational  functions  must  be  separated  in  a  more 
competition-oriented environment.  Telecommunications  Administrations 
cannot at the same  time be  player and referee; 
Reference may be made to the following: 
- The Poststrukturgesetr. submitted in March 1988 in the Federal Republic of Germany 
- In the Netherlands a  new law entered into force on 1 January 1989 
- Spain adopted its new telecommunications law 
F ranee  has  adopted  am port  ant  measures  on  liberalisation  of  value  added  services  and  mobile 
communic:ataons 
- In Belgium, Italy and Portugal maJor steps have been taken in the direction of structural reform 
In the Unated  Kmgdom, further liberalisation has occurred following the 198.C  Telecommunications Act, 
with the VADS licence of 1987 and the 1988 move on satellite communications. 
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Conditions  for  access  to  the  public  network  and  the  most  basic  public 
services must be defined in a  transparent and open way; 
- tariffs must follow overall cost trends;  they must be cost-oriented. 
(3)  Organizational  change.  All  Member States  accept  that  the  organization  of  the 
Telecommunications  Administrations  must  be  adapted  to  the  new  competitive 
environment.  Within  the  framework of the EC Treaty, this  major issue  in  the 
national debates is  largely a national responsibility.  The "Green Paper proposals 
concentrate on priority issues which must be resolved at Community level  for all 
Member States".  They leave out •questions which are important but fall  to  the 
national level, such as  which status - private or public - is  best suited to  facing 
the  developing  competitive  market,  and  related  questions  of  finance, 
organization and employment relations". 
This  is  also  true  for  the  issue  of  network  competition,  which  is  left  to  the 
national level  in the Green Paper.  The Green Paper accepts the continuation of 
exclusive  rights  for  the  provision  of the  basic  network  infrastructure,  and  for 
the provision of telephone (voice) for the general public. 
It also  states  that  a  number  of infrastructures/services  adjacent  to  the  main 
network  infrastructure  need  special  consideration.  This  concerns  1n  particular 
satellite communications,  mobile  radio communications  and cable-TV  networks. 
Satellite communications  have  been  singled  out as  an  area on  which  a  common 
position must urgently be reached. 
(  4)  Safe-guarding  the  integritv  of  the  network.  The  long-term  convergence  and 
integrity of the  network  must  however  be  safeguarded  - an  objective strongly 
endorsed  by  the  EC  Council  of  Ministers  in  its  Resolution  of  30 June  1988. 
The promotion of a strong Europe-wide network infrastructure, integrating fully 
the  peripheral  regions of the  European  Community also,  has  been  a  major goal 
of EC  telecommunications  policy  since  1984.  The  goal  is  at  the  heart  of our 
initiatives and  measures  in  favour of 
- the co-ordinated introduction of ISDN; 
- the measures to develop the new Europe-wide digital mobile system; 
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tions; 
- the strengthening of Europe's technology capability in the sector through 
the  RACE  programme,  focused  on  Integrated  Broadband  Communic3-
tions; 
- the  promotion  of  telecommunications  investment  in  the  peripheral 
regions  of the  Community,  with  the STAR  programme,  financed  from 
the EC's European Regional Development Fund with a  total contribution 
of 780  million ECUs  up to  1991  and  a  roughly equivalent contribution 
from  the  countries  concerned:  Italy,  Spain,  Portugal,  Greece,  Ireland, 
United Kingdom, France. 
3.  Progress to date 
In February  1988  the  Commission  proposed a  detailed schedule of actions  up  to 
1992  in  order  to  implement  the  goals  set  out  in  the  Green  Paper  (annexed).  The 
position reached so far on the main items is  summarized below. 
(I)  Terminals.  In  May  1988  the  Commission  issued  a  Directive  opening  up  the 
European  market  for  terminal  equipment.  Under  this  instrument,  the 
telecommunications administrations no  longer  have  exclusive rights  over putting 
terminals on the market.  The deadline for achieving this objective is  the end of 
1990.  The legal  basis  for  the  Commission's  action  has  been  challenged  in  the 
European Court  of Justice  by  France,  joined  by  Belgium,  Germany  and  Italy. 
The issue  is  whether the Directive should have  been adopted by the  Commission 
under  Article  90(3 ),  or  whether action  should  have  been  taken  under  Article 
1  OOA,  which  would  have  entailed  approval  by  the  Council.  There  is  no 
disagreement on the purpose of the Directive. 
The  freeing  of  the  market  is  only  part  of  the  story  however.  The 
differences in  type  approval  procedures  make  it  necessary  that  progress should 
also  be  made  in  this  regard.  A  draft EC Directive  has  been  drawn  up  pursuant 
to  Article  J  OOA.  which  provides  for  the  approximation  of  national  laws  and 
administrative  provi$ions,  so  as  to  require  the  mutual  recognition  of  tvpe 
aooroval procedures for terminal equipment (point 8 of schedule).  The approval 
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instead of the repetition of type approval procedures that now occurs. 
Terminal equipment includes receive-only satellite antennae not connected 
to  the  public networks,  for  which  the market should  be  fully  open  by  tht:  end 
of this  year.  This  provision  does  not  address  the  overall  issue  of  the  future 
development of satellite  communications  in  Europe,  where significant  progress 
towards a European policy may be expected . 
(2)  Telecommunications Services.  There are a series of points involved here. 
The  aim  for  the  services  market  is  the  liberalisation  of  value-added 
services.  This  is  set  out in a  draft Commission  Directive  drawn  up  last  year 
(under  Article  90(3))  and  now  under  discussion  with  the  Member  States. 
Because  of the  need  to  respect  public  service  obligations,  the  draft  Directive 
accepts  the  continuation  of  exclusive  rights  for  the  Telecommunications 
Administrations regarding  voice  telephony for the general  public.  A  transition 
period is foreseen for data transmission services. 
Accompanying this is  the proposal for Open  Network  Provision.  A  draft 
ONP  framework  Directive  has  been  submitted  to  the  Council  (under  Article 
IOOA).  The ONP proposal concerns the harmonization of conditions of access to 
the  network,  a  fundamental  issue  for  the  opening  up  of the  services  market. 
Given  that  European  national  networks  have  developed  separately,  with  only 
loose  coordination  in  the  past,  this  emphasis  is  essential  to  achieving  this  aim. 
The ONP  process  differs  in  this  respects  from  the  Open  Network  Architecture 
(ONA) process in  the  United States. 
The overall  aim  of the  two  measures  is  to  create conditions  whereby any 
service  legally  offered  in  the  Member State  can  be  offered  in  another  without 
the need  for any additional procedures; a common market in  value added service 
throughout the Community. 
(3)  Seoaration  of  regulatory  and  operational  functions.  This  principle  is  now 
generally  recognized  and  integrated  in  all  the  current  national  reform  projects, 
though  the  form  it  takes  will  vary  between  Member States.  The separation  of 
the authorities  responsible  for granting terminal equipment approval  from  those 
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on competition in the market for terminal equipment. 
(4)  Cost-oriented tariffs.  The Council  made  it clear last  June  that  telecommunica-
tions  administrations  will  have  to  move  towards  cost-oriented  tariffs  and  the 
Commission will  review progress by 1 January 1992.  But this action cannot and 
need  not  rely solely  on  regulatory action;  there are also  international trends  in 
competition pushing in this direction. 
(5)  The Standards-Setting Process.  The  Green  Paper  proposal  for  the  creation 
of  a  European  Telecommunications  Standards  Institute  (ETSI)  resulted  in  a 
major reform of the  standards-setting  process.  ETSI  was  established  in  April 
1988  in  Sophia  Antipolis,  near  Nice.  ETSI  members  include  administrations, 
telecommunications  operators,  users  and  manufacturers.  The  new  process 
involves  transparent  public  procedures  and  the  adoption  of  standards  after 
consultation and national voting.  Europe needs  to  be  at least  as  well  organized 
in this  respect as  the  US  with its TI Committee and Japan with the TIC.  The 
work  undertaken by ETSI  is  intended  to  support and  supplement  that done  by 
CCITI,  as  part  of  the  Community's  efforts  to  foster  open  international 
standardization. 
(6)  Ooening of procurement markets.  The Commission  has  submitted  its  proposals 
for  a  Directive  providing  for  the  opening  up  of  procurement  by  telecoms 
operators  by  1992.  This  proposal  applies  to  all  telecoms  network  operators, 
whether publicly or privately owned,  which  have  received  monopoly or special 
rights.  The  key  to  opening  up  the  procurement  market  lies  in  bringing 
transparency into the  tendering and award  procedures.  The measures  taken  will 
have  to  be  transparent and  capable of being  monitored  in  order to  ensure  that 
they are  being carried out fairly and  without discrimination. 
4.  Conclusion 
In  looking  down  the  administrative  road  leading  from  the  1987  Green  Paper  to 
the  1992  single  European  market  it  is  easy  to  lose  sight  of  the  extraordinary  new 
possibilities  opened  up  by  the  technology  itself.  It  is  as  if a  city  were  to  change  its 
tr:lnsport system from  public tramways to  private cars.  Removing all  the traffic lights  is 
not  necessarily  the  best  way  to  resolve  traffic problems - the Green Paper is  designed  to 
ensure  that  the  traffic  lights  are  coordinated  and  stay  green  unless  there  is  a  good 
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appropriate measures. 
Besides  legislative  and  structural  steps,  efforts  have  to  be  made  such  as  the 
Community's  RACE  programme,  which  is  optimizing  the  pre-nominative  technological 
development needed  for the  rapid  introduction of IBC communications that are not  only 
advanced but, most importantly, cost-effective. 
And  the  benefits  of  competition  can  only  be  maximized  if  they  serve  the 
Community overall.  That is  why the telecoms infrastructure in  the peripheral regions of 
the Community is  being  upgraded, in close  liaison  with the national governments,  under 
the STAR programme. 
The  success  of the  Europe-wide  momentum  for  reform  in  telecoms  cannot  be 
ensured simply by competition alone  - by  removing the traffic lights.  We  have  to  show 
that high quality public service is  compatible with a  more  competitive environment;  to 
ensure the continued long-term convergence of telecoms developments;  to safeguard the 
integrity of the  network;  and to  respect  the social  dimension that is  the counterpart of 
opening up new business opportunities for 1992. 
All  this  takes  place  in  an  international  context.  The  Council  has  called  for 
common  positions  to  be  taken  on  international  telecommunications  questions.  At  the 
\Vorld  Administrative  Telegraph  and  Telephone  Conference  (W A  TTC)  held  last 
December,  in  which  the  Community  participated,  all  twelve  Member  States  signed  the 
final  text,  accompanied  by  a joint declaration  that  they will  apply the  new  International 
Telecommunications  Regulations  in  accordance  with  their  obligations  under  the  EEC 
Treaty. 
A  further  test  case  will  be  the  treatment  of  telecommunications  issues  in  the 
current  GATT  round.  where  progress  to  date  is  currently  under  review.  EC-EFT  A 
cooperation  will  have  to  be  further  intensified,  in  the  context  of an  overall  evolving 
relationship.  The  Community  must  also  use  its  particular ties  with  the  Third  World  to 
ensure that developing countries' are  included  in  the on-going information revolution. 
The  trade  area  will  need  careful  attention.  \Vhile  the  Community  continued  to 
have  a  billion  Ecu  overall  surplus  in  its  telecommunications equipment trade ( 1987),  this 
picture  was  flawed  by  deficits of almost  a  billion  Ecu  with  Japan  and some  500  million 
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Japan in telecoms equipment is  indeed at a dangerous level. 
So  far  as  the  position  vis-a-vis  the  United States  is  concerned,  the  situation  is 
now  marked  by  the  fact  that  the  US  Administration,  acting  under the  Trade  Act,  has 
named the Community as  a "priority country" for failing  to  open up  its  telecoms  market. 
Since  the  United States  has  a  favourable  trade  balance  with  the Community (unlike  the 
position  with some  of the  US's  other trading partners), and Europe, as  I  have  sought  to 
explain,  is  engaged  in  making sweeping  changes  towards  a  more  open  and  competitive 
environment, there is, in our view, no justification for this action.  There are no grounds 
to  lay American difficulties in  this sector at Europe's door.  The Community is  ready, as 
I  have  indicated,  to  conduct  negotiations  in  the  context  of GA  TI, but  not  under  the 
threat  of  US legislation.  A  policy  of moderation  is  called  for  on  the  part  of  the  US 
authorities if we are to  avoid serious difficulties in this area. 
While  contributing  to  the  global  framework,  the  Community's  most  immediate 
task lies at home.  Progress towards a coherent, competitive European telecoms sector has 
been  rapid since the Council  took  the  first  decision  in  this domain, less  than  five  years 
ago.  The  broad  picture  as  we  look  further ahead  will  be  somewhat  as  follows.  The 
emphasis  will  be  on  maintaining  high  quality  public  service  within  a  competitive 
Europe-wide  environment.  We  will  see  full  liberalization  of  the  terminal  equipment 
markets  and  substantial  liberalization  of  telecommunications  services  and  the  use  of 
public networks.  The Telecommunications Administrations will  turn more and  more  into 
commercially  oriented  enterprises.  We  will  see  substantial  restructuring  and  more  and 
more  cooperation  agreements  at  the  European  level  in  telecommunications  services,  as 
we  do  in  the field of telecommunications equipment. 
These are  far-reaching changes and show  what  is  involved  in  the  current process 
of implementing the  Green  Paper  in  order to  provide  a  more  effective and  competitive 
telecommunications  sector,  a  sector  that  has  a  primary  role  to  play  in  making  an 
everyday reality of the Community's  J 992  objectives. 
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GREEN PAPER CDOC  COM C88)  48) 
I.  Rapid  full  opening  of  the  terminal  equipment  market  to  competition  by 
31  December 1990 at the latest. 
2.  Progressive opening of the  telecommunications services market to  competition from 
1989 onwards, with all  services other than  voice,  telex and data communications to 
be opened by 31  December 1989.  This should concern in particular all  value-added 
services.  Special  consideration  should  apply  to  telex  and  packet- and  circuit-
switched data services 
3.  Full  opening  of  receive-only  antennas  not  connected  to  the  public  network,  by 
31  December 1989. 
4.  Progressive implementation of the general principle that tariffs should follow overall 
costs trends.  A review of the situation is  to  be made by 1 January 1992. 
5.  Clear separation of regulatory and operational activities. 
6.  Definition of Open  Network  Provision (0 N  P).  This is  initially to  cover access  to 
leased lines,  public data networks, and ISDN.  Directives to  Council to  be submitted 
according to  progress of definition work. 
7.  Establishment of the European Telecommunications Standards Institute. 
8.  Full  mutual recognition of type approval for terminal equipment. 
9.  Introduction - where  this  does  not  yet apply - of value-added tax to  telecommuni-
cations, by  I  January 1990 at the latest. 
10.  Guide-lines  for  the  applica'tion  of  competition  rules  to  the  telecommunications 
sector, in  order to  ensure fair market conditions for all  market participants. 
1 I.  Opening of the  procurement of Telecommunications Administrations. 
Page  82 Page  83 Reflections on TT and EC-Japan Relations 
Michael Hardy 
EC-Japan Journalists Conference, 21 September 1990 
Introduction 
Pleased to have this opportunity to discuss some ideas with you.  Remarks are made in a 
,personal capacity.  Aim is to show scope and nature of  issues, not details of sectors, cases. 
1.  International Structure. Three political events this year: 
1.  End of Communism 
2.  German Unification 
3.  Gulf Crisis 
A year ago, who would have foreseen them?  Who did foresee them?  Consequences? 
Cf. Japanese references to internationalisationfglobalisation.  Japanese commentators 
do not turn to reflections on the political inter-state system;  Europeans more used to 
this  (familiarity  with  inter-state .relations  inherent  in  European  history).  New 
international order/restructuring in  process.  Japan as major non Western industrial 
participant. 
USSR.  Lenin's  equation  "Communism  is  Soviet  power  plus  electrification"  was 
correct.  Command economy was able to provide heavy industry, and defence.  Steel 
production high (though inefficient).  Space.  But system incapable of using IT in  the 
economy.  System  proved  inherently  unable  to  create an  effective  market  for  IT 
products.  Though individuals were interested, and knowledge spread, IT as such could 
not flourish.  It is incompatible with a State directed economy.  Problems of Academy 
of Science and ineffectual links with industry (let alone metrket). 
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40th anniversary was 7 October 1989; still less than a year ago!  Horst Sindermann, 
number 3  in  Eastern German hierarchy, described the last  Politburo meeting with 
Gorbachev: 
"Gorbachev made a speech that moved me and most of my colleagues deeply. 
Without being a know all, he urged us to seize our chance, uttering the new 
famous phrase "he who comes late gets punished by life".  Honecker did not 
agree with Gorbachev at all, but went on and on about the processus of the 
German Democratic Republic and its four-megabit chip.  We were all furious 
and the meeting ended in  icy  silence.  After that we were all  agreed that 
Honecker could not remain Secretary-General" c  1  >. 
A remarkable meeting:  much to reflect on.  DDR invested 14 billion Ostmarks during 
1980s in development of 4 Megabit chip.  Extraordinary achievement in a way, and a 
total waste of money.  The problem is not just to make but to mass produce;  market 
side non-existent and unable to create it; by the time they had done this, we were a 
generation further on. 
China.  Has always chosen to maintain integrity of the Empire:  number 1 rule of 
Chinese politics.  Result:  compare standard of living/  economic advance of Taiwan, 
Singapore and  Mainland.  Compare Tienamen  Square  and  Gorbachev's  reforms 
directed towards a looser structure, institutionally quite like the EC.  .He knows that 
"He who comes late"  et~ that it is necessary to change the whole system if  IT is  to 
achieve its effects. This is a crucial point to understand. 
Emerging large structures/actors in emerging international order: 
EC  :340m (incl. East Germany)(+ EFTA etc.) 
USSR: 280m 
US  :240m 
JAPAN: 120m. Only unitary, national state. Others all federations. 
2.  IT : What is it? 
(1} 
You know,  but let me recall.  "IT' taken  in  its  widest sense:  electronics, telecoms, 
communications. etc.: 
(I)  IT now about 5% of GOP of EC.  10% by 2000.  Largest single sector 
(2)  Impact.  Necessary to distinguish: 
- industry itself (( l) above), :md 
- effect/involvement with other sectors: enHhling technologies.  Cars :  design, 
manufacture. content, ;md  traffic  system,  cannot  be conducted without  IT. 
Banking. retailing etc, etc. 
lntervJ~~  in Der  Spiegel. 
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- 2/3 of  work force by 2000 
- efficiency of 25-30-40% of economy determined by use of IT. 
Conclusion:  an advanced market economy = use (development and applications) of 
IT  and communications. 
"World global industry" it  is said.  Means US7 Japan and Europe.  Japanese speaker 
(Mr Hara) has just said: 
No one country can do it all · 
No one company can achieve all/highest level in all. 
What then?  What conclusion are we to draw?  How do we proceed? 
3.  What Stage is the IT and Communications Industry at? 
The immediate industry is in a deep7 and fast7  adjustment process.  Technology has its 
own dynamism in our kind of society. 
Open System price increases 
Excessive royalty of CISC chips 
Tied maintenance 
Intransigent P1TS 
Network tie in 
UNIX 
RISC 
3rd party 
Liberalisation backlash 
Open Systems, Oh~,  OND 
Tremendous  innovation  - and  new  low  margm  world.  An  industry  tn  transition. 
Balance/tension of opposites: 
Collaboration 
Innovation 
Start Ups 
Rt!giona I  isa t ion 
(US, Japan, EC) 
Industry power 
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Con  sol  ida t ion 
Commercialisation/ 
marketing 
Financial resources 
Gloh;•lis;•tion 
User power Financial  resources  crucial.  Users will  be  eventual  power  brokers  (e.g. X/OPEN 
Users Council. MAP. TOP, public authorities. EPHOS, EUROMETHOD) as in  most 
markets, although forum/font not clear.  Commission is working on this:  very aware. 
This is the eventual overall trend.  Those with proprietary  /largest cash flows (ensured 
markets) are best placed to weather the transition to this new open systems world and 
this places most of the Japanese ple1yers in good position. 
4.  Issues 
Convergence 
Elasticity 
Storage 
From computing (specialised business, data 
processing) to communication for comparative advantage. 
(See Japanese performance and that of other 
large firms, Telecom networks} 
S/MIP, S/Mbit-sec ratios will fall/continue to 
fall faster than demand growth due to non-technological 
limitations 
Storage capacity will explode 
The applications are not being developed now to use aU this capacity. 
Know-how  Present IPR  concerns  will  evolve  into new, more 
clear cut practices.  Other forms of  know how 
will replace classic patents and copyright at centre 
of value system. 
Remember this is essentially a knowledge/application 
industry- not materials based or (necessarily) 
capital based. Royalty flows, over time, may be 
better test of economy's performance, rather than 
trade or capital flows. 
Summing up:  - a new industry; size; impact; structural change; nature of economy and 
society  changed  by  2010/2020.  May  change  received  economic  principles  of 
comparative  advantage/factor  endowment  relating  to  competition  (school  of  US 
economists) (see survey in  today's Economist 21.9.90).  "First to market" may indeed 
have different effects in IT area, not like classic production of goods. 
5.  US-Japan-EC 
One market, one language.  Capital.  Innovation/Start ups (new players e.g. SUN over 
past  ten  years).  Education  a  weakness  (but  still  drawing  bright  students  from 
developing world).  Cohesion/decision-making difficult.  Federal  system  excellent 
after 200 years for some issues. hut great difficulties in  forming a view on issues such 
as those discussed here.  Washington machinery has problems. 
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Most protected as a  matter of historic fact:  protection was most complete 
until weU into the 1970s. 
Government industry leadership/cohesion/consensus formation works best-
especially in this son of area, (  cf. IBM in Japan in 1950, 1960, 1970, 1980 and 
1990).  ICL-Fujitsu  deal  reponed  as  "Domestic  producers  vs  IBM: 
confrontation becomes clear cut" in  Nihon Keizai Shimbun.  Public position 
of Japanese firms, speakers is "cooperation".  Understandable wish of Japan 
to  succeed  and  to  be  accepted:  if  not  sure  to  be  accepted,  feels 
uncomfortable. 
Home market held/  not shared, in any significant sector (d. US, EC). 
No real anti-trust enforcement. 
No take overs.  Not compatible with Japanese attitudes. 
Oligopolistic;  export dependent. 
International cooperation ventures begin:  HSFP, IMS. 
Most  divided  in  industry  structure;  industry  has  smaller  /weaker firms  by 
comparison with Japan. 
Market largest.  Trade deficit in the sector. 
R&D.  Single  European  Act:  followed  ESPRIT.  Technology  gap 
filled/caught up.  Standardisation, stress on open systems. 
I-I ow serious is the situation of EC IT Tndustrv? 
Pan of wider shift described above.  3 priority areas: 
need  to  improve  economic  returns  on  R&D efforts  by  reducing  delay in 
introduction of new products; 
take account of rising development and capital costs; 
planning horizon of R&D projects to be expanded. 
World-wide- shon product life cycles and low returns on sales.  Europe needs wider 
range of innovative new products  in fast developing markets. 
How successful h;as EC IT effort been so f11r? 
Technology gap shortened/filled. Standardisation.  Telecoms policy. 
But  strong  chaiJenges  and  shifts.  It  is  our  responsibility  to  support,  whenever 
necessary, the business environment of European industry actors in a global context of 
good and fair market competition. 
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during  past  ten  years  to  mass  market:  consumer  products,  open  systems  ( OSI, 
UNIX), key peripherals (displays, drives memories). 
Time for significant change in EC policy? 
EC IT policy is changing.  Progressive adaptation .  Our policy is becoming much more 
user and market oriented:  use of technology.  User orientation in standards policy, in 
IPRs (access to interface information and code decompilation for specific purposes). 
Users in advisory bodies. 
Esprit, Race:  2,200 m Ecu, 1990-1994, and other policies. 
Conditions for participation: 
( 1)  Research effort in Europe 
(2)  Firms to find partners, agree to collaborate 
(3)  Project to bring added value to technological basis of EC firms 
(  4)  IPR conditions in contract. 
Market and Applications 
EC IT policy is about the role of information and communications in the development 
of a contemporary industrial economy. 
Competition 
It is also about competition.  Although neutral about the ownership of companies, we 
are not  neutral about the prospect of certain technologies and  products becoming 
concentrated in the hands of a few Japanese and/or US companies.  There have to be 
several autonomous sources of supply of all  the major components and systems.  This 
is in global as well as Eruopean interests, and we will act as necessary to ensure this 
result, which  may indeed involve cooperation on a  case by  case basis with  US  and 
Japanese companies. 
Vice-President Pandolfi has initiated steps with the US.  Less advanced with Japan. 
EC Merger  Regulation:  Reciprocity  aspect  to  be  noted  (  cf. F.T. article  on 21.9). 
Boone Pickens incident to be pursued at another level? 
US:  Exon  Florio.  Proposal  that  ventures over 30% foreign  owned  to be excluded 
from  proposed extension of anti-trust exemption  for joint production ventures.  EC 
has no such measures.  · 
Thus:  access/conditions of clccess  in  fact  not  equal  if we  compare Japan, US,  EC. 
This has to be stated and borne in  mind as we talk of cooperation and the conditions 
under which it can take pl;tce. 
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<2> 
Vice-Ministers of MITI are all capable and important men. Perhaps amongst the 100-
200 most powerful men in the world today, together with their opposite number in the 
Ministry of Finance.  When I was dealing with Japan on a more daily basis, I was very 
impressed by Mr Naohira Amaya.  He struck me - indeed I think all who met him - as 
a man with an exceptional depth and range of view. 
He once wrote: 
"If the world were ideaiJy free and open, the Japanese economy should take 
every opponunity to make itself the head office in the international economy. 
In  other words,  she  should  disperse  her  fadories,  which  consume large 
quantities  of  natural  resources  and  extensively  affect  the  environment, 
around the globe and concentrate the head office functions in Japan.  Such 
functions  would  include  data  gathering and  processing,  decision-making, 
banking, insurance, distribution, R&D  (research and development), studies, 
art,  entertainment,  and  also  high  value  added  industries  which  process 
materials into highly sophisticated goods.  If this direction were adopted, the 
knowledge intensification  of the supply structure in  Japan would  make a 
remarkable progress" <2>. 
This is a quotation which leads one to pause.  On the basis of Japan's achievements, 
one  can  see  how  this  could  seem  a  vision  rationally  within  reach,  a  tempting 
culmination of  Japan's effort over a century.  But as Mr Amaya went on to say-I said 
he was a  wise  as well  as clever man - "However, the assumption that the world is 
ideally free and open is not necesssarily a realistic one". 
In the paradoxical way in which success leads on to change and more change, so as to 
undermine its own foundation, Japan will  be called upon to make further adjustment 
as part of the overall process I have sketched out, just as Europe will.  Japan will,  in 
short, have to adapt its internal situation, in  order to maintain multilateral economic 
stability and prosperity, and abandon the "narrow island view".  It will  not be enough 
just to consider how the external behaviour of Japanese firms should be conducted, 
how Japanese management is to be adjusted to fit practices in Europe and the US etc. 
What happens in Japan itself will be crucial:  a closer integration there too is required. 
In return Japan can have a closer and firmer relationship with Europe, on which it will 
be able  to  rely  more confidently as a  partner.  In  this  two-way street it will  be a 
primary task for the Europeans to make their own positive response to Japan; we have 
to find means of cooperating together in ways which ensure effective, mutual benefit. 
"A  look  at  knowl~ge intensification  from  the viewpoint  of  cultural  history:  Japan Reporting, 
5,  1975.  He  also  once  sa1d  "The  trouble  with  dealing  with  Europe  is  that  it  is  like playing 
golf  w1th  a  man  whose  hand•cap  is  25,  but  who  docs  not  know  he  is as  bad as  that". 
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The  title  of my  contribution  •Developments  in  Information  Technology  in  the 
European Community" is panicularly ambitious, but then, so is the industry with which it 
deals.  The position of the European IT industry and the future well being of the European 
Community are indeed closely connected.  Over the past year the Commission has given a 
great  deal  of attention  to  the  state of the  industry  and  in  April  it  issued  a  major 
communication: 
The  European  Electronics  and  Information  Technology  Industry  -
State of Play, Issues at Stake and Proposals for Action. 
The report has been widely distributed and discussions are now under way on the steps to 
be taken to implement the report, to give substance to the recommendations.  The present 
meeting of Siemens Nixdorf Users, and the fact that you have been kind enough to invite 
me to speak today, may be seen as part of this overall process.  As you may also have seen 
from the press, a meeting was held last week at which Mr Hans Dieter Wiedig and other 
industry leaders discussed the issues.  We are, in shon, in the midst of a major debate. 
It is not possible in the time available for me to try to cover all the factors and every 
aspect in depth, or to repeat all that is in the Commission's report.  Copies of the report 
are available, in Community languages, I might add, and the excellent secretariat of the 
Siemens Nixdorf Users might consider distributing it to members.  It constitutes, I would 
say, part of the basic documentation, a bench mark, which needs to be in the "permanent 
additions to the literature" category for those concerned with the European IT industry. 
But  it would  be  useful  nonetheless if I were to attempt to sketch  out the main 
outlines of the field and context, before turning more specifically to remarks of particular 
concern to IT users.  Stepping back a little and taking a broad view, we may say that Europe 
is currently undergoing a double revolution or, if  that word is too strong, a period of radical 
change.  There is: 
First, the process of institutional or constitutional change.  This in turn has two  main 
aspects: 
The  Inter-Governmental  Conferences  and  Treaty  drafts  which  will  be 
considered at Maastricht in  December.  These flow  from  the 1992  exercise of 
which you are well aware. 
The changes on the European political scene.  The developments in Central and 
Eastern  Europe  are  familiar.  The  emerging  "European  Economic  Area" 
involving  the  EFTA  countries  has  received  less  attention  but  is  of great 
significance. 
Besides  these  institutional  shifts,  there  is,  secondly,  the  introduction,  the  growing 
penetration, of information technology in economic and daily life. 
It is  always difficult  to cope with  periods of radical change; to have two major streams of 
development at the same time is  hard to comprehend.  But the issues have to be seen, the 
relationship between these various changes, the concepts, perceived and brought home in 
public debate. if we in Europe are to "manage" this period successfully. 
With  this  by  way  of genera)  introduction,  let  me  turn  to the IT and  electronics 
industry.  It is,  first.  already  a  major  industry  or group  of industries  in  its  own  right, 
comparable in size to the motor industry or the chemical industry. 
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Ecu.  The market now represents 5% of GOP and will  be nearing 10% by  the year 
2000. 
But besides the activities of the industry as such, the importance of the sector resides above 
all in the fact that IT is an enablina technology.  The hardware, software and applications 
systems are used or capable of being used  in  vinually all economic and social activities 
(though not yet to an equal degree .. a point to which I will return).  The competitiveness 
and  effectiveness  of modern  industry  and  services,  including  public  services,  depends 
increasingly on information technology. 
It follows  from  this that the impact on  employment is considerable.  It is  estimated that 
between 60 and 65% (two-thirds) of the working population is directly or indirectly affected 
by these technologies and their applications. · 
If this is  the overall situation, where does the European IT industry stand?  It  is 
agreed I think, that despite the efforts that have been made and the extensive restructuring 
undertaken, the European industry has weaknesses and shortcomings which  need  to be 
addressed. 
I do not want to belabour you with too many figures and statistics, but a closer look 
at the production and market reality help in understanding the situation: 
In semiconductors,  Japan  has  a  49.5%  share of production,  compared with 
36.5% for the United States and 10% for Europe. 
49% of computer peripherals are manufactured in Japan, 25% in  the United 
States.  Production in Europe accounts for only about 15%. 
In  consumer  electronics,  Japan  accounts  for  55%  of world  production  and 
controls 99% of its domestic production, 27% of production in Europe and 21% 
of US production.  EC industry produces some 20% of the world total. 
In computers, production in  Europe covers only two-thirds of internal demand, 
and  60%  is  accounted  for  by  firms  of US  origin,  such  as  IBM,  DEC and 
Hewlett-Packard.  After staging a significant recovery between 1984  and 1987. 
the Community industry has again lost ground in Europe. 
Overall therefore we have to note that the demand for electronics and IT products 
and se(Vices in  Europe is only met to a limited extent from European sources.  Production 
in Europe covers about 75% of consumption in the electronics and IT sector, as compared 
with  140%  in  Japan.  This imbalance has generated a  trade deficit  in  Europe which  has 
worsened since the early 1980s.  For electronics as  a whole, the deficit was 31 billion Ecu in 
Europe compared with a surplus of 57 billion Ecu in Japan and a deficit of 7 billion Ecu in 
the United States.  In terms of products, Europe's deficit is mainly attributable to trade in 
components, computers and consumer electronics, where in 1989 the deficits were 5.6,  15.3 
and 9.6 billion Ecus respectively.  · 
This balance of trade position is significant, not so much in  itself- the Community 
strongly supports a  multilateral trading system  - as  in  its  indication  that the Community 
industry is not sufficiently competitive in the world in which it finds itself. 
In  the annual Datamation list of the top 100 global information technology vendors, 61  are 
USA based. 22 are European and 17 are from South-East Asia.  In terms of the total sales 
by these 100 vendors, 6 J% are by American suppliers, 22% by Japanese suppliers and only 
17% by European suppliers. 
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software and services, these figures suggest that the European vendors probably hold little 
more than 50% of  th~ir home market and small parts of markets outside Europe. 
So if  one returns to my point of depanure • the importance, actual and increasing, 
of information technology - it is evident that we in Europe have cause for concern.  The 
Commission's paper seeks to take stock of the situation and to suggest what might be done. 
This  is  a  matter  in  the  f~rst  instance  of course for  the industry  itself  and  individual 
companies to consider.  But the issues and stakes are such as to merit wider examination, in 
panicular  as  regards  the  "user  issue"  - the  rOle  of  users  in  the  broadest  sense  as 
encompassing demand conditions and IT  applications - the take up of IT  in short. 
Historically three main categories of users  have shaped the overall context of IT 
development, the structure of demand and the features of the market 
First, the public authorities.  Public procurement, which now represents about 15% 
of the market, has had a marked impact that extends over the sector as a whole.  In the 
past,  public  procurement  involved  heavy  and extensive  equipment.  Orders  placed  by 
national public bodies, such as for mainframe computers or telephone exchanges tended to 
create captive,  protected  markets  throughout  the world.  Public  procurement  helped 
national champions to emerge and proprietary standards, often incompatible, to develop. 
These  features  are  blurring;  public  procurement  has  increasingly  to  deal  with  the 
emergence  of  distributed  products  and  systems.  In  Europe  furthermore,  with  the 
completion of the internal market, public procurement is being opened up to competition. 
This then  raises further issues.  Will  European firms  be able to take advantage of the 
opportunities provided  for  them?  European IT and electronics flilils  have inherited a 
dependence  on  national  buyers,  proprietary  standards  and  telecommunications 
infrastructures which are not properly interconnected at European level.  The European 
market is still fragmented, limiting the possibilities of economies of scale and reducing size 
and networking effects. 
Secondly,  there  is  the  position  of the purchasing companies.  They,  like  their 
competitors  elsewhere  in  the  world,  face  a  two-fold  challenge:  to  obtain  the  most 
innovative IT products, under optimum price and performance conditions; and to integrate 
these products  in  their current operations.  This raises the question of the capacity of 
European producers to respond.  Close relations between manufacturing and user firms, 
the  existence  of  a  large  market  for  standardized  hardware  and  applications,  and  the 
presence of leading-edge  users,  are now  preconditions for  a  strong IT and  electronics 
industry.  Although the position varies from sector to sector, the situation is on the whole 
less favourable in Europe in these respects than it is in the United States and especially in 
Japan. 
Thirdly,  individual consumers and the widening product range.  Much  of the IT 
sector,  notably  for  hardware  and  components,  is  taking on  the character of a  mass  or 
consumer  market,  with  severe  demands  in  terms  of cost  and  quality.  The venically 
integrated firms,  provided they have the scale required - and here consumer electronics 
have an important part to play - have on the whole been  in  a  better position  to respond 
than firms  which  have  concentrated on given  types of equipment.  The market is  highly 
competitive,  subject  to  a  high  rate  of innovation  and  involves  taking  major  risks  in 
introducing  new  products and  de  facto  standards.  To remain  competitive and "in  the 
game", firms must sustain a high  R&D effon and have substantial financial, production and 
commercial resources. 
So - and this will not come as a surprise to you - it  is a battleground out there.  Or, 
to  put  the  matter  more  precisely,  Europe  is  confronted  with  a  major  challenge  in 
determining how  it  should  proceed and what steps it  should take to ensure a  positive 
outcome so far as its own stake is concerned. 
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covering  the  requirements  of demand,  technology,  training,  external  relations  and  the 
business environment.  It is not possible to this afternoon go over these proposals in detail, 
although I will  say  something about  them  in  the course of my  remarks.  I would  again 
recommend that you get hold of the document and see what it says.  Since I imagine that 
most participants here represent the second type of user, namely a professional IT user in a 
fum which is aware of the importance of IT for its operations, I would like to put forward 
some thoughts related particularly to this category of user - the informed but not uncritical 
user, shall we say, who wants value for his money and to know where the industry is going. 
As you know from your own experience - it is always a pleasure I fmd to speak to an 
IT audience  each member of which  has  his  story. to  tell - the role of IT products and 
services has extended over the past decade, from administrative operations to a range of 
functional applications.  Available information suggests that Europe is relatively behind its 
two main competitors in the diffusion and use of the new technologies.  Let me quote - as 
an illustration - the amounts which American, Japanese and European companies spend on 
average on information and communications technologies: 
The US have a clear lead with 2,149 Ecu per year and per employee, followed by 
Japan with  1,613  Ecu  and Europe lagging  behind with  1,264  Ecu of IT investment  per 
employee per year. 
I  leave  aside  the  question  whether  the  average  investment  is  reflected  in 
corresponding return on expenditure.  This is  obviously difficult  to calculate at a  global 
level.  Also I do not want to address the problem of uneven expenditure in the various EC 
Member States:  the situation in  Germany and France is obviously different from that in 
Greece and Portugal. 
What I would like to do instead is to consider the link between what I said before 
about the difficulties of European companies in the IT sector and the apparent needs and 
opportunities on  the side of the users.  The link  is  to be established in  considering the 
question:  Could a greater implication of the users, together with a better understanding of 
their needs, have helped to create a frrmer basis for medium and long term projections and 
objectives, on which European manufacturers could rely and have not really been able to 
formulate in the past? 
We  in  the  EC  Commission  believe  that  the  reply  to  this  question  is  yes.  Yes, 
manufacturers should make greater efforts to develop and produce goods corresponding to 
the  real  needs  of  the  users.  But  yes,  users  also  need  to  learn  how  to  improve  the 
articulation of their needs and requirements, how to coordinate their views and wishes.  We 
do not think that this in  itself will be sufficient to solve all problems at a stroke; we have no 
illusions that this  is  a simple  matter.  But  we  do consider it  a crucial part of the overall 
approach we in Europe need to adopt. 
This approach  requires an open and fair dialogue between  aU  parties concerned, 
and we believe that such a dialogue needs the Community dimension; corporate or national 
efforts  are  not  sufficient  by  themselves  to  meet  the  scale  of  the  problems. 
A comprehensive endeavour by aU the main parties is called for. 
Let me say a few  words about how  the EC and more specifically the Commission 
tries to initiate and promote this process of better and more frequent interaction between 
users and manufacturers. 
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somewhat  less  about  "the  user",  about  national  or  sectoral  particularities,  about  the 
structure and organisation of individual interests.  We therefore commissioned a  major 
study on information and communications technologies users in Europe which has been 
delivered recently and which we have started to evaluate in order to draw the necessary 
policy conclusions and prepare a possible operational follow-up. 
One of the  interesting results of the study was  an attempt to  categorize  users 
according to their overall strategies towards information and communications technologies. 
The study distinguished three main types of users: 
( 1)  Leading edge users.  These are the fums which have the longest term and one 
may  say  the clearest  vision  of the  rOle  of information  and  communication 
technologies in their organization.  They seek to capture the future potential of 
information and communication technologies. 
Typically this may involve them in  major project.~ whose objective is to ensure 
that they  are the  frrst  or one of the leaders  in  the  development of a  new 
strategic application.  These users may also take action to secure permanent 
leadership, for instance by acquiring suppliers of technology or setting up their 
own separate divisions.  A number of  vehicle companies have done this in order 
to secure their positions in  the vehicle electronics field.  These users also tend 
to be active in participating in research programmes and industry forums. 
(2)  A  second  group  may  be considered  as implementen of established practice. 
These organisations will not innovate and may consciously avoid innovation as 
too risky.  They will look to implement major applications only once they have 
been successfully implemented in other organisations.  On the other hand they 
will often behave in a highly competitive way and seek to ensure that they are 
not left significantly behind in  the implementation of competitive information 
and communication technologies. 
(3)  A  fmal  group  may  be considered  as followers,  organisations who  will  follow 
some distance  behind.  They  may  be  constrained  by  lack  of finance,  skills, 
awareness of developments or by factors in their environment, such as the lack 
of efficient networks. 
Of course some organisations may be leading edge for some applications and followers in 
others.  Thus in vehicle manufacturing, particular firms are leaders for the development of 
robotics while others were leading edge for the development of networks linking dealers. 
It  is  clear that the number of firms  which  are leading-edge users is  very  limited. 
There are two important conditions for being a leading edge user: 
Preparedness to engage in a form of risk capital venture.  A leading edge user is 
by definition engaging in a venture, with probably a high level of investment and 
a high level of risk. 
Having the potential to reap substantial benefits from  the investment.  It  will 
tend to be users with  very  high  absolute levels of potential gain  who will  be 
prepared to make this kind of investment. 
Accordingly the leading-edge user tends to be an organisation capable of taking large risks, 
which already is an indication that they are likely to be relatively few.  The study suggests 
furthermore that they are probably very unevenly distributed between sectors.  In sectors 
such as aerospace and vehicle manufacturing with very large users and very high potential 
benefits, there are a  number of firms who  have taken leading edge positions in  specific 
applications.  Even in  these sectors it is not clear that a leading edge user might be found 
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that there are any fums ready to take the risks involved. 
One of the features  to emerge from  the study,  indeed  one of the reasons  for 
undertaking it, is the breakdown between sectors.  In terms of expenditure by sector, the 
percentages were estimated to be as follows: 
Manufacturing  23.1% 
Banking, Insurance, 
Financial Services  21.5% 
Public Administration  14.9% 
Retail, Wholesale Distribution  9.2% 
Social, Personal  7.6% 
Transport, Communications  7.2% 
Others  16.5% 
The expenditure per employee in  the various sectors is  a  more revealing set of figures, 
because it shows which areas have, as a whole, made the greater investment, where the IT 
penetration has gone furthest. 
Banking, Insurance, 
Financial Services 
Utilities 
Restaurants, hotels 
Mining 
Transport, Communications 
Public Administration 
Social, Personal 
Manufacturing 
Distribution 
Construction 
Agriculture 
Average 
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Ecu expenditure per emplovee 
4,769 
3,028 
2,893 
2,224 
1,518 
1,238 
1,261 
1,010 
758 
587 
251 
1,269 We could each of us, I imagine, easily and happily set about commenting on those 
figures and saying what  they mean.  I  will  limit  myself to commenting on one striking 
feature, namely the amount spent per employee in the banking and fmancial services sector 
- nearly 5,000 Ecu per head - and that for manufacturing. of just over 1,000 Ecu.  Although 
it is discovering a rather obvious piece of history, the fact is that banks had the means and 
the know-how  to  move  similar  kinds  of data  on their own  networks  (head  office  and 
branches, etc).  Manufacturing. on the other hand, encountered many more problems; it is 
dealing with a wider range of functions (design, production, sales, etc) and varying outside 
contact points in each case.  Thus introducing IT in manufacturing has on the whole been a 
more difficult task.  Lastly, whereas banks knew that they had to informatize once their 
competitors did so, the manufacturing sector has proceeded more slowly even though - and 
this is an extremely important point - the productivity benefits from the introduction of IT 
in manufacturing are often easier to demonstrate than in many service sectors. 
The analytical  and  methodological  aspect  of the •user study"  is  without  doubt 
important and interesting.  What may be  even more interesting for you as users is  the 
possible  operational  follow-up.  No  decisions  have  been  taken  yet,  but  amongst  the 
proposals is  one for improving the means at Community level  by which  to measure the 
progress of the diffusion and impact of IT; to identify obstacles to diffusion and to assess 
the potential gains; to assist the Commission in its effons to further this process; and to 
monitor developments world-wide.  It is  not that we have not attempted to cover these 
matters  in  the  past,  but  we  would  now  proceed  to  do so  in  a  more  systematic  and 
comprehensive way. 
The steps to be taken on the organisational side so as to provide a structure for the 
representation of users  and  user bodies at  Community level  is  also considered  in  the 
report, a matter which we have been studying ourselves for some time.  There is certainly 
scope  for  a  broad  based  body  which  would  enable  a  range  of  information  and 
communication technology users interests to be represented and to channel their views to 
Community instances and others. 
A further recommendation in the study is to encourage greater user involvement in 
Communitv R&D programmes.  The Commission is fully in favour of this suggestion, which 
echoes one of the points made in  the Commission IT communication.  The application 
orientation of our R&D programmes has to be strengthened, and for this to be effective 
then, for the reasons I outlined earlier, users have to be involved at an early stage.  By that 
means users will be able to help industry to pull research results and technology through to 
the market place. 
The  "Telematics"  programme  which  is  part  of  the  Community's  "Third  Framework 
Programme for  Research  and  Technological  Development"  is  designed  to  achieve  this 
interaction.  This  programme  addresses  problems  concerning  the  use  of  advanced 
technologies and communication services in areas of general interest.  Let me mention two 
of these areas of general interest in order to illustrate our overall thinking and planning.  In 
the  field  of medicine  and health  care  it  is  not  sufficient  to  develop  and  manufacture 
sophisticated  equipment  which  subsequently  will  not  be  taken  up  because  it  does  not 
respond  to  the needs of users  and service  providers further down  the chain.  What  is 
required therefore is to provide for the cooperation of medical doctors, representatives of 
hospitals, health care organisations,  insurance bodies and of the IT industry in  order to 
develop products and services for which there will  be an appropriate market uptake.  That 
is what has been successfuUy tried out within the AIM  exploratory action and what we will 
try to continue within the "Telematics" programme. 
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interconnect, through trans-European communication networks and services, those public 
administrations which are particularly important for the functioning of the Single Market -
customs services and statistical offices, immigration police and social security organisations, 
etc.  Here again it would not make sense for manufacturers and network operators to go 
ahead  with  the  development  and  commercialisation  of their  offerings  without  having 
involved  the end users in  determining the infrastructures and services required.  We all 
know by experience that missing the opportunity of early end-user involvement can lead to 
heavy losses;  in  order to gain  the "f1rst  to market"  benefits the supplier  needs a  close 
knowledge of  just what it is that the customer wants and when. 
So  much for application  and  user orientation of Community R&D with  specific 
reference to the Telematics programme.  What has been said in  this context is- mutatis 
mutandis- also true for the other well known major programmes ESPRIT and RACE.  In 
all  of these  areas we  need  to  proceed  by  way  of a  closer  involvement  of users  and 
producers, including public authorities and Community bodies where appropriate, as pan 
of the process of building up a common view, a consensus, on what needs to be done. 
Let me add a word about the problem of standards and open systems which is of 
concern to both users and manufacturers. 
The Commission and Member States have made major efforts to move towards open IT 
systems, and Community legislation provides for the recognition of common standards in 
order to foster the elimination of barriers to trade.  These goals have been embodied in the 
well publicised schedule for the completion of the internal market by the end of 1992. 
In  the  domain  of information  technology  and  communications,  the  "openness" 
relates  to implementation of common standards for the exchange of information between 
computing  systems.  The  common  standards  may  come  from  the  official  consensus 
mechanisms provided at world  level by  ISO,  IEC and CCITI and at European level  by 
CEN, CENELEC and ETSI.  The application of these common  standards has  been the 
subject of EC legislation since they reflect an important objective for the Community. 
The ever widening number of procurers of IT&T systems,  and even  some of the 
suppliers,  are  in  some  danger  of  being  overwhelmed  by  the  increasing  volume  and 
complexity of IT&T standards.  They need however to refer to these standards in order to 
achieve the desired openness and mobility of information and people.  In  recognition of 
this problem, the public procurement officials of the EC Member States, together with the 
Commission,  have  launched  the  European  Procurement  Handbook  for  Open  Svstems 
(EPHOS)  initiative.  The  initiative  is  aimed  at  simplifying  the  procurers'  task  in  this 
difficult area. 
The interconnection of public administration, or the creation  of the  European  Nervous 
System as we tend to say in our jargon and to which I made reference before, is expected to 
give further emphasis to the EPHOS exercise. 
In  a  medium-term  perspective  the  EPHOS  project  is  targeted at  more than  the 
Member  States'  public  procurement  agencies.  Initiatives  are  planned  to  ensure  the 
applicability  and  usability  of the  EPHOS  consensus  handbook  in  other  potential  user 
domains,  in  particular  large  private  procurement  organisations,  management  of 
telecommunications networks and Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). 
In  this area. as in others therefore, the widening of applicability - which  is one way 
of describing the central theme of my remarks - will depend on  bringing the supplying and 
consuming parties together. 
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ensuring that a coherent European strategy and response is developed.  It will not be the 
purpose of that strategy to provide for the well being of the European IT industry as an end 
in itself but to ensure that that industry and those other branches of the economy which buy 
and use IT products and services together may flourish, since it is only in that way that the 
future prosperity of our society and the competitivity of European industry can be secured 
and advanced.  The difficulties and stakes are substantial  In my remarks this afternoon I 
have tried to set out some thoughts on one crucial part of our task:  the importance of the 
user and the rOle the user is called upon to play.  I hope you will reflect on my remarks and 
see if  you can fmd thoughts and suggestions on which you will be able to build, that you will 
be able to put to use, as your contribution to a substantial undenaking, hard to tackle, but 
on which Europe is now engaged. 
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Page  104 Page  105 ·  ARTICLE 130f · 
1.  The Community's aim shall be to strengthen the scientific and technological 
basis of  European industry and to encourage it to become more competitive at 
international level. 
2.  In order to achieve this, it shall encourage undenakings including small and 
medium-sized undertakings, research centres, and Jl!liversities in their research and 
technological activities; it shall suppon  their efforts to co-operate with one another, 
aiming, notably, at enabling undenakings to exploit the Community's internal 
market potential to the full, in panicular through the opening up of  national public 
contracts, the definition of  common standards, and the removal of  legal and  fiscal 
barriers to that co-operation. 
3. In the achievement of  these aims, special account  shaU be taken of  the 
connection between the common research and technological development effort, the 
establishment of  the internal market and the implementation of  eommon policies, 
particularly as regards competition and trade. 
COMMENTARY 
The  aims  and  means  for  the  conduct  of  Community  policy  in  research  and  technological 
development (RTD) are set out in Articles 130f to 130q of  Title VI. They were added to Pan Three 
of the EEC Treaty by the Single European Act in 1987. The Community was thus provided for the 
first  time  with  clear and  extensive  powers in  the RID field  in  place  of the  previous approach 
whereby, apart from some selected areas. RID activities were based on Anicle 235. 1 This change 
was brought about by a combination of factors: the growing imponance of research and technology 
in  a modem economy, rising RTD costs. the pressures of external competition. and the need for 
Community firms to be able to take advantage of the internal market. 
The  eleven  Articles  of Title  VI  (Anicles  130f-130q)  are  an  interlocking  set  of proyisions, 
containing two main stages. In the first. a multiannual framework programme is drawn up  by the 
Commission and adopted by the Council. acting unanimously after consulting the Parliament and 
the Economic and Social Committee. This overall instrument sets out the scientific and technical 
objectives and  priorities,  the  main  lines  of the activities envisaged. and  the  amount of financial 
resources deemed necessary (Anicle 130i). Specific research programmes are then prepared by the 
Commission on  the  basis  of the framework programme and adopted  by  the  Council, acting  by 
qualified majority after consulting the Economic and Social Committee and in co-operation with the 
Parliament (Article  130k).  It is  these specific programmes which constitute the essential corpus, 
providing the means for the research activities undenaken, mainly through collaborative research 
projects conducted by  firms,  research centres. and universities.  Provision  is  made  for additional 
measures:  supplementary  programmes  involving  certain  Member  States  only  (Article  1301); 
Community panicipation in  research programmes undertaken by several Member States (Anicle 
130m)~ co-operation with  third States (Article 130n): and the setting up of joint undertakings or 
other structures {Article  130o).  Under the  terms of Title VI. the legislative authority adopts the 
programmes and the budgetary authority has the final say over the means to conduct them. Whereas 
•  in a State the legislative and budgetary authority are normally identical, this is not the case amongst 
the Community institutions. The framework programme decision fixes the overall amount deemed 
necessary and its breakdown between activities.  When the specific programmes are adopted, the 
•  decisions establish the detailed financial arrangements to apply for the duration of the programme. 
The amounts entered into the annual budget are determined, however, by the budgetary authority 
(Article 130p and Part II. Title 11). 
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existing procedure has shown  that the process  is  complex and lengthy.  Two to  three years are 
required between the  launch  of a framework  programme proposal and the conduct of research 
under an individual programme. Institutional difficulties have arisen. notably between the Council 
and the Parliament. 
During the preparation of the Political Union textS in 1991. consideration was ac:c:ordingly given 
to the possibility of modifying the system in Title VI so as to improve efficiency and shonen the 
decision-making  period.  The  Commission  put forward  proposals  for  a  consolidated,  simplified 
procedure. in place of the full double decision-making process. and an amended series of Anicles 
was  included  in  the  draft  Treaty drawn  up  in  June  1991  by  the  Luxemburg  Presidency.2  The 
discussions on R  1D procedures formed pan of the wider debate o the institutional powers of the 
Council. the Parliament (notably the idea of co-decision) and of the Commission. Tne text approved 
at Maastricht in December 1991  provides that the framework programme is to be adopted by the 
Council.  acting  unanimously  in  accordance  with  the  ca.decision  procedure,  while  the  specific 
programmes are to be adopted by the Council by a qualified majority after consulting Parliament 3). 
The central structure. namely a multi-annual framework instrument establishing overall policy and 
the main activities and conditions, and the elaboration on that basis of specific measures, is  thus 
maintained. There is a substantial increase in the Parliament's powers since its approval is required 
under the Anicle 189b procedures for the adoption of the framework programme instead of the 
previous consultation; since the Council's unanimous consent is also necessary and the co-decision 
procedure under Article 189b includes a legislative double reading and the possibility of recourse to 
the Conciliation Committee, decision-making in the RID area remains however a complex matter 
and considerable effons will be needed if  procedural difficulties and delays are to be avoided. The 
simplification  of the  arrangements for  the specific  programmes,  where  a  single  reading  by  the 
Parliament  replaces  the  double  reading  under  the  cooperation  procedure,  should  lead  to  a 
shortening of the decision-making process in this respect, while emphasising the importance of the 
framework programme decisions. 
The Community's aim in undenaking research and technological development is .. to strengthen 
the scientific and technological basis of European industry and to encourage it to become more 
competitive at international level. 
4 The scope of possible action is thus extremely wide and includes 
vinually  all  types  of research  and  technological  development  activities;  it  is  on  research  and 
technological development that the production and exchange of the goods, processes. and services 
which characterize a modem economy now indeed depend. 
As  regards  the  relationship  with  other  Community  objectives.  Anicle  130f  refers  to  the 
exploitation of the internal market (the opening up of public procurement, standardization. and the 
removal of legal and fiscal  barriers). and to the implementation of common policies. There is  an 
evident  link  between steps  taken  pursuant  to  industrial  and  technological  policy  goals  and  the 
application  of RTD  effons  (for  example,  in  the  establishment  of trans-European  networks). 
Panicular  importance  is  attached  to  the  strengthening  of social  and  economic  cohesion.  In 
accordance with Anicle 130b. the objectives of Anicles 130a and 130c must be taken into account in 
the  implementation of Community RTD  policy.  There are  provisions in  the various  framework 
programme and specific programme decisions confirming that the Community activity is justified as 
contributing to social and economic cohesion. while  being consistent with  the pursuit of scientific 
and  technical quality.  ~uring the adoption of the specific programme decisions under the Third 
Framework Programme, a recital clause was included at the request of the Parliament referring to 
the  assessment  of the  economic  and  social  impact· as  well  as  of any  technological  risk  of the 
programme; it was also provided that the evaluation report must be established in accordance with 
Article 2( 4) of the Third Framework Progranune Decision which refers to the contribution to be 
made by specific programmes to economic and social cohesion.5 
Anicle 130f(3) emphasizes the connection between RTD and Conununity competition and trade 
policy. The framework programme decisions specify that the activities are to be pre-competitive in 
nature. namely  those  which  may  be  undertaken jointly by entities. distinct from  the commercial 
manufacture  and  marketing  of  products.6  This  requiremenl  is  to  be  read  together  with  the 
provisions of Commission  Regulation 418/85  which  deals with  the joint conduct of research and 
development. State aids for R & D are subject to similar limitations.  7 The extensive issues raised in 
this area include consideration of the conditions of access to major markets and the way competition 
rules may be applied internationally. 
Page  107 The  tenn "'European  industry"  which  is  used  in  Anicle  130f(l)  refers  to  firms  and  others 
established  in  the  Community. The 
66undenakings, research centreS and universities  ..  are  those 
operating in  the Community and which agree to undenake research together. It is  these bodies 
which are invited to share risks and research costs, to transfer know-how, to produce results. and to 
develop intellectual propeny rights, under the research contracts entered into pursuant to specific 
programmes. The choice of activities set out in the framework programme is intended to reflect the 
needs of European industry, concentrating on those aspects considered of most relevance. whilst 
incorporating the principle of subsidiarity. The work  programmes are drawn  up in  collaboration 
with those directly involved and effons are made to bring together manufacturers. research bodies. 
and users in order to ensure an effective uptake of research results. The strengthening of European 
industrial  potential  in  various  key  areas  was  discussed  during  the  adoption  of  the  specific 
programmes under the Third Framework Programme and a recital clause included in a number of 
the decisions.  8 
The provisions introduced by the Single European Act dealt with RTD activities under the EEC 
Treaty and did not change the basis for research undenaken pursuant to the European Coal and 
Steel  Community  Treaty  or Euratom Treaty.  The  framework  programmes  have  nevenheless 
included R  TO activities under the Euratom Treaty, as well as those under the EEC Treaty, in order 
to  provide  as  comprehensive an instrument as  possible. 
9  This has  been possible since it  is  the 
Council which takes the necessary decision on the basis of unanimity under both the Euratom and 
EEC regimes, unlike the case for steel and coal research. 
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1 Provision  was  made  in  the  EEC  Treaty  for  RTD 
activities  in  several  areas  where  common  policies  were 
conducted (agriculture: Am. 41  and -13:  transport: Anicle 
75). Apart from such cases recourse was required to Aniclc 
235.  There  was  thus  a  lacuna  in  the  EEC  Treary  by 
comparison with the ECSC Treaty (Antcle SS.  para 1) and 
the Euratom Treaty (Arts. 4-11) which conferred extensive 
powers in the research area on these two Communities. 
Under  the  Treaty  on  European  Union  (  .. Maastricht 
Treaty·).  Title  Vl  is  renumbered  XV  and  ·a11  research 
activines deemed necessary by virtue of other chapters  .. arc 
to be decided on and implemented in  accordance with the 
RTD Title ( Anicle 130!( 1) and (3). as amended). 
2  Lu.~embourg Pres1dency Draft Union Treaty of 18 June 
1991.  Pt.  3. Title  X.  The commission  submmed a  similar 
senes  of  proposals  in  its  "lrutial  Contributions""  to  the 
Intergovernmental Conference on Political Un1on (doe SEC 
(91) 500), originally oudined in its oparuon of 21  Oct. 1990. 
EC Bull., Suppl2/91. 
3  Anicle  130i  of the Treaty on Political  Union.  AnicJe 
130i  (1)  provides  specific:aUy  that  the  Council  •shall  ac:t 
unanimously  throughout  the  procedures"  in  Anicle 189b. 
The  pnnopal  change  made  by  the  Maastricht  Anic:Jes 
concerns the decision-malting process. The maximum over· 
all amount required (instead of the amount deemed neces· 
sary) is also to be determined in the framework programme 
decision.  thus  removing  one  of  the  previous  causes  of 
difficulty.  The  Economic and Social  Comminee  wiU  con-
tinue  to be  consulted on  both  the  framework.  programme 
and specifi programmes. 
On the RTD position in the light of the Maastricht Treaty, 
see  generally  Commision,  Research  after  Mt:UJSrrichr:  an 
Assessment,  a  Srrmegy.  EC Bull.  Suppl.  2192.  The text of 
Title XV, Anicles 130f top. of the Treaty establishing the 
European  Community.  as  contained  in  the  Treacy  on 
European Union. is in Appendix ... 
4  Anicle  130f  (1).  The  Maastricht  text  adds  -while 
promoting all  the  research  activities  deemed necessary by 
virtue of other Chapters of this Treaty". 
S See e.g. Article 4(3) of the Decision on the Infonnarion 
Technologies  Programme.  911394/EEC.  (OJ  L218).  6 
August 1991.22. 
6 See e.g. Decision 901221 Euratom. EEC, (OJ 1990 L117 
29). 12th and 13th reo  tal clauses. 
7  Comm1ssion  Regulation  (EEC) 418/85  on the  ap~lica­
tlon of Anicle 85(3) of the Treaty to categories of research 
and development agreements, (OJ 1985 LS3/5). The Regula· 
uon provides for block exempt1on under Anicle 85(3) for R 
&  D  agreements  m  all  sectors,  subject  to  the  limitations 
indicated. See also the amendment extending authorisation 
of specialisation  and  research  agreements  to distribution. 
(OJ  L  21).  29  January  1993).  Under  the  Community 
Framework.  for State  Aids for  Research  and Development 
(86/C/83/0Z. OJ 1986 C8312). Member States are requared to 
notify  proposed State  aads  in  the  R  &.  D  area. whicb  are 
assessed  under  Artacle  92.  The  State  Aids  Framework 
defines the stages of R  &:  D and the method of calc:ulanng 
the mtensny of aid. 
8  See paragraph 2( c) of the Commentary on Article 1301c.. 
9  Amcle 7 of the Euratom Treaty is accordingly used as 
pan  of  the  basis  of Second  and  Third  Framework  Pro-
gramme  decisions.  as  well  as  for  specific  nuclear  reserc:h 
programmes. Under Article 55 of the ECSC Treaty research 
acnon is  detenmned by  the Commiss1on  and fmanced by a 
levy on operators in the coal and steel sectors. 
With  the  introducnon of the  c:o-deos•on  procedure.  the 
adopuon of framework programme decisions covenng both 
EC  RTD  aoiviues  and  Euratom  RTD  activities  will  no 
longer be  possible. The Workmg Document on the Fourth 
Framework  ProRramme  submmed  b\·  the  Comm1ss1on  in 
1992 accordmgly-env1saged two deos1ons following the entry 
1nto force of the Maastncht Ameles. one based on the new 
Anu~le 130i ( 1)  and the other on Article 7 of the Euratom 
Treaty. Doc. COM (92) 406 final. 9 October 1992. 
·  .  .., 
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In pursuing these objectives, the Community shall carry out  the following activities, 
complementing the activities carried out in the Member States: 
(a)  implementation of  research, technological development and demonsrration 
programmes by promoting co-operation with undenakings, research centres, 
and universities; 
(b)  promotion of  co-operation with third countries and international organizations 
in the field of  Community research, technological development, and 
demonstration; 
(c)  dissemination and optimization of  the results of  activities in Community 
research, technological development, and demonstration; 
(d)  stimulation of  the training and mobility of  researchers in the Community. 
COMMENTARY 
Anicle 130g lists the four types of activities which the Community may conduct pursuant to the 
framework  programme.  1 The engagement of the  Community in  this  sphere does not affect the 
competence of Member States; the Community activities are not exclusive but complementary to 
those carried out in the Member States, an aspect which is dealt with funher in Anicle 130h. 
The  "research,  technological  development  and  demonstration  programmes··  mentioned  in 
subparagraph (a) may cover: 
•  fundamental research, basic industrial research, and applied research; 
•  technological development. namely activities which, on the basis of applied research, are aimed 
at the development of new or substantially improved products, processes. or services, excluding 
industrial application and commercial exploitation; 
•  the  pilot project phase, when research results are tested on a sufficient scale to determine the 
reliability  of  the  technical  data  prior  to  the  demonstration  stage.  The  latter  precedes  the 
investment phase and is  characterized by  the high degree of risk entailed. In  keeping with  the 
precompetitive criterion, ··demonstration programmes" have so far been interpreted as meaning 
demonstration projects to determine the technological feasibility of the product or process, not 
its economic viability. 
The imponance attached to RTD co-operation with third countries and international organisations 
is indicated by the reference in the second subparagraph. This issue is the subject of Anicle 130n. 
The dissemination and optimization of the  results of Community research activities is  a pre-
eminent need: Europe has tended to be advanced in scientific research and to have lagged behind in 
its application. In addition to subparagraph (c). reference is made in Anicles 130k and I to the need 
to include detailed arrangements for the dissemination of knowledge in specific and supplementary 
programmes. The research contracts contain provisions concerning research results and intellectual 
propeny issues.  A central activity for the dissemination and explanation of results was launched in 
the Third Framework Programme. financed by 1 per cent of the amount deemed necessary, and the 
object of a separate decision.  2 
Page  110 The training and mobility of research workers was likewise singled out for special attention 
(subparagraph (d)). For much of the period since  1945  there bas been a  panem. for European 
graduates and research staff to do advanced work. and often to remain, in the United States. Within 
Europe there has been a trend. on a smaller scale, for postgraduate studies to be done in the larger 
Member States, a move broadly from the south to the north or from the periphery to the centre. 
Community effons are designed therefore to foster a greater mobility and ftow  of experience at 
European  level.  Line  6  of  the  Third  Framework  Programme  provides  for  postgraduate 
opponunities. relying on networks of laboratories and research teams.  3 More focused activities are 
undenaken  within  individual  programmes  (e.g.  basic  research  actions  in  the  Information 
Technologies Programme). 
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Member States shall, in liaison with the Commission, co-ordinate among themselves 
the policies and programmes carried out at national level. In close contact with the 
Member States, the Commission may take any useful initiative to promote such co-
ordination. 
COMMENTARY 
Discussions are held at Community level on national policies and programmes, most notably in the 
Comite de Ia  recherche scientifique et technique (CREST), which groups senior scientific advisers 
from the Member States under the chairmanship of  a Commission representative.  1 
With the development of Community programmes, national activities have in a number of cases 
been adapted or reshaped in the light of those pursued at European level. This has been particularly 
marked in  the information technology area, where several national programmes were substantially 
modified in view of Community research activities. National efforts have also taken on the character 
of a relay  for  passing on information about Community programmes and orchestrating national 
panicipation; practice has developed towards an amalgam or interaction between Community and 
national  efforts.  The  Commission's  right  to  undenake  "any  useful  initiative"  to  promote  co-
ordination is  not confined to activities covered by the framework programme, but may extend to 
other areas where such steps are necessary in order to meet the broad aim set out in Anicle 130f. 
Experience  has  nevenheless shown  that  it  is  difficult  on  the  basis  of Article  130h  to  make 
substantial progress in co-ordinating the policies and programmes conducted at national level. In its 
submission  in  1991  to  the  Intergovernmental  Conference  on  Political  Union  the  Commission 
declared that the  provision  had  proved unsatisfactory and proposed a new wording. designed to 
strengthen  co-ordination and stipulating  that  the  aim  was  to  ensure  that  national  policies  were 
consistent with  one another as  well  as  with  Community policy.2 The amended version of Anicle 
130h  adopted  at  Maastricht  endorsed  this  approach  of  reinforced  co-ordination  between 
Community and national activities. 
··-
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1.  The Community shall adopt a multi-annual  framework programme serting out 
all its activities. The framework programme shall lay down the scientific and 
technical objectives, define their respective priorities, set out  the main lines of  the 
activities envisaged and  fix the amount deemed necessary, the derailed rules for 
financial participation by the Community in the programme as a whole and the 
breakdown of  this amount between the various activities envisaged. 
2.  The framework programme may be adapted or  supplemented, as the situation 
changes. 
COMMENTARY 
The  essential  features  of the  framework  programme  are  that  it  should  be  multi-annual  and 
comprehensive, setting out all the activities which the Community proposes to undenake in pursuit 
of the aim in Anicle 130f(l) during the period in question. The main elements-scientific, technical, 
and  financial-having  been  established  by  Council  unanimity  after  the  Parliament  has  been 
consulted, the research programmes are then drawn up in the light of the global policy and decided 
by majority vote  in  co-operation with  the  Parliament. Under the system instituted by  the Single 
European Act, individual Member States thus accepted the possibility of being in a minority when 
specific  programmes are adopted in  the knowledge that these decisions would  be  subject to  the 
conditions laid down by unanimity in the framework programme. 
Three Framework Programmes have been adopted, covering the periods 1984-7, 1987-91, and 
1990-4.  The Founh Framework Programme  is  intended to cover the  period  1994-98.  The  first 
Programme. contained in  a  1983  Council resolution ·on framework programmes for  Community 
research,  development and demonstration  activities,  and a  first  framework  programme  1984  to 
198i' was  based on Anicle 235  of the EEC Treaty and  Article 7 of the  Euratom Treaty.1 The 
resolution  endorsed  the  notion  of a common  strategy  and  approved  the  principle  of indicative 
framework  programmes  which  would  provide  the  basis  for  specific  decisions  on  individual 
programmes.  Scientific  and  technical objectives,  selection  criteria, and  a  financial  indication  of 
3, 750 m. ECU for the years 198+-7 were also established. 
This initial  effon was  the  first  occasion  when the research activities of the Community were 
drawn  together comprehensively so  as  to  include  both those  long-established, as  in  the case  of 
agriculture. and those initiated in the late 1970s and early 1980s (notably thermonuclear fusion and 
information technology). The experience gained was drawn on when elaborating the provisions of 
the Single Europe~m Act. 
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and  1990-4 were adopted following  the entry into force  of the Single  European Act and  were 
accordingly  based  on  Anicles  130q(l),  which  in  tum refers  to Anicle  130i.2  They are  more 
elaborate instruments than the 1983 resolution. In the case of the Second Framework Programme 
(1987-91),  eight themes or activities were  laid  down,  together with  a  description of their main 
contents and a statement of scientific and technical objectives.3 A reserve of 5.396 m. ECU was 
established  as  the  amount  deemed  necessary  (2.275  m.  ECU  for  information  technologies. 
telecommunications. and new services of common interest. and 1.173 m. ECU for energy research). 
While  the scientific and technical  content. determined in  consultation with  sectoral and general 
advisory  bodies,  was  agreed  fairly  easily,  the  financial  provisions constituted a  major point  of 
difficulty  in  the adoption of the  Second Framework Programme. The Commission proposed an 
overall amount of 10.000 m.  ECU, which  most Members of the Council considered too large an 
increase. A lengthy debate took place on budgetary issues and priorities during which the United 
Kingdom  in  panicular sought  to  obtain what  it  considered a  more  balanced overall allocation. 
Difficulties  also  occurred  because of the  interaction of the procedures for  the  adoption of the 
Framework  Programme  and  the  specific  programmes  and  those  for  the  annual  budget.  ~e 
framework programmes lay the basis for the financial arrangements, providing an estimate by the 
legislative authority of the action which it considered the budgetary authority should take under 
Anicle 130p(2).
4 ln view of the different powers of the Council and the Parliament in the two cases, 
the stage is set for a conflict in the event of disagreement over priorities and needs in the RTD area. 
So far as the duration of specific programmes was concerned, the Second Framework Programme 
established a temporal "window" during which decisions could be adopted even though their actual 
implementation might extend beyond the period of the Framework Programme itself. By contrast 
the Third Framework Programme provided that the duration of the specific programmes should not 
exceed that of the general instrument. 
The Third Framework Programme, adopted for the five  years 1990  to 1994,  provided for six 
activities and a total "amount deemed necessary" of  5,700 m. ECU.5 The six activities were grouped 
under three headings so as to show the main themes: 
I.  Enabling Technologies: (1) information and communications technologies (2,221 m. ECU); 
(2) industrial and materials technologies (888 m. ECU); 
II.  Management of Natural Resources:  (3)  environment (518  m.  ECU);  (4)  life  sciences  and 
technoiogies (741 m. ECU); (5) energy (814 m. ECU); and 
III.  Optimisation of  lncellectual Resources: (6) human capital and mobility (518 m. ECU). 
The decision on the Third Framework Programme was adopted so as to overlap for two years 
with  the  previous  one.  The  specific  programmes  of the  Second  Framework  Programme  were 
retained.  the  Third  Framework  Programme  providing  a  degree  of  continuity  as  well  as  an 
innovatory thrust.6 Programmes were introduced on telematic systems in  areas of general interest 
and  on human capital and mobility,  together with  a centralized action  for  the dissemination of 
knowledge and :xploitation of results. 
In order to verify whether the choice of areas and the means allocated are correct, provision is 
made  for  a  system  of evaluation  during  and after  the  framework  programme.  In  the  mid-term 
rev1ew  the Commission is  required to detennine whether the ··objectives, priorities and activities 
envisaged  and  financial  resources  are  still  appropriate"  and  to  submit  proposals  for  revision 
accordingly. 
7 The evaluation report by independent experts is an important input in determining the 
shape of the succeeding framework programme. The specific programmes are likewise reviewed, 
normally at mid-point and at the conclusion. and a. r'eport sent to the Council and Parliament. 
The possibility of adapting or supplementing the framework programme, mentioned in Article 
130i (2).  was  used  in  order  to  amend  th~  financial  arrangements  of  the  Second  Framework 
Programme.  8  In  the  debate  in  the  Parliament  and  Council  leading  up  to  this  amendment  the 
relationship between the  legislative and budgetary authority as  reflected in  Articles 130i and 130p 
was dtscussed extenstvely. 
Under the  system  of rolling  framework  programmes.  the  Fourth  Framework  Programme  is 
intended  to  cover the  period  199-t  to  1998.  The length  and  complexity  of the  decision-making 
procedures. together with delays in  the ratification of the Maastricht Treaty, raised the possibility, 
however, that the necessary decisions (including the specific programmes) would not be adopted i 
time for implementation in  1994. The Commission accordingly had recourse in 1992 to a two-track 
procedure:  it  sought  a  financial  complement  for  the  specific  programmes  under  the  Third 
Framework Programme for 1993  and 1994  (as it  had already declared in  1990 it would do on the 
ground that the amount agreed by the Council  woulp~Of'§icient); and it submitted a working 
document on the Founh Framework Programme. The decision on the financial complement was subordinate to the overall position on the future 
financing  of the Community and the financial  perspectives (the "Delors II  ..  package). on which 
agreement was  reached at the Edinburgh European Council in December 1992.  Agreement was 
subsequently given to the provision of 900 million Ecu for the 1993-94 period.9 
The working document on the Founh Framework Programme which was submitted in October 
1992 set out elements relating to three basic features: the legal aspects, the content and the financial 
aspects. 10  Since  the Treaty on European Union (the Maastrich Treaty) had not yet entered into 
force, the legal aspects were dealt with by providing a draft text in two columns, one based on the 
EEC Treaty as  amended by the Single European Act and the other on the Treaty on European 
Union. It was stated that once the latter Treaty entered into force, the text drawn up on that basis 
could become the Commission's proposal. to be adopted in accordance with the procedures in the 
new Treaty. In order that the Founh Framework Programme might be implemented in good time, 
however, it was proposed that the matter should be considered before the Treaty entered into force 
by  the institutions including recourse to an interinstitutional trialogue between the Council, the 
Commission and Parliament. The document was extensively discussed and led to the introduction of 
funher proposals. The contents consisted of a thematic framework divided according to the four 
activities referred to in Anicle 130g, with panicular reference to the role of  generic technologies and 
research in the service of common policies. The approach was broadly endorsed in the conclusions 
of the Edinburgh Council, which stated that: 
"Community support for  R  &.  D  should continue  to focus  of generic, precompetitive research  and  be  of 
multisectoral  application.  EUREKA should remain  the  principal  vehicle  for supponing research activities 
which  are nearer to the market and the Commission sbould bring forward proposals to improve the synergy 
between the Community's research activities and EUREKA. Improving the dissemination of results among 
enterprises,  particularly small  and  medium  sized  businesses,  cost-effectiveness  and  coordination  between 
national programmes should be priorities for Community action. 
These  conclusions  should  be  refiected  in  the  consideration  and  adoption  of  the  4th  Framework 
Programme  "' 11 
The  Commission's  proposals  for  the  financial  aspects  were  made  in  accordance  with  the 
Maastricht provisions and the Commission's document on the 1993-97 financial perspectives.12 The 
overall financial  position was subsequently delimited by  the agreement on Community financing 
reached  at  the  Edinburgh  European  Council. 13  The  Council  specified  the  ceilings  for  the 
commitments for the Communiry"s internal policies between 1993 and 1999. It was stated that: 
.. The development of expenditure on R &. D should be consistent with the overall development of expenditure 
on internal policies under Category 3 of the proposed Financial Perspective, remaining between one half and 
two thirds of the overall figure ... 1" 
The amount to be made available for the Fourth Framework Programme will thus be set within 
these limits. 
·-
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Page  117 Anicle 130i Notes 
1 OJ  ~o  ~08.  ~ Au2ust 1983  1.  Of the total financial 
ind1cauons  of  3.750m  E-CU.  1.770m  ECU  (47.2%)  was 
allocated to energy research and 1.060m ECU (2!.2%) to 
promonng industnal competiuveness. of which 680m  ECU 
was for new technologies. Only 3.000m ECU were aaually 
decided and committed. 
2 The Second Framework Programme was  adopted by 
Council  Decision  871516/Euratom,  EEC,  OJ  L  302  24 
October 1987. 1.  amended by Decision 881193/EEC, Eura-
tom.  OJ  1..89.  6  Apnl  1988  (subsequently  referred  to  as 
"FP2"). The Th1rd Framework Programme was adopted by 
DeCision 901"..21/Euratom. EEC. OJ 1990 Ll17, 8 May 1990. 
29 (subsequently referred to as .. FP3"). 
3 The eight lines covered research iD the foUowiDg aras: 
quality of life:  towards a large market and an  information 
and  communication  SOCiety;  modernization  of  industrial 
sectors;  exploitation  and  optimum  use  of  biological  re-
sources;  energy; science  and technology for development: 
exploitation of the sea-bed and use of marine resources: and 
improvement  of  European  science  and  technology  Q)-
operatton. These eight lines were implemented by 33 speciDc: 
programmes  plus  three  prop-amme  decisions  coac:ei"DiDg 
Joint Research Centre activities-a total of 36 decisions. A 
description of these programmes is contained in Commission 
EC Research Funding (1990). 
4  These  elcmenu  were  reflected  iD  the  FP2  decision 
which had to deal with the amount outstanding for specific 
programmes under FP1  (1.084m.  ECU) and that which it 
was expected would be commined after 1991. The Council 
detenmned that, without prejudice to the amount required 
for  the  earlier  programmes,  the  total  amount  deemed 
necessary  for  Community participation -and therefore the 
sum  to  be  allocated to specific programmes to be decided 
on ..  dunng  the  period should  be S.396m.  ECU. of which 
4.533m.  ECU were deemed necessary to be committed for 
execution  before  the  end  of  1991  (Anicle  1(3)  of  FP2 
deCISIOn).  The remaming 863m. ECU to be commined after 
1 January  1992  were called  the  -overhang". The amount 
deemed  necessary  in  the  period  1987  to  1991  was  fixed 
provisaonally at 4.979m. ECU. pending a further decision on 
the rema1nmg 417m.  ECU. This was taken in  Decision 881 
193/EEC. Euratom. OJ 1..89, 6 April1988. 3S.ln view of the 
length  of time  taken m  adopting the specific  programmes 
under  FP3  and  the  nsk that  there  might  be a  gap in  the 
execuuon of the specific programmes under FP2 and FP3. it 
was deCided an  1990. at the 1n1t1ative of tbe Parliament. that 
pan of the "overhang" should be advanced for commnment 
earlier.  The amount of .a.S33m  ECU for execution before 
the end of 1991  was increased to S.193m. ECU. At the same 
t1me  the  Parliament  increased  the  amounu  for  cenaan 
programmes  beyond  those  deemed  necessary  iD  the  de· 
CISions  (in  pan1cular.  a  further 40m  ECU for  the energy 
programme JOULE). See also the Commentary on Anicle 
130p. The relanonsh1p berween the legislative and budgetary 
provas1ons  as  further  cons1dered  1n  J.  Eliza.lde.  ·Legal 
Aspects  of Communuy  R&D  Policy·  [199~) 29  Ct\-ILR~· 
309 
·  ...... 
Page  118 5 As in the case of FP!. the main diffic:ulrv concerned the 
financ:tal  pro,isrons. The Comrrussion·s original proposal for 
the overall amount for FP3 was 7.7bn ECU. The Commls-
saon declared that It would propose in due course a revision 
to obtam the 2bn ECU not agreed in  1990. Secondly, since 
the  Financ:tal  Perspec:trves drawn up by the Council. Com-
mission and Parliament extended onJy to 1992, anticipation 
of the subsequent financial perspectives through the Frame-
work Programme decision raised institutional issues. In the 
FP3  decision  It  was  evcntuaUy  decided  to  separate  the 
amount  deemed  necessary  up  to  1992  and  that  for  the 
followmg rwo years. If the amount of 3.200m ECU intended 
for 1993 and 1994 was covered by the forthcoming Financial 
Pcrspecuves. it  was  to be deemed to be confirmed. In  any 
other circumstances. the Council was  required to take the 
necessary aaion (Article 1(4) offfi). 
6  It  was  expressly  provided  that outstanding decisions 
under rn  might still be adopted. Sec fifth recital clause and 
An. 1(1). FP3. 
7  Article  4,  FP2  and  An.  s.  rn. The  provision  of 
complementary  financing  for  the  Third  Framework  Pfo. 
gramme was also dealt with under this provision. 
8  Decision 881193 EEC. Euratom. n. 4, above. 
9 The  Commission  requested  1.6  billion  ECU 
(COM(92) 309 final.  (OJ C22S). 1 September 1992. 9). the 
Parliament proposed an amount between 1.2 and 1.5 billion 
ECU (Opinion of 18 November 1992). The Council adopted 
a common position on 23 December 1992 in favour of 900m. 
ECU:  the  Parliament did  not seek  to have  recourse to a 
conciliation  procedure  on  this  figure.  The  900m.  ECU 
represented an increase of 15.8  per cent, divided so as  to 
provide approximately a further 13 per cent for five chapters 
and a 30 per cent in the case of the energy chapter. 
10  Doc COM (92) 406 final. 9 Oaober 1992. 
11  Conclusions of the Presidency. Pan C. Seaion B iv. 
European Council. 11-12 December 1992. 
12  Doc COM (92) 20016nal. 10 March 1992. 
13  Conclusions of the Presidency. note 11 above. See also 
the Commentary on Anicle l30p below. 
14  Ibid. The annual RDT budget would thus be between 
1.9  bn  ECU (SO%  of internal  polices expenditure  deter-
mined at Edinburgh) and 2.6 bn  ECU (66%) in 1993, and 
between 2.5 bn ECU (50%) and 3.4 bn ECU (66%) in 1999. 
The total RDT expenditure for the period 1993-1999. would 
be between 15.4 bn ECU and 20.8 bn EctJ. 
·  .... 
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The framework programme shall be implemented through specific programmes 
developed within each activity. Each specific programme shall define the detailed 
rules for implementing it, fix irs duration, and provide  for means deemed necessary. 
The Council shall define the derailed a"angements for the dissemination of 
knowledge resulting from the specific programmes. 
COMMENTARY 
The specific programmes constitute the essential core of the Community's effons and of the RTD 
programmes envisaged in Anicle 130g; it is in terms of the success achieved in the given areas, in the 
co-operation between panicipants, and in the improved supply and application of research results 
that  the  Community's endeavours are  mainly  to be judged-that constitute  the  Community's 
"added value  .. to national and private effons. 
Pursuant to the overall policy set out in the framework programme decisions, the Commission 
submits draft decisions for the specific research programmes "developed within each activity". At 
least one specific programme is required for each activity described in the framework programme. 
In the case of the Second Framework Programme (1987-91), the eight activities were divided into 36 
programmes;  in  the  Third  Framework  Programme  (1990-4),  this  was  reduced  to  fifteen 
programmes in order to achieve a greater concentration.  1 Using the experience gained earlier, the 
specific programmes under the Third Framework Programme contained for the most part uniform 
provisions. thus reinforcing the coherence and transparency of the individual actions. The decisions 
on  specific  programmes  cover  institutional  aspects,  the  duration  of  the  programme,  and  the 
modalities. The scientific and technical objectives and contents of the programme are detailed in an 
annex to the decision. An indicative breakdown of expenditure is also given. together with rules for 
the conduct of the programme and for the dissemination and exploitation of results. 
Under the terms of Anicle 130q (2), the Council is called upon to adopt the specific programme 
decisions by  qualified  majority. after consulting the  Economic and Social  Committee and in  co-
operation with  the  European Parliament. The decision-making system  under the EEC Treaty as 
amended by  the Single European Act thus provided the Parliament with  a larger role as  regards 
specific  programmes  than  in  the  case  of framework  programme  decisions.:!  The  scientific  and 
technical content of the programme is evaluated by CREST. as well as by other advisory bodies. In 
the  light  of the  advice  received,  the  programmes are considered  by  the  relevant  bodies of the 
Council (normally the Research Group) and by the Parliament {notably the Committee for Energy 
and  Research and Technology. which appoints- a rapponeur for each proposal). Although Anicle 
130q (~) provides for the adoption of specific programmes by qualified majority. the Council has in 
pracuce !Jrgely sought to adopt decisions by unamm1ty. 
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proposals for the specific programmes under the Third Framework Programme. The Parliament 
considered  that  the  C~uncil  bad  taken  insufficient  account  in  its  common  position  of  the 
amendments which the Parliament had proposed in the first reading, and feared that the Council. 
acting by unanimity, would proceed without sufficient regard for the Parliament's views and the 
Commission's  amended  proposals.  At  the  Parliament's  Plenary  Session  in  March  1991,  the 
chairman of the Committee on Energy, Research. and Technology declared that the Council had 
.. effectively rewritten each specific programme" in the common positions it had adopted.' The EP 
Committee  considered  that  the  Council's common  positions .. very substantially  amended"  the 
Commission  proposals.  so  as  to  alter their nature.  Although  the Council  believed  that  it  had 
respected  the Treaty,  in  the  Parliament's view  the  Councirs application  of Anicle  149(b)  was 
inadequate. The Parliament therefore called on the Commission to respect the terms of the code of 
conduct  which  President  Delors had presented to  the  Parliament on 13  February  1990  and.  in 
panicular. to abide by  the principles laid down by the Coun of Justice for the reconsultation of 
Parliament in th.e event of amendments that altered the nature of a Commission proposal. 
The Commission stated that, in the light of the Community interests involved-respect for the 
inter-institutional balance and the efficacy of the Community RID programme-it had decided to 
apply the code of conduct and to withdraw the five programmes on which the Council had adopted a 
common  position. 
4  In  order to  ensure  continuity,  the  Commission  undenook  to  present new 
proposals without delay. 
Discussions were held between the three institutions on the "horizontal questions" which had 
given rise to differences of opinion during the co-operation procedure. These questions concerned 
the budgetary provisions. the choice of committee and committee procedure, assessment of the 
economic and social impact and technological risks, relations with third countries, and the so-called 
exceptional procedure. After the Commission had transmitted replacement texts agreement was 
reached and recorded in conclusions signed by the Presidents of the three institutions on 17 April 
1991.  These were submitted by the Presidents to their respective institutions so as to allow the 
speedy  adoption of the  programmes in  question.  In the light  of these procedural steps, it  was 
established that the conditions set out in Anicle 149(2)(g) had been met. It was also agreed that the 
elements of the conclusions on the disputed issues would be incorporated in the specific programmes 
on which a  common position bad not yet been drawn up. The agreement was endorsed and the 
specific programmes under the Third Framework Programme were adopted on that basis.  5 
Following  the  adoption  of  the  Council  decision.  the  execution  of  the  programme  is  the 
responsibility of the Commission. which is  assisted in  its  task by  a committee of Member States· 
representatives.  Operationally  the  specific  programmes  consist  chiefly  of a  series  of research 
contracts or projects entered into by firms and research bodies with the Commission. normally on a 
shared cost basis, following a request for expressions of interest and a selection process. The various 
elements are described below. 
(I) FORMS OF PARTICIPATION 
There are three forms of participation in specific programmes. 
(a)  Shared cost contracts  between  the  Commission  and  the  paructpants.  80  per cent  of the 
activities come into this category. The panicipants provide a given per cent (which may be up to 50 
per cent. depending on the circumstances) of the project costs and the Community the remainder.6 
Since an individual panicipant may furnish only. say, 10 per cent of the total cost and has access to 
all the results achieved, as well as background information supplied by others, a substantial .. gearing 
up .. is achieved. Universities and other non-commercial bodies have the option of requestmg either 
up  to 50  per cent reimbursement of the full  research costs or 100  per cent funding of additional 
marginal costs. 
(b)  Dtrecr  acrzon  by  the  Communiry in  the case  of activities undertaken by the Joint Research 
Centre. Activities here are in pnnc1ple fully funded. under the Third Framework Programme 550m 
ECU were so allo=ated amongst the different activll1es. 
(c) Concerted acrzons. These are activities usually funded na[ionally (eg for medical research) for 
which  the  Community meets co-ordination  costs,  such  as  travel  and  publication  expenses. The 
Community may provide up to 100 per cent of these further costs. 
Page  121 (2) PROCEDURES 
A series of steps lead up to the conclusion of research contracts. 
(a)  Work programmes.  The major industrially oriented programmes (notably  in  information 
technology  (ESPRIT)  and  advanced  communications  (RACE)  )  adopted  from  the outset  the 
practice of drawing up work programmes, following the procedures in  industry. These plans are 
usually  prepared through  workshops or expen meetings in  which  representati\•es  of European 
industry and research bodies panicipate. This bas been extended to all programmes. The work 
programmes "set out the  detailed  objectives and types  of projects  to be  undenaken. and  the 
financial  arrangements  to  be  made  for  them".' The  work  programmes  are  submitted  to  the 
programme committee for its opinion. 
(b) Calls for proposals. On the basis of the work programmes, the Commission publishes calls for 
proposals in  the Official Journal of the European Communities, indicating areas of interest and 
inviting potential panicipants to submit proposals within a given period. Background material is 
made available on request and an infonnation package distributed to interested panies. Proposals 
made are sent direct to the Commission and not via national or regional authorities. 
While the publication of calls for proposals and their subsequent treatment within an individual 
programme represents the standard method, provision is  made for the receipt of proposals which 
cut across  several  programmes or are otherwise of special significance.  As stated in  a  general 
information notice on the implementation of the specific programmes under the Third Framework 
Programme. the Commission 
.. reserves the right to receive, evaluate and accept. in accordance with the derogation procedures provided for 
in the programmes, proposals which come under a number of specific programmes or which. by their nature or 
means of execution or urgency, assume partiat.lar imponance for strengthening the scientific and technological 
base of European industry and for promoting the growth of  its iDtematioDal competitiveness  .  ..a 
By such means it is possible to allow for proposals which may not fall entirely within a given work 
programme since they reflect a recent development or involve several areas (for example. projects 
relating to energy and the environment, or proposals such as that for an "environmentally friendly" 
car  which  may  concern  environmental  research,  energy,  new  materials,  and  information 
technology). 
(c)  'Panicipanrs.  Shared  cost  research  projects  must,  as  a  general  rule.  "be  carried  out  by 
panicipants  established  within  the  Community".
9  Projects  in  which,  for  example.  universities, 
research organisations. and industrial firms,  including small and medium-sized undenakings. take 
pan ··must provide, as a general rule, for the panicipation of at least two panners independently of 
each  other  and  established  in  different  Member  States".  10  In  the  more  industrially  oriented 
programmes. these two partners will nonnally be industrial undenakings, except in the case of basic 
research projects. The consonia which submit proposals must evidently be composed of members 
which are prepared to work together under the terms of the  research contract, to undenake the 
research at installations in the Community, and to share the results. 
Issues relating to the strengthening of the international competitiveness of European industry 
and the panicipation of firms which. though established in the Community. are not largely owned by 
Community citizens, were raised during the adoption of the specific programmes under the Third 
Framework Programme. It was eventually agreed to include in  the decisions on programmes of a 
more industrial character a recital clause reading as follows: 
''Whereas the constitution or consolidation of a specifically European industrial potential in  the technologies 
concerned  ts  an  urgent  necessity:  whereas  ns  beneficianes  must  be  research  establishments.  undenakings. 
mciuding small and medium-sized undenakings 3nd other bod1es established in the Communny which are best 
suited to anatn th~se  obJC:~ttves.  ··II 
·  .  ..., 
Page  122 The Conunission has in  fact  frequently  given  its agreement  to the  panicipation in  Community 
programmes of companies whose majority sbareholding is held by persons who are not Community 
citizens. The criteria applied by the Commission for giving its approval are: 
1.  The panicipant must conduct research and development and be able to engage in production in 
the Community. 
2.  The research projects in question have to be undcnaken in collaboration with other firms in the 
Community. 
3.  The proposals submitted have to be within the technical scope of the specific programme and of 
the call for proposals based on the work programme. 
4.  The right of joint access to the results by all panicipants in the project has to be guaranteed. 
while at the same time the property rights of project panicipants generating such results are 
safeguarded, notably with respect to transmission to third panics. 
(d)  Selection.  Projects  submitted  must  involve  at  least  two  mutually  independent  partners 
established in different Member States. The number of panicipants fonning a consonium is often 
larger. four to seven being about the average and considerably higher figures in cenain cases. In the 
selection process the Commission seeks to ensure that the number and range of  partners is such as to 
enable the project's objectives to be achieved. To help facilitate the effons of potential panners to 
find one another, "proposers days" are held and other means used (e.g. a system of electronic mail 
and database to enable firms and research bodies to advenise their suggestions and availability). 
Potential partners are required to submit projects coming within the work programme and the 
call for proposals, and to determine the distribution of tasks as well as the financial arrangement for 
their share of the costs. Applications usually far exceed the funds available on the Community side, 
the demand being frequently three to four times higher. 
The high level of interest shown suppons the view that the programmes constitute an effective 
means of conducting research: the advantages encompass "state of the art" research activities on a 
Community-wide as  opposed to national level, as well as contacts and exchange of information 
amongst participants. The range and scrutiny of applications provide an overview of trends and 
needs  within  the  sector.  The  cumulative  effect  of  the  framework  programme,  the  specific 
programmes, the work programmes drawn up in conjunction with industrial and research bodies 
and the submission of proposals is to achieve a systematic refinement of "top down'' and "bottom 
up" contributions-a combination of overall assessment and the response of those directly involved 
in the sector. 
\Vhile  the total amount of Community funding for research and technological development is 
relatively limited, equivalent to about 4 per cent of public R & D expenditure,12 the percentage may 
be much higher within a given area~ it is in this sense that the complementary nature of Community 
programmes and the element of subsidiarity and the strengthening of the scientific and technological 
basis of European industry achieve their impact. Thus in  the case of information technology the 
Community programme ESPRIT was estimated to represent some 30 per cent of European prt:· 
competitive research in the sector. With project applications running far in excess of available funds 
(commonly in  a  ratio of 1 : 6. or 6-8 bn. ECUs for each  1-2 bn.  ECUs from  the  Community). 
examination of the proposals. even after discarding those of incidental value, provides an in-depth 
view of the sector as a whole which can be used in determining needs and future orientations. 
The general selection criteria. set out in  an annex to the framework programme, relate to the 
kind of research projects which may be undertaken. Expen teams designated by the Commission 
examme the applications and evaluate their scientific and technical quality as well as their viability 
and potential contribution to the achievement of the work programme. The Commission's project 
selec!10n  proposals,  based on  the  expert  team·s evaluation. are  then  submitted to  the  relevant 
adnsory board and management committee for consideration. 
Page  123 After the committee has discussed the choice of proposals and given its opinion. the Commission 
concludes research contracts with the selected panicipants. Following the entry into force of the. 
Single European Act, the Commission drew up a harmonized contract for the execution of projects 
under  the  specific  programmes.  Since  a  firm  or  university  may  be  involved  in  a  number  of 
Community research projects,  there was  an  obvious advantage  in  ensuring a common form  of 
contract. This describes the work in detail, the system of allowable costs and other financial aspects. 
the timetable, and related rights and obligations. The panicipants are required to submit period 
repons and "deliverables". and  Commission project officers follow  the progress of the  project. 
Project  panners exchange  information amongst  themselves  (commonly by  electronic mail)  and 
meet  (usually two  or three times a year) to review the steps taken. Meetings of all  programme 
panicipants are also held, nonnally on an annual basis, to assess results and to exchange views.  A 
deeree of cohesion and esprit de corps is thus engendered. to encourage the spread of knowledge 
and the sense of panicipation in a common European endeavour. 
(4) COMMITTEES 
The committee structure of individual programmes bas reflected the legislative background and 
history.  Broadly speaking.  the  more scientific programmes and those  concerned with  concened 
actions tended to have consultative advisory bodies and the more industrially oriented programmes 
to  have  management committees.  With  the  harmonization  of procedures  following  the  Single 
European Act and the 1987 comitology decision, a greater degree of uniformity bas been achieved. 
The  application  of the  comitology  procedure  was  amongst  the issues  considered  in  the  inter-
institutional discussions in April 1991. The conclusions of the three Presidents included agreement 
on  the  type  of committee to be  used for the specific  programmes under the Third Framework 
Programme.  13  The  conditions  under  which  the  committees  were  to  be  consulted  and  the 
delimitation of their powers were also agreed, the Parliament gaining acceptance of its view that a 
Council  proposal  requiring  consultation  at the  request  of four  Member States  should  not  be 
retained. While the powers and procedures of the committees vary according to the type used  in 
individual programmes, the matters on which committees are called upon to give  an opinion are 
broadly the same
14
: 
•  the preparation and updating of work programmes 
•  departures from the general rules set out in Annex III of the programme decisions 
•  the assessment of research projects and accompanying measures and of the estimated amount of 
the Community's contribution where this exceeds a given threshold figure 
•  the panicipation of bodies and undenakings established outside the Community 
•  the contents of calls for proposals 
•  adaptation of the  indicative breakdown of the amount set out in  Annex II of the programme 
decision 
•  evaluation measures. and 
•  arrangements for  the  dissemination. protection and  exploitation of research results under the 
programme. 
(5) INFORMATION PROVIDED TO THE PARLIAMENT 
In the discussions during the inter-institutional meetings in Aprill991, the Commission undenook, 
in accordance with the undenakings entered into with the Parliament on 11 December 1987 on the 
Commission's  implementing  powers.  to  forward  to  the  Parliament  for  infonnation  all  draft 
legislative acts. apan from  those which would cause problems of confidentiality vis-il-vis firms and 
research bodies. at the same time as such information was submitted to the committees assisting the 
Commission. and to provide the Parliament with all information it wishes on the management of the 
programmes. 
A significant adjustment of arrangements thus occurred between the specific programmes of the 
Second  and  Third  Framework  Programmes.  The  Parliament  was  provided  with  the  means  to 
exercise a degree of surveillance over the execution of programmes, distinct from  the role of the 
committees assisting  the  Commission  in  the  implementation of programmes, but  nevenheless a 
droit de regard and supervision of considerable scope. 
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Page  124 Anicle 130k Notes 
1  Decisions  were  adopted  on  the  following  specific 
programmes under FP 3: manne science and technology (OJ 
1991  L192  1  ).  communications  technologies  (ibid.  8). 
relematic systems of general interest (ibid. 18). environment 
(ibid.  29).  life  sciences  and  technologies  for  developing 
countries (OJ  1991  L196 31). information technologies (OJ 
1991  L218  22).  non-nuclear  energy  (OJ  1991  U.S7  37). 
agriculture  and  agro-industry  (OJ  1991  U6S  33).  bio-
medicine and health (OJ 1991  U67 25). and industrial and 
materials technologies (OJ 1991  U69 30): fission (OJ 1991. 
L 336  -l~:  (Euratom Treaty): fus1on  (OJ  1991.  L 375  11); 
human capital  and  mobiliry  (OJ  1992.  l  107  1):  biotech-
nolo2'V  (OJ  1992.  L  107  11):  measurement and tesung (OJ 
1992:·L 126 12); and concerning the Jomt Research Centres 
(OJ  199~. L  1-ll  11). See also Comm1ssion Decision 93/95/ 
Euratom  on  tne  reorgaruzanon  of  tbe  Jomt  Research 
Centre. OJ L 37. 13  February 1993. 44.  The Commission's 
ong:~nal proposals are in  OJ 1990 C174 1. OJ 1990 C247 2. 
and OJ 1990 C261 8. For the FP2 programmes and decis1ons. 
see Anicle 1301. n. 3. and EC  Ru~arch Funding. 
2  Under the Maastricht Treaty this siruanon is reversed: 
see Commentarv on Aniclc 130!. 
3  European.Parhament. Verbatim Rcpon. Plenary Ses· 
sion.  11  Mar. 91.  17.  Mr La Pergola's remarks continued: 
.. The  Council  does  not  feel  itself  bound  by  the  normal 
parliamentary  conventions  and  has  not  limited  itseJf  to 
amending  the  ong~nal proposals.  In fact.  the  Council  c:ut 
Parliament's budgetary amendments &om the text. reduced 
dramatically  aspects  concerning  traimng.  evaluation  and 
economic  and  SOCJal  impact.  restricted  the  possibility  of 
agreement with th1rd countries, changed the technical annex 
and insisted on a regulatory committee. Type 3 comnology 
for all but life sc:iences ... 
4  Statement by Vice-President Pandol1i. European Par-
liament. Verbatim Repon. Plenary Session. 14 Mar. 91,308. 
The  five  programmes  concerned  were:  communications 
technologies. development of telematics systems of general 
interest. environment, marine sciences and technologies and 
life sciences and technologies for developing countries. 
S The decisions on the five  programmes were  formally 
adopted  by  the Council on 7 June 1991.  The only funher 
amendment of significance followtng acceptance by the three 
1nstttuttons  of the  17  Apr.  1991  conclusions  concerned  a 
recital  clause  relating  to  the  strengthenmg  of  European 
industnal  potential  m  cenain  technologies.  See  the  Com· 
mentarv on Anicle 130k. below. 
6  The  rules  govemmg  rates  of  Community  financial 
pametpauon arc set out in Annex rv of FP3. See also Annex 
II.  para.  6.  of  FP3  and  Amcle  87  of  the  Financial 
Rcgulauons. 
7  Arucle 5(3)  of the  draft  decis1ons.  n.  1.  above.  The 
work  programmes  of the  specific  programmes  under FP3 
were publlshed in the Offie1al Journal. together W'lth the call 
for  proposals.  See  e.g.  the  work  programme  for  the 
Commurucauons Technologtes Programme, OJ  1991  ClS4 
15. 
8  General  informauon  notice.  OJ  1991  Cl49  14.  The 
Comm.Jsston  suggested  m  its  initial  proposals  that  the 
deroganon or excepuonal procedure should be used  when 
proJects  ·make  a  pantcularly  promising  and  sagnificant 
contnbunon  as  regards  the  ongmaliry  of the  theme  pro· 
posed.  the novelry of the scientific and technical approach 
and the methodology of exccuuon. also taklng into account 
the parncu!ar narure of the proposers" (Annex III. para. 4. 
draft dec:u1oas. n.  1. above). 
Th1s  issue  was  amongst  those  raised  in  the  lnter-
insntunonaJ dtscussJons  and refiec:ted  in  the conclusions of 
the  three  Pres1dents  of  17  Apr.  1991.  In  the  case  of 
mterdtSCtpllnary  proJects  dtrcc:tly  proposed  by  bodaes  or 
undenaklngs. depanures from the generaJ rules m Annex Ill 
of the  dcc1Saons  are  smplemented  transparently in  accord-
ance  ~1th the commmce procedure laad down an  Article 6 of 
the deCISIOnS. 
--~ 
9  Annex  m.  decisions.  n.  1.  above.  Sec  also  the 
Commentary on An:ide  l30f concerning the definition  of 
Ewopean indusay ud on Anide 130n on the paniciparion 
of non-Community Slates or entities. 
10  Ibid.  See  e.g.  Annex  In  of  the  decision  on  the 
Information Technolopes Programme under FP3. n. 1. 
11  Decision on tbc lnformanon Technolopes Programme 
under FP3. 7th recital dausc. n. l. The other progr:unmes 
concerned are those on Communic:anon Technologwes  and 
Industrial and Materials TechnologJes.  Network operators 
arc amongst the entities referred to in  the Communacataon 
Technologies Decision. 
12  Research suppon at European Community level  was 
estimated  t~ correspond to about 4%  of public. or 2%  of 
public  and  private.  research  expenditure  in  lhe  Member 
States. Commission. EC Rae111'Ch Funding, 7. 
13  It  was  agreed  by  lhe  three  institutions  that  he 
committee procedures should be applied as follows:  Com-
mittee  procedure  I:  marine science  and  tecbnologwes.  life 
sciences  and  technologies  for  developing  countries.  bio-
medicine  and  health.  non-nudear energies  and  measure-
ment  and  testing.  Committee  procedure  UIA:  telemat1c 
systems in areas of peral  interest. environment. industrial 
and material technologies. agricultural and agro-industrial 
research.  human capital  and  mobility.  biotechnology  and 
dissemmation of information: Esprit n committee procedure 
confiDed  to  the  work  programme:  communicauon  tech-
nologies  and  information  technologies.  A  proposed  in· 
dusion of the words •m particular" in the list of matters on 
which committees should be consulted was not maintained. 
14  See e.g. An:ide 7 of the Decision on the Information 
Technologies  Programme.  n.  1.  The  Commission  mav 
provide iatormation to the committee on matters  besides 
those on which its opimon is required. 
Page  125 ARTICLE 1301 · 
In implementing the multi-annual  framework programme, supplementary 
programmes may be decided on involving the participation of  certain Member Stares 
only, which shall finance them subject to possible Community panicipation. 
The Council shall adopt the rules applicable to supplementary programmes, 
particularly as regards the dissemination of  knowledge and the access of  other 
Member States. 
COMMENTARY 
Whereas  the  specific  programmes,  as  provided in  Anicle  130k,  are a  required  means  for  the 
realization of the framework programme, supplementary programmes are an ancillary instrument, 
to  be  used  when  opponune.  It is  not obligatory  that they should be incorporated in  specific 
programmes. 
While  .Article  1301  has  not so far been directly applied,  the Third Framework Programme 
decision  stated  that supplementary programmes  might  be  used  Mas  necessary",  subject  to  the 
appropriate Council decision. 
1 The Council, in its "unanimous" fonn, thus opened the possibility of 
the  use of supplementary programmes, without pronouncing itself on panicular measures which 
were left for the "majority" Council to determine in the light of eventual Commission proposals. 
Since recourse to a supplementary programme under Anicle 1301 may have financial implications 
for  the  Community,  it  is  desirable  that  a  reference  to  the  possibility  should  be  made  in  the 
framework  programme decision.  Similar considerations apply in  the  case  of the  possible  use  of 
Anicles 130m and n. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
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1 Article 2(2)  FP3.  The Commission's oripnal proposals 
for  the  specific  programmes under  FP3  ancluded a  s1milar 
reference wh1ch  was not reta1ned in the Council dec:is1on.  In 
so  far  as  the  a\·ailable  Communnv financial  contribuuons 
have  been  allocated  to  speciti::  programmes.  in  pract1ce 
there has been IJttle  ancenuve to use  Anu:le 1301 andepend· 
ently. Whilst not mvol\rmg the applicauon of Article 1301 or 
Anu:le  130m.  the  co·operauon  between  the  Communny 
Iniormauon T .:chnoloJies Programme and the Jomt  Euro· 
pcan Submu:ron Sihcon ProJeCt  (JESSI) launched under the 
Eurek:» programme may be noted. The Community pan1op· 
ates.  throu~h the  Comm1ss1on.  an  the  Eureka programme: 
and co-ordm:»uon  bet~·een Communuy and Eureka proJecu 
IS  encour:12ed  Reference  mav  be  m:»de  to Annex I. IA(a) 
FP3  and  Anne\  I  of  the  Dec1S1on  on  the  Jnfonnauon 
Technologies  Programme  under FP3  (Article  130k  (n.  1). 
Actl\'ltles  concermne  Hieh  Definiuon TeleVIsion  (HD'TV) 
wh1ch anclude projects under both the Eureka and Commun· 
ity  programmes. a  European Econorruc  Interest Grouping 
(with  Community  involvement).  and  a  Council  decision. 
may  also  be  noted  in  th1s  context.  On  Eureka  and  irs 
relanonship \lo.ith  Community acti\ities. see generaUy Com· 
m1ss1on.  EC R~s~arch Funding (1990). 20 and the references 
in the conclus1ons of the Edinburgh European Council, cited 
m the Commentary on Anu:lc 130l .. 
Michael Hardy 
Page  126 ·  ARTICLE 130m · 
In implementing the multi-annual framework programme, the Community may 
make provision, with the agreement of  the Member States concerned, for 
panicipation in research and development programmes undenaken by several 
Member Scates, including participation in the srructures created for the execution of 
those programmes. 
COMMENTARY 
The Third Framework Programme decision provides for the possibility of recourse to Anicle 130m.1 
There has been no express instance yet of Community panicipation in research and development 
programmes undertaken by several Member States. The nearest parallel is Community participa-
tion in  projects under the Eureka programme. There has been consistent support for a close and 
complementary relationship between the Community's research activities and those undertaken 
within the Eureka programme. This was underlined in the conclusions of the European Council held 
in December 1992.2 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
See under Anicle 130g 
Article 130m Notes 
1  Article 2(:!) FP3. 
2  See  the Commentary on  An1cle  130i  (and ibid  n.  11) 
and Amcle 130l. n. 1. 
Michael Hardy 
Page  127 ·  ARTICLE 130n · 
In implementing the multiannUlll framework  pr~gramme,  the Community may make 
provision for co-operation in Community research, technologicol development and 
demonstration with third countries or international organizations. 
The detailed arrangements for such co-operation mo.y be the subject of 
international agreements between the Community and the third parties concerned 
which shall be negotiated and concluded in accordance with Article 228. 
COMMENTARY 
The Community has engaged in cooperative research activities with third States and international 
organizations  for  many years.  With  the  entry into force  of the Single  European Act and  the 
adoption of a series of framework programmes and substantial research programmes, international 
co-operation has attracted increasing attention. 
Anicle 130n provides for the implementation of the second type of activity set out in Anicle 
130g. In legal terms. Article 130n furnishes the Community with an explicit competence for external 
relations in matters within the scope of the framework programme, in place of the previous implicit 
competence. The exercise of this competence is subject to the rationale set out in Article 130f(l): 
the Community"s efforts, externally and internally, are made with the aim of strengthening the 
competitive  position  of European  industry.  International  co-operation  activities  undertaken  in 
implementation  of the  framework  programme  are  thus  to  be  distinguished  from  steps  taken, 
normally as part of development assistance, to improve the research and technological capacity of a 
third country. While  the two categories may converge, when activities are conducted for mutual 
advantage. a separate legal basis is  required for cases which do not satisfy the criterion of Article 
130f(1).1 
Within  these  broad  limits  a  pattern  of  co-operation  has  begun  to  emerge,  in  which  the 
framework  programmes and accompanying activities have  come to play an increasing role. The 
situation is.  however. an evolving one and the institutional arrangements-the requirements laid 
down  in  Article  130n  and  in  the  framework  programmes and specific programmes-have to  be 
considered in  relation to a wide  range of topics (from "pure"' science and large-scale projects to 
projects of more immediate industrial relevance) as well  as the various categories of third States 
potentially involved. 
·.oJ 
Page  128 A number of co-operative activities were launched prior to the framework programme. In the 
case of European non-Member States the procedures under the COST programme (European Co-
operation  in  the  Field  of Scientific  and Technical  Research),  which  began  in  1971,  enabled 
collaborative ventures to be undenaken; arrangements were also made with various other States for 
the regular exchange of information, the holding of expen meetings and similar actions, commonly 
in joint bodies set up under bilateral  agreements.~ In tbe nuclear field  panicularly, bilateral and 
multilateral  programmes  were  launched  with  the  United States,  Canada and  others.  With  the 
adoption of the  Second Framework Programme matters were can'ied funher in  the case  of the 
EFT  A countries. Two main fonns of co-operation were used besides concened actions. In the more 
scientifically  oriented  programmes  EFTA countries  were  accorded  sCH:alled  association  status, 
under which they were treated much as Member States. The EFT  A country paid a contribution, pro 
rata to its gross domestic product, to programme costs and took pan in the various advisory bodies. 
Firms and institutions in  the EFT  A country were also eligible to panicipate in individual projects 
within the programme. In programmes of more immediate indusnial relevance, involvement was 
limited  to the  latter fonn  (so-called  "project-by-project" panicipation). Fums,  universities, and 
research bodies in EFT  A countries were thus allowed to take pan in projects in programmes such as 
EPRIT (Information Technology), RACE (Advanced Communications), and BRITE {Industrial 
Technology and Materials}, although the EFTA country itself did not panicipate in the programme. 
These arrangements were based on framework agreements for scientific and technical co-operation 
between European non-member countries and the Community, to which reference was made in the 
specific programme decisions. 
The development of the framework programme system and the growing interest expressed by 
third States in the Community's RID activities led to further attention being given to international 
co-operation. The adoption of the Third Framework Programme was  accompanied by a general 
review  of  the  prospects  for  co-operation  with  third  countries.  3  Besides  issues  relating  to  co-
operation  with  other  major  indusnialized  countries,  notably  the  United  States  and  Japan, 
consideration  was  panicularly focused  on  the  position  to  be  taken  as  regards  European  non-
Member States. In the case of both the EFTA countries and the countries of Central and Eastern 
Europe.  the  arrangements  concerning  RTD  co-operation  were  reviewed  in  the  more  general 
context of evolving relations with the Community: the plans for the European Economic Area and, 
as  regards the Central and Eastern European States, the establishment of closer ties through co-
operation and association agreements. 
Although the Third Framework Programme decision itself included a reference to the possibility 
of recourse to Article 130n. as well as to Articles 1301, m and o,
4  the main discussion of the issue 
took  place  during the  consideration of proposals for  the specific programmes.  The Commission 
proposed  that  it  should  be  authorized  to  negotiate  international  agreements  when  these  were 
required  in  order to  achieve  the  objectives of the  programme, without specifying the  countries 
concerned.  5 The Council wished to take a more limited approach, concentrating on the possibilities 
for EFT  A members. The Parliament for its pan was panicularly concerned about the countries of 
Central  and  Eastern Europe. The issue  was  amongst  those  dealt with  in  the  inter-institutional 
discussions held in  April 1991.  The final  result, as  contained in  the specific programme decisions 
under the Third Framework Programme, was that the Commission was authorized to negotiate in 
accordance with Anicle 130n: "international agreements with third countries which are members of 
COST.  panicularly  the  member  countries  of EFT  A  and  the  countries of Central  and  Eastern 
Europe. with a view to associating them with the whole or a pan of it. "6 In addition: 
··Where  framework  agreements  for  scientific  and  technical  co-operation  have  been  included  between  the 
Communit1· and European non-member States. bodies and undenalcings established in these countries may. in 
accordance with the procedures laid down in Anicle 6 and on the basis of the criterion of mutual benefit. be 
allowed to become partners in an action undenaken within the programme. "
7 
··-
Page  129 The texts thus establish a distinction between European non-member countries, which are given 
a panicular status vis-~-vis the specific programmes under the Third Framework Programme. and 
other third countries. So far as EFT  A members and the countries of Central and Eastern Europe 
are  concerned  the  position  also  needs to be considered  in  the  light  of the wider institutional 
arrangements made or envisaged with them. 
In  the  case  of the  EFT  A  countries,  the Treaty establishing  the  European Economic Area 
(EEA). which was agreed in October 1991, provides, amongst the ~anking  policies". for the full 
panicipation of the EFI'  A  countries in the framework programme and its specific programmes.  8 
This will  be effective for the Third Framework Programme and its specific programmes when the 
EEA Treaty enters into force. Under the EEA agreement, arrangements are made concerning the 
modalities  of  panicipation,  the  rights  and  obligations  of  EFT  A  panicipants.  the  financial 
contribution (proponional to the GOP of the EFTA countries), participation (without the right to 
vote) in  committees dealing with R1D matters. and the diffusion of research results. Following a 
series of interim measures and the conclusion of the transitional arrangements, which will provide 
for a phasing-in of closer ties, the establishment of the European Economic Area will mean that 
framework  programmes  and  specific  programmes  will.  subject  to  agreement,  be  subsequently 
conducted  on  a  basis  of joint collaboration  between  the  Community and the EFr  A  countries 
concerned and that individual firms and research bodies in these countries will  be treated on the 
same footing as their Community counterparts. 
A  number of Central and Eastern European countires have applied to become members of 
COST.  9  It will  thus  be  possible for agreements to be negotiated with them in accordance with 
Anicle 130n, so as to enable these countries to panicipate in specific programmes under the Third 
Framework Programme. While the Council has already given its authorization for negotiations so 
that COST countries can be associated with the whole or part of  individual programmes, the content 
of the  agreement will  have to be determined before the treaty is concluded in accordance with 
Anicle 228.  The possibility of "project-by-project" panicipation by firms and research bodies in 
European non-member countries may also be available. This form, contained in Anicle 8(2) of the 
specific  programme decisions under the Third Programme, enables panicipation in an individual 
project to go ahead even though an agreement under Article 130n may not have been concluded, 
provided  there  is  a  framework  agreement for  scientific and technical co-operation between the 
Community  and  the  country  concerned.  In the  case  of five  programmes,  •'project-by-project" 
panicipation by  research  bodies or other entities in  European non-member countries may take 
place without the conclusion of any agreement10 
Besides possible panicipation in Community programmes, RTD can play a pan more generally 
in  the  effons of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe to improve their economies. These 
States have been faced with the task of restructuring their scientific institutions; under a system of 
monopoly  suppliers.  industrial  research  capacity  has  languished.  The  conduct  of research  and 
development has  had  to  be established on fresh  lines  in  circumstances of exceptional difficulty. 
While  activities  under  the  framework  programme  include  aspects  which  may  be  attractive  to 
research bodies in the countries concerned. they were not designed with the needs of these nations 
in  mind: more panicular measures. more adjusted to their circumstances and to the provision of 
technology.  may  be  called for. 11  Under the PHARE amd TACIS programmes. the countries of 
Central and Eastern Europe and those of the Commonwealth of Independent States may request 
assistance  for  the  strengthening  of  their  RID  infrastructure  as  well  as  for  technological 
development in  individual sectors. A range of projects of this kind has been undertaken, besides 
requests relating to scientific and technical training. The assistance provided through bodies like the 
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the European Investment Bank likewise 
takes into account the need to reinforce the capacity for technological adaptation and development. 
The  economic  co-operation  agreements  entered  into  by  the  Community  with  these  countries 
provide for more general forms of RTD cooperation. chiefiy through discussion and the exchange of 
information in the joint committees set up under these agreements. The process is carried funher by 
the  "European Association Agreements·· negotiated under Anicle 238  with various Central and 
East European countries1:!. under which co-operation activities may be undertaken. including in the 
RTD  field,  designed  to  help  these  countries  in  their  efforts,  as  well  as  providing  a  stronger 
institutional basis for future relations. 
·  .... 
Page  130 While special arrangements have thus been made for closer co-operation with European non-
member States, co-operation with countries outside Europe is subject to the general provisions of 
Anicle 130n. The express reference to European countries in the specific programme decisions does 
not prevent the conclusion of agreements with other States where these are considered appropriate. 
In  these instances, however. it is  necessary for the Commission to make a  proposal specifically 
related to the third country concerned.  13 The Community institutions will assess such cases in the 
light of the individual programme, the third country. and the nature of the cooperation. and the 
benefits to be derived by European industry. 
Recourse to the conclusion of a treaty may in any case not be required in order to conduct co-
operation:  more  informal  means  may  be  more  suitable  and  provide  greater  flexibility.  The 
Commission itself retains powers to enter into administrative arrangements and liaison agreements, 
to  undertake preparatory actions, pilot projects, and feasibility studies and in general to maintain 
relations  with  others, in  order to keep itself informed and be in  a position to make proposals. 
Reference may be made in this connection to the Joint Consultative Committee established in 1990 
between  the  United  States  authorities  and  the  Commission,  under  which  there  are  regular 
exchanges on RTD policy and developments in panicular areas. More specialized meetings and 
workshops are held on topics of mutual interest; in view of the rising cost of RTD and budgetary 
restraints,  both sides  have felt  the need to avoid duplication of research effon and to achieve 
synergies where feasible. In the case of Japan several ambitions, multilateral cooperation ventures 
have  been  launched,  notably  the  Human  Frontier  Science  Programme  and  the  Intelligent 
Manufacturing System initiative, involving the US, EFTA and others as well as the Community. 
Such exercises serve as a test whether a framework for international RID cooperation acceptable to 
all panicipants can be established. Where the same or a related topic is  being studied within the 
framework of a third country's effons as well as within a Community specific programme, it may be 
possible for various forms of co-operation to take place directly between the project panicipants. 
There  are  possibilities  of cooperation,  for  example,  between  panicipants  in  various  external 
programmes  and  panicipants  in  Community  programmes,  where  co-ordinated  effons may  be 
undertaken, without the passage of financial contributions from one to the other or the conclusion 
of a treaty, subject to a balance of mutual interests being established. 
In summary therefore, the area of third country co-operation covers an array of mechanisms 
which  may be used according to the individual circumstances, most notably as  regards European 
non-member countries. The majority of EFT  A countries will in future panicipate in the framework 
progranune and its constituent elements as  part of the arrangements for the European Economic 
Area.  The arrangements  for  other COST countries,  including  those  fror.:  Central  and  Eastern 
Europe. enable co-operation agreements to  be  concluded under Anicle l30n for panicipation in 
individual programmes. Finns and research bodies in these countries may be eligible to take pan in 
individual projects, normally when an appropriate framework has been concluded. The assistance 
provided to the countries of Central and Eastern Europe may also cover RTD, including help for 
RID restructuring. 
So far as  other countries are concerned, the possibility exists for the conclusion of agreements 
pursuant  to  Anicle  130n.  Panicipants  in  Community  projects  may  engage  in  coordinated 
endeavours with their opposite numbers in third countries, panicularly those in other industrialized 
countries. when such joint effons are mutually beneficial. The Commission may conduct enquiries 
and feasibility studies in its own right. With the addition of other forms of co-operation under which 
views and information may be e:o<changed (notably through the mixed committees established under 
bilateral  discussions  and  the Eureka framework),  the  means are available  for  the  conduct  of a 
Community external RTD policy of considerable dimensions and sophistication. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
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Page  131 Anicle 130n Notes 
1 The main instances concem development assistance or 
general co-operation: the  Anides principally involved are 
Ans.  11.  236  and  238.  Under  the  Lome!  Convention 
assistance  may be  provided to improve the  RTD capacity 
and infrastructure of African. Caribbean. and Pacific States. 
The  Programme  for  Life  Sciences  and  Technologies  for 
Developing Countnes. which came within FP2 and FP3. is 
concemed with  tropical medicine and ap;culrure and aims 
to  strentthen  the  scientific  and  technological  bases  of 
European industry in  those areas. This Prop-amme is. by u:s 
nature. conducted in  co-operation with entitles an  develop-
ing counmes. 
2 The  COST  programme  involving  member  States. 
EFT  A countries. Turkey. the former Yugoslavia and others. 
See EC Research Funding (1990), 19. The Czech and Slovak 
Republic. Hungary. and Poland became COST members in 
Nov.  1991. The links established under COST helped bring 
about the conclus1on of framework agreements for RTD co-
operanon  between  andividual  EFT  A  countries  and  the 
Communtry: these were entered into under Article 235 prior 
to the Single European Act and. subsequently. under Anicle 
130N in the case of Iceland. the only EFI'A .country which 
had not made an agreement earlier. A list of agreemen&s on 
RTD co-operation is contained in the annex to the repon on 
scientific and technological co-operation with third cow:nries 
outside  Europe  (Rapponeur:  Mn A.  Goedmaken)  pre· 
pared for tbe ENER Comminee of the Parliament. Doc PE 
148, 115. ANN.l991. 
3  Reference may be made to two Commission communi· 
cations. ·Co-operanon in Science and TechDolOJY with Third 
Countires (COM (90) 2.56) and •Scientific and Tec:bDologicaJ 
Co-operation  with  the  Countries  of Central  and  Eastern 
Europe'  (COM  (90)  2S1  final)  and  related  Council  and 
Parliament  discussions.  The  Commission  Working  Docu· 
ment  on  the  Founh  Framework  Programme  dealt  with 
extemal coopeation as  the second activity. Doe COM (92) 
406 final. 9 October 1992. 
4  Article 2(2). FP3. 
5 Amcle 10. draft decisions, Article 130k. n. 1. 
6  An1cle 8(11); Specific Programme Decisions. ibid. 
7  Arncle 8(2), ibid. There are some differences between 
individual  programmes; see n.  10.  below. It is specified  &D 
Arncle  8(2}  that no conuacting panner based outside the 
Commumry and pan1cipating in  a project may benefit from 
Communny finanang for  tbe  programme.  Such  partner is 
requ1red to contribute to general administrative costs. 
8  The  EEA Treaty  sets  out  the  provisions  in  general 
terms  in  Anicles  78-88.  Protocol  31.  Attricle  1.  covers 
panicpation  in  FP3  and  its  specific  programmes.  In  the 
event  of  a  major  redirection  in  these  programmes  tbe 
quest1on  is  to be treated by the EEA Jomt Comminee. The 
preparation of the  Founh Framework  Programme will  be 
undenaken together. although the EFT  A counmes will  not 
take pan in  Community decision-maltiug. The Joint Com· 
mtttee will consider the arrangemeuts for pamapation in the 
Founh Framework Programme. although it may be assumed 
that  the  EFTA  countnes  will  in  fact  panicipate.  Since 
Swnzerland will  not take pan in the EEA. special ammge-
mentS. based on ex1sung practice. will apply in this instance. 
9 The  applicauons  of the  Czech  and Slovak  Republic. 
Hungary. and Poland were approved at the Conference of 
European Reasearch Minssters in November 1991. 
10  En,ironment. Biomedicine. and Health. Non-nuclear 
Energy.  Nuclear  fission  safety  and  the  Human  Capnal 
Programmes.  Speaal  budget  pro,is1on  is  made  for  the 
panacpanon  of bodies  from  these  countnes.  10. 7m  ECU 
was pro,ided for th1s purpose 1n the 1993 budget. In the case 
of the En,uonment programme. -project-by-pro,ea·· panJ· 
cipauon m proJectS w1th1n  area 1 of the programme 1s  open 
to entines in  anv Th1rd  State enraeed 1D  s1milar ac:n,iues. 
This is made posSible by the global Scope and generic nature 
of research in  rhi~~; tlnm:.in 
Page  132 11  See  generally the  Commission communication. n.  3. 
above. The European Parliament voted 30m. ECU credits 
for improving R1D facilines in the countries of Central and 
Eastern Europe. as pan of the 1991 Budget (  .. Let's Go East" 
programme). These credits were entered within the PHARE 
programme. In addition Sm ECU was granted for participa-
tion m Cost ac:tJvmes.  Funher credits allocated in 1992 (40m 
ECU) and 1993  (  45m  ECU) were  administered separately 
and  enabled  more  extensive  effons  to  be  made.  notably 
through the award of fellowships, the creation of networks 
and  the  conduct  of  jo1nt  research  (  .. Copernicus"  pro-
gramme). 
In the case of the States of the former USSR. RTD related 
assitance has been dealt with under the general programme 
(TACIS)  or under ad hoc arrangements.  15m  of the  45m 
ECU  allocated  in  the  1993  budget  is  i.atended  for  OS 
countries.  The  lntemational  Science  ud  Tedmology 
Centtes which was set up to aid Russian RTD activities and 
personnel  (particularly  those  who  bad  been  engaged  in 
defence activities) was established by a treaty between the 
Community.  Japan.  Russia  and  the  United  States.  The 
Community provided a contribution of 20m ECU. Council 
REgulation 3955192. OJ l409.  31 December 1992.1. 
12  European  Agreements  were  agreed  with  the  Czech 
and Slovak  Republic.  Hungary. and  Poland in  November 
1991. 
13  A2reements of this  kind  have  been  made  with  Aus· 
tralia an-d Canada. 
Page  133 ARTICLE 130o 
The Community may set up joint undenakings or  any other structure necessary for 
the efficient execution of  programmes of  Community research, technological 
development and demonstration. 
COMMENTARY 
Article 130o offers a way of reflecting the subsidiarity principle and of adapting the means employed 
to  fit  the  nature of Community involvement. The range of activities  pursued  under framework 
programmes  provides  considerable  scope  for  joint  undenakings  and  the  conduct  of research 
through agencies or similar structures. The decision on the Third Framework Programme included a 
reference to the Anicle, although it has not yet been used in any specific case.  1 The use of Anicle 
130o, like Article 130i, is subject to Council unanimity. 
The possibilities offered by  Anicle 130o were mentioned in a Council resolution adopted in 
December  1989  concerning  broad  band communications.  A  working  group was  set  up  by  the 
Commission  to consider whether recourse should be had to Anicle 130o  in  order to provide a 
mechanism for the conduct of the activities envisaged. It was concluded that the existing mechanism 
under the RACE programme has proved fully satisfactory for the conduct of research.  2 
BIBL.IOGRAPHY 
See the Bibliography under Anicle 130f. 
Anicle 130o Notes 
1 Anicle  2(2)  FP3.  The  recttal  clauses  of  the  draft 
decisions on the speofic programmes stated that steps maght 
be taken under Antcle 1301. m. oro. tn accordance wtth the 
opuon  made  available  under  Anicle  2(2)  of FP3.  and  a 
reference  to Anu:le  l30o was  included  an  Anu:le 9.  These 
provistons were not  retasned 10 the deosaons adopted. The 
nouon of joint undenaktngs has a precedent 1n Ans. 45-51 
of the  Euratom Treary.  These pro,'lsions  were  used  when 
the Council set up the Joant European Torus. OJ 19781151/ 
10. 
2  The  issues  snvoh·ed  concerned  both  research  and 
development  and  the  condnsons under whtch  tmplementa-
uon could  be  faC1htated.  Research  as  of course  conducted 
wnh a ,,ew to C\'entual tmplementauon. and m areas where 
the  IO"·estment  costs  are  i"ugh  and  an,·olve  a  senes  of 
pantopants (e.g.  telecom:numcauon operators. cquspment 
manufacturers.  and  sel"·tc:  pro"·•dcrs)  the  quesuon of the 
need  for  consensus  formauon  and  o,·er311  co-ordsnauon 
anses.  Thas  aspect.  of  panscular  concern  10  the  case  of 
infrastrucrure  and strategtc projects.  remams on  the  Com· 
muntry agenda. 
·  ..... 
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Page  134 ·  ARTICLE 130p · 
1.  The detailed arrangements for  financing each programme, including any 
Community contribution, shall be established at the time of  the adoption of  the 
programme. 
2.  The amount of  the Community's annual contribution shall be laid down under 
the budgetary procedure, without prejudice to other possible methods of  Communiry 
financing.  The estimated cost af  the specific programmes must not in aggregate 
exceed the financial provision in theframework programme. 
COMMENTARY 
Article 130p is  linked to the adoption of framework programme and specific programme decisions 
pursuant to Articles 130i and k, although it also covers any supplementary programmes which may 
be agreed. The decisions on the framework programme, adopted by unanimity, fix  the ~amount 
deemed  necessary"  for  the  overall  programme,  the  detailed  rules  for  Community  financial 
panicipation and the breakdown of the amount between the various activities. It is over this sum 
that the discussions in the Council and the Parliament panicularly centred in the case of the Second 
and Third Framework Programmes.  1 
The specific programme decisions use the breakdown given in the framework programme and 
lay down the ··means deemed necessary" for each programme (as opposed to the ••amount deemed 
necessary"  for  each  activity,  set  out  in  the  framework  programme  decision).  The  detailed 
arrangements have  to be established at the  time of the adoption of the specific programme. The 
financial  statement accompanying the decision  consists of a  multi-annual schedule,  indicative  in 
nature. showing commitments and payments during the period of programme execution. As stated 
in  Anicle 130p(2), the estimated cost of the specific programmes, taken together, may not in  any 
case exceed the financial provision in the framework programme. 
The amount of the Community's annual contribution has to be determined under the budgetary 
procedure.  without  prejudice  to other possible  methods  of Community financing.  The financial 
panicipation  of  the  Community may  be  replaced  or completed  by  contributions from  Member 
States. firms.  earnings from services undertaken for  third parties. or from  loans or other means. 
SubJect  to  such  possibilities,  the actual  expenditure on programmes is  consolidated and treated 
within the overall Community budget. The budgetary authority thus retains the power to open the 
necessary credits each year within the budgetary procedure. Research credits are classified amongst 
non-obligatory expenses over which  the  Parliament has  the last word.1  One of the effects of the 
system established by  the Single European Act under which the legislative authority cannot easily 
revise 1ts  imual estimate of the amount deemed necessary may thus be to reinforce the posit1on of 
the  budgetary  authonty.  The  different  distribution  of  powers  between  the  Council  and  the 
Parliament  as  regards  legis!ative  and  budgetar:·  functions  tends  indeed  to  lead  to  institutional 
d1spures.  as  expenence  has  shown:  what  is  required  is  a  successful  co-operation  between  the 
insrnuuons and  a shoner. more flexible  decision-making process to  meet the needs for effective 
programming  m  areas  of  fast-moving.  technology.  The  interaction  between  the  legislative  and 
budgetai)· procedures and RTD planning activities (the adoption of the decision. the establishment 
of the work programme. calls for proposals and contract negotiations) is thus a complex and difficult 
process. 
Page  135 BIBLIOGRAPHY 
See the Bibliography under Anicle 130f. 
Anicle 130p Notes 
1 See the Commentary on Anicle 130f and l.30l and ibid. 
n.  4  and  5.  for  the  discussions  concerning  the  so-called 
"overhang"' and the financial perspectives. 
2 On a  number of occasions the Parliament has restored 
amounts  iD  the  research  allocation  when  the  Council  has 
made reductaons in the annual budget. The issues involved 
concern the division between compulsory and non<Ompuls-
ory  expenditures  and  the  interpretation  of the  fiDucial 
perspectives  by  the  three  institutions,  u  well  u  the 
interpretation of Arts. 1301, k, r and q relating to lepslative 
and budgetary powers. on which the Council and Parliament 
have  repeatedly  taken  opposing  views.  The  Inter· 
institutional  Agreement on Budgetary Discipline  and Im-
provement of the  Budgetary Procedure is contained in  OJ 
Ll85. 15  July 88. 33. and includes the 1988-1992 financial 
perspectives as an annex. On the financial  perspectives for 
the period after 1993 see Th~  Conrmunily's Fintmcu b~rw~~n 
Now and 1997 (Doe COM (92) 200 1 final,  10 March 1992) 
and  the  conclusions  of  the  European  Council  held  in 
December 1992.  For the position as  regards RID. see the 
Commentary on Anicle 130i. 
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Page  136 ·  ARTICLE 130q · 
1.  The Council shall, acting unanimously on a proposal  from the Commission 
and after consulting the European Parliament and the Economic and Social 
Comminee, adopt the provisions referred to in Anicles 130i and 130o. 
2. The Council shall, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, after consulting the Economic and Social Comminee, and in co-
operation with the European Parliament, adopt the provisions referred to in Articles 
130k, 1301, 130m, 130n, and 130p (1).  The adoption of  these supplementary 
programmes shall also require the agreement of  the Member States concerned. 
COMMENTARY 
The provisions of Article 130q are straightforward in  the case of the adoption of the framework 
programme and joint undenakings (Anicles 130i and 130o). Council decisions on the Commission's 
proposals in these areas require unanimity, after the European Parliament and the Economic and 
Social  Committee have  been consulted. All other decisions are  taken on the basis of a qualified 
majority in  the Council. after consulting the Economic and Social Committee and in co-operation 
with the Parliament. The agreement of the Member States concerned is also required in the case of 
programmes under Anicles 1301 and m. 
The unanimity requirement evidently enables a Member State to block agreement if it considers 
such action justified. even if the remainder of the Council and the majority of the Parliament are of 
a different view. Experience has been that such disagreements are more likely to concern general or 
institutional  issues  than  scientific  and  technical  questions.  Differences  of opinion  between  the 
institutions. notably the  Council and the Parliament, may range  more widely.  In the case of the 
adoption of the Third Framework Programme they concerned the relative priority to be given  to 
various research sectors.  the  total amount deemed necessary and the  financial  division between 
areas. as well as issues relating to structural policy and subsidiarity. The conciliation procedure was 
used prior to the adoption of the Council decision in this case. 
- ...... 
Page  137 The  difficulties  over  the  adoption  of the  specific  programmes  under the  Third Framework 
Programme were also marked. Under the co-operation procedure provided in Anicle 130q(2) for 
specific programmes the Parliament was however, able to play a greater role, subject to the overall 
amount  and  breakdown fixed  in the framework programme. The double reading under the co-
operation  procedure  is  nevenheless  a  lengthy  process  accentuated  by  the  pressures  on  the 
Parliament's timetable. A period of about a year or more may elapse between the adoption of the 
framework programme and the specific programme decisions, after which the implementation of the 
specific programmes may be undenaken. This may in tum affect the planning of the subsequent 
framework programme and the need to draw from the latest scientific and technological experience 
in determining future priorities. There are thus substantial arguments in favour of devising a more 
ftexibJe  and streamlined procedure within a politically agreed framework. as proposed during the 
preparations  for  the  Maastricht  Treaty.1  Until  such  measures  are  taken-and the  Treaty  on 
European Union, while  making some improvement, did not provide an adequate solution in this 
respect-the decision-making process, whether under the EEC Treaty as amended by the Single 
European  Act  or  that  agreed  at  Maastricht,  requires  close  cooperation  between  the  three 
institutions if the system is to function and meet the increasing demands placed on it. The question 
of  institutional  change  in  this  area  thus  remains  on  the  agenda.  Community  research  and 
technological activities are now of sufficient imponance to make this a significant task if  the aims of 
these activities are to be fully achieved. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
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1 See the Commentary on Article 130f and ibid. nn. 2 and 
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The remarks are made solely on a personal basis 
Page  140 Page  141 Madam President, Ladies and Gentlemen 
I should like to thank you  Madam President for your words of introduction.  May I also 
express  my  gratitude  to  the  Association  for  the  opportunity  to  address  this  year's 
Conference. 
As the President  has  revealed,  I  am  neither an educationalist  nor a  futurologist.  Like 
everyone else,  I have  of course  an  interest in what  happens next,  but that is  a  rather 
different thing from sitting down to distil one's ideas into a comprehensive picture, to think 
"the future", or a large part of it, through in some son of consistent way.  The invitation to 
speak today meant that I had to attempt to put some order in my reflections and to see how 
indeed one part of what one dimly sees relates to another. 
While some of the ground to be covered is familiar,  an attempt to describe the future of 
Europe is unavoidably a complex and ambitious task.  What is to be left out and what is to 
be assumed?  What claimed and what demonstrated - and what does •demonstrate" mean 
when talking about that unvisited country, the future? 
Let me therefore state at the outset the limits of my undertaking.  So far as the date of this 
"future" is  concerned, I have set a scale of 20  to 40 years hence - the years 2010  to 2030. 
The central elements of my remarks - the core around which the rest is built - are two 
first, that Europe, together with North America and Japan will constitute one of 
the three poles which dominate the world economy 
secondly.  that  information  technology  and  communications  will  be  the 
predominant- means shaping that economy and much of society. 
These are broadly familiar topics, if not received truths.  How accurate are they likely to be 
however as prognoses and what would  they mean"!  What son of world would this be and 
how would it operate?  It is on these aspects that my remarks are chiefly concentrated. 
Page  142 The thesis which I would advance - if I may begin with a summary before trying to show 
some of the reasons - is  that during the coming 20 to 40 years we will be dealing with a 
double change.  Europe will undergo both a constitutional or institutional adaptation, and a 
change in economic structure.  To understand the processes bringing about either of these 
changes is difficult, and to grasp the relationship between them - related though they are -
is  more difficult  still.  Comparisons are of course odious and  inaccurate,  but  there is 
perhaps some parallel with  the period between  1790  and 1840,  when new  questions of 
identity made their way to the fore- when the French revolution displaced the old order, 
when German philosophy completed the move from theology to idealist (and ultimately 
materialist) philosophy, and when the industrial revolution brought in the factory system 
and mass society. 
We are now somewhere after the beginning of a similar, and more rapid, adjustment of the 
main features of the landscape.  By  the year 2020  or 2030  the process will  have  been 
completed, the essential changes will  have occurred.  It will then be for society to digest 
those changes, as it was in the second part of the 19th century and the earlier part of this -
to work out the consequences and to deal with the problems they in their turn present.  The 
task of the coming twenty to thirty years on the other hand - or such is my argument - will 
be to manage, to stage manage if you like, the installation of these changes, to bring them 
about and to understand them. 
I  Why should these changes come about? 
Assuming the general thesis or something like it is correct, or at least merits reflexion, how 
did this come about?  Why should matters come about in this way? 
The answer- the evidence for the propositions- can be given at various levels.  The frrst 
concerns the span of 20 to 40 years I have chosen.  This duration is about the limit of the 
period on which one can usefully reflect.  Beyond, one steps into speculation and reverie.  If 
one takes a period of the next 20 to 40 years one can do so in the knowledge that most of 
the people who will  be alive then have already been born, that most of the technologies 
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societies will be able to put their stamp on developments.  One can, in short, steer a course 
between the silence which  reason suggests if one tries to forecast the exact sequence of 
events and the folly of the crystal ball. 
That  the  three  societies  I  have  mentioned  are  now  economically  dominant  is  well 
established.  The figures are indeed striking and proceed in a double direction 
the predominance of the three poles (the Triad) relative to other areas 
as between the members of the Triad, the relative decline of the United States 
or, to put it  the other way round, the growth on the European and Japanese 
sides. 
Total world GNP in 1989 was approximately 
19,500 billion dollars (1) 
of which US  5,238 billion S ( 1990:  5,330 bn S) 
" "  EC(12)  4,980 billionS (1990:  6,021 bn $) 
" "  Japan  2,920 billionS (1990:  2,891 bn S) 
Collectively the GNP of the three amounts to something like two thirds of the world total 
(S 13,000 bn out of S  19,000 bn ).  There are individual countries whose per capita income is 
equal to that of members of the Triad (  eg Scandinavian countries, Saudi Arabia, Canada, 
Kor~  etc) but these do not form a large grouping. 
(l)  World Bank Atlas 1990,  p 10.  Billion  as  1,000  million.  FJgUre  for EC (12) in 1989 indudes FRG before 
reunification i.e. without the rave Under (ex DDR).  The 1990 figUres are from OBCD and Le Monde, 9 July 
1991. 
The 1970 fagures in the next table are from World Bank Atlas 1972. 
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let me take the figures for 1970 and 1989 as benchmarks 
GNP (in bn $) 
1970  1989 
EC (12)  688  4,980 
EFTA  90  721 
Total  778  5,701 
us  975  5,237 
Japan  198  2,920 
In broad numbers, Japan has gone from 2/9ths of US GDP in  1970 to three fifths,  and 
Western Europe (EC plus EFTA) from 7/9ths to an appreciably higher figure than US 
GNP. 
These are large numbers to get one's mind round but they are the simple A.B.  C. of political 
arithmetic.  They also illustrate the fact - the phenomenon one may say - that real incomes 
in literate societies have risen in  each of the 20  decades since James Watt invented the 
steam engine in the 1780s - that once a society has made the step of industrialisation there 
is a shift to sustainable wealth. 
How did this process happen over the past decades?  The short answer is to be found in the 
45 years of peace we have enjoyed and the modified market economy; the basis was there 
and we  were lucky enough,  rational enough, to be able to build  on it.  We have been, 
mirabile dictu,  a  fortunate generation.  On the European side,  the establishment of the 
Community and its institutions, the growth of internal trade and "1992", are well known and 
I do not need to repeat these elements with which you are already familiar. 
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Over the past 40 years world output has gone up eightfold 
World GDP increased during much of this period at 3-5 o/o a year 
International trade has flourished.  Exports have grown faster than GOP rates, 
commonly at around 5-8% a year. 
While these figures in themselves tell much of the overall story, there have been underlying 
changes in  the world  economy which  should be  noted.  It  is  these changes which  give 
substance to the belief that the lead now enjoyed  by  the three regions will continue and 
indeed accelerate. 
1bree fundamental changes <Z> have occurred. 
(1.)  The primary products economy (the production of raw materials) has to some 
extent  become  uncoupled  from  the  industrial  economy.  The  amount  of 
industrial raw materials needed for one unit of industrial production is now no 
more than one fifth of what it was in 1900.  In 1986 raw material prices were at 
their lowest levels in  recorded history in  relation to  manufactured goods and 
serv1ces. 
(2)  See generally P Drucker, The Changed World Economy, Foreign Affair1, 1986 
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In the late 1920s, farmers constituted nearly a  third of US population 
and farm income accounted for almost a quarter of GNP.  The fi~~res 
for most  European countries are broadly comparable < 3>.  Today US 
farmers account  for  less  than 5% of GNP.  Even  if one adds  the 
contribution that producers of foreign raw materials and farm products 
make  to  the  US  economy  through  their  purchases  of  American 
industrial goods, the total contribution of the raw material and food 
producing economies of the world to American GNP is at most one-
eighth.  In  most  other developed  countries,  the share  of the  raw 
materials sector is even lower. 
This decline is accelerating.  The Japanese experience is particularly 
striking.  In  1984,  for  every  unit  of industrial  production,  Japan 
consumed only  60% of the raw materials it consumed to make the 
same volume of industrial production in 1973, 11 years earlier. 
Amongst the consequences of these changes, which are permanent, not 
temporary in  nature, is  that it  will  be  impossible for  countries like 
Canada, Australia or Brazil (or, one may,  add, Africa) to "catch  up" 
through  the export of raw materials.  The "value added" will  not  be 
there to provide the capital.  The foreign markets for their foodstuffs 
and raw materials are in long term decline. 
(JJ  Immediately after the Second World War, fanners represented over one third of the working population in 
France.  By 1960 that had dropped to 20%.  Today they represent no more than 6". Between one third and a 
half of the remaining  farmers  arc  c:xpeaed to disappear by  the end or the century.  At the same time 
agricultural produaivity bas tripled over 30 years and Fruce is the world's second c:xponer of fann produce 
after the US. 
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(2.)  In the industrial economy, production has tended to beCome  uncoupled from 
employment.  Blue collar  employment, in the US  terminology,  has declined 
although  manufactured  production  has  remained  at  around  the  same 
percentage of the economy or with  only a relatively small decline.  It is not so 
much  the  economy which  is  being "deindustrialized",  but the  labour  force (4>. 
The  trend  is  not  new,  it  has  been  running  for  a  long  time;  it  has  lately 
accelerated  to  the  point  where  increases  in  manufacturing  production  are 
unlikely to  reverse the long-term decline in  the number of blue-collar jobs in 
manufacturing or in their proportion of the labour force. 
This trend is the same in all developed countries.  In 20 or 30 years the Triad 
countries  will  employ  a  much  smaller  proportion  of the  labour  force  in 
mcmufacturing than they do at present  A oountty, an industry or a company, 
will  have  to reduce its blue collar workers and increase productivity over the 
next 20 years; unless it does so it will not be competitive. 
There are several separate shifts that have brought about or are bringing about 
these changes:  ( 1) an acceleration of the substitution of knowledge and capital 
for  manual  labour  (2)  a  shift  from  labour-intensive  to  knowledge-intensive 
industries - embodied above all in information technology and its applications 
and  (3)  a  complex  industrial  restructuring,  moving  from  large,  monolithic 
plants to more varied arrangements and specialised firms. 
(.C)  In the 12 years 1973-1985 total employment in the US grew faster than at any time in the peace time history 
of any  country- from  82  to 110  million  - that is by a  fuU  one third.  The growth,  however, was in DOn-
manufacturing, and especially in non-blu~Uar  jobs. 
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a European perspective, there are several elements to be kept in mind.  First, 
there are demographic factors:  by the year 2020 or 2025, the labour force may 
well have declined appreciably < 5>.  But even more significant, there will be the 
impact of information technology.  According to a study recently done for the 
Commission  by  IFO (lnstitut fuer  Wirtschaftsforschung),  the introduction of 
new technologies in the period up to 2005 will result in more productivity, more 
real  income  and  leave  the  labour  market  more  or  less  unchanged.  If 
information and communication technologies are introduced more quickly over 
the next 15 years, this would imply an increase in labour productivity ( GDP per 
head) of nearly 10% and a fall in consumer prices by more than 5% compared 
with  the  baseline  scenario  in  the  year  2005 < 6>.  Once  again,  a  more 
synchronised, European approach will produce greater benefits. 
To appreciate the weight of these figures, let me point out that in the Cecchini 
Repon the "Operation 1992" was estimated to result in an increase in GNP in 
the range of 4 to 7% in the medium to long-term.  While dynamic effects may 
be added  to  that,  Europe will  in  effect  undergo  two  impulsions - 1992  and, 
increasingly, information technologies.  The IFO Study suggests that the impact 
of IT on GDP will be of the same magnitude as "1992". 
(.S)  The EC( 12)  labour force,  assuming conSlant  panicipation rates. is estimated to fall  from 147  million in 2000 
to 132m by 2025. a drop of 15 million.  IRDAC Opinion, Skills Shonage in  Europe, p.7. 
(6)  The IFO Study lmpaa of Information Technologies on Future Emoloyment in the European Community was 
prepared for  the EC Conference on Social  Aspeas:  lmpaa on  Employment and Training. held on 17-18 
Oaober 1991. 
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have come to drive the world economy.  The reduction of trade barriers, the 
virtual elimination of tariffs for whole swathes of goods, has led to a  greater 
degree of interpenetration of economies.  This has occurred most evidently in 
Europe but also on a  world-wide  basis through  the successive Gatt  Rounds. 
Restrictions on capital  movements  have  been  removed.  The multinational, 
multiregional corporations are a  major source of investment and of currency 
flows.  The result is that direct investment has grown by 20% or more a year, at 
three or four times the growth of world trade.  Of this investment, 80% of the 
flows are between the US, Japan and Europe.  Foreign direct investment is thus 
dominated in the Triad; it is even more concentrated than the trade flows. 
Tne changes in economic structure I have outlined support the central argument:  the three 
regions which are now in a  leading position, the United States, Europe and Japan, are 
likely to be maintained in that position over the coming decades. 
None of the other potential panicipants looks likely  to emerge to join the front  rank, 
certainly not  in  the 20 to 40 year span we are considering.  Individual  countries may 
advance (Korea is a case which comes to mind), but none will be on the scale of the three 
major players to which they will  be, in essence, tributaries or side players.  Of those with 
large populations, Russia, China and India, internal difficulties will prevent rapid progress. 
Radical adaptations will be required if they are to achieve the levels of those now ahead; 
the extent  and nature of those changes will  be such  that it  is  highly  unlikely  they will 
manage to make the adjustments in the near future. 
As regards Russia, it is worth pausing a moment to consider once again the puzzling issue: 
just why and how did the Soviet Union so signally collapse?  Books and theses have been 
written on this, and others may be expected before our Gibbon emerges.  But at least one 
major cause was once more information technology and the kind of economy, the kind of 
society, it required.  You may recall the celebrated remark of Lenin •Communism is Soviet 
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to introduce heavy industry, to develop coal and steel  But to go beyond meant not merely 
more wealth but enabling people to act on their own;  one needed a  market and market 
forces.  This  is  most  markedly  so  in  the  case  of  information  technology  and 
communications.  These elements come together in a marvellously graphic description by a 
member of the East Gennan Politburo of the last  meeting of Gorbachev and the DDR 
Politburo in Berlin just two years ago (in October 1989) 
"Gorbachev made a speech that moved me and most of my colleagues deeply. 
Without being a  know all, he urged us to seize our chance, uttering the now 
famous phrase "He who comes late gets punished by life...  Honecker did not 
agree with  Gorbachev at all, but went on and on about the sufXCSSes  of the 
Gerntan Democratic Republic and its four-megabit chip.  We were all furious 
and the meeting ended  in  icy  silence.  After that we were all  agreed  that 
Honecker could not remain Secretary-General" (7). 
What this story bears out, with some of the direct force of a folk tale or a parable, is that by 
the time of the meeting it was clear to Gorbachev, as it was to most of the members of the 
DDR Politburo and to the staff of the Soviet Army, that being economically and militarily 
strong was no longer a matter of piling up shells and tanks, of commanding resources, that 
you needed a different kind of society in  order to have a  developed electronics industry. 
This required a  range of outlets, an opening up  of possibilities, which  their system was 
inherently incapable of providing.  The DDR invested  14  billion Ostmarks in developing 
the 4  megabit chip and it proved a total waste of money.  It was an investment which did 
not  produce any economic gain.  The problem is  not just to  make a  limited number of 
semiconductors but to produce them in series and to apply them in a range of products; the 
market side was non-existent and they were unable to create it without a total reversal.  By 
(7)  Interview with Horst Sindcrmann. former number 3 in Bast German hierarchy, in Der Spiegel. 
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as ours has done, and has been abandoned. 
II  What will  Europe look like after this period and how will  it operate?  What wiU be 
its tasks and concerns? 
Proceeding to the year 2020 or thereabouts, I assume that the three principal players will 
be the United States, Europe and Japan..  As far as Europe is concerned I presume that 
Europe at that time will consist of 
the  •grand  market•,  a  trading  area  of  over  400  million  people,  with 
accompanying policies and practices 
an economic and monetary union 
with a foreign and security policy determined in common 
with legislative and institutional powers. 
Such a  system will  not operate without a government or form of government.  It is  this 
which forms - nearly - the greatest single problem in achieving it. 
A Europe of over 20 Member States with a population of 400 to 500 million people and a 
GDP of 6 to 7 billion Ecu at present prices will  be far and away the most central and, 
collectively, the richest area of the world.  Such riches represent power.  Who is to exercise 
it? 
That question is  tied to the issue !ln which  most attention has been turned:  the division 
between the federal powers and those of the constituent states.  There is  no simple and 
straightforward answer, no consensus at present on what this division should be.  European 
construction has proceeded from the 1950s on a functional and sectoral basis:  ftrst let us 
deal with  coal and steeL then wider economic issues.  We have tiptoed up to the central 
questions.  That means that those at the extremes, whether federalist at one end and those 
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 relying on national sovereignty at the other, have rarely entered into a systematic debate. 
Each has sought to engage the support of those in the middle. The political discussions, the 
choices to be made, the pros and cons, have been waged and weighed so far as the public 
has been concerned largely through the media - and essentially through the national media. 
It has not been a steady or tidy process, but one can say that it has, judged by the results, on 
the whole worked.  Europe has moved forward.  Eppur si muove!  But the next stage will 
require a greater level of clarity, of distillation, than we have so far achieved and hence the 
need to try and focus attention on the new issues we will have to deal with. 
If one problem in this area is the question of  fora - where and how is Europe, as opposed to 
a  collection of national societies to discuss these matters? - another concerns the ideas 
involved.  Which concepts and principles are the key pieces assuming, as we may assume, 
that we need and will finally  acquire a balanced and articulate s)'stem for this Europe of 
400 million people? 
There are several threads which lead one through this labyrinth of discourse.  The flfSt  of 
these is  the doctrine  of subsidiarity.  This somewhat clumsy  word contains  a  virtuous 
principle:  that matters are to be decided and dealt with at the most appropriate level.  It is 
of course a question begging principle:  How does one know what the right level is? - that is 
just what the argument is about.  But it provides a conceptual too~ a way of approaching 
the problem which  is  indispensable.  It has an echo,  one may note, in  that other great 
federal system, the Constitution of the United States.  The advantage to be derived from 
the principle of subsidiarity is that it is open; it does not proceed on an a priori basis that a 
central or non-central solution is predetermined.  It has to be argued, the case has to be 
made out for whatever course or combination of means is chosen. 
This recourse to reason and function - though we lack our James Madisons - is central to 
the exercise.  It means that it is  not the case that "Europe" will eliminate its constituent 
parts.  This will not happen.  The Europe of the future - indeed one may say the Europe of 
the present day - is one which has and will have multiple loyalties, multiple allegiances. 
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matter.  We touch here on national feelings,  those songs and memories which  make the 
heart beat faster, the national rallying cries with which we are aU familiar.  It is superficial 
and indeed foolish to think they will disappear, or even to argue that they should.  They are 
the means by which collective entities recognise themselves, are conscious.  Without them 
who would we be, how would we know ourselves?  Supposing they did not exist, what would 
it  be like to be a citizen in an entity of 500  million?  Can one move people and hold a 
society together without such symbols? 
We do not have an answer to this last question, and certainly I have no easy panacea to put 
forward, to drop out of my sleeve.  The problem can be put in something of the following 
form:  broadly speaking people know where they are in  a national setting; the larger the 
unit and the more technologicai change speeds up, the more - or at least this is one of the 
reactions - they cling to the past - whether it  is  milk bottles delivered on doorsteps, or 
working practices.  Is it the case that Europe will not achieve its ambitions unless it comes 
to offer a similar set of rallying points? 
We do not know the answer in any categorical sense to this question.  Sometimes it seems 
all-important, the most decisive of them all - What moves people and how is it done? ..  at 
others irrelevant, a dogma of the sociologists.  We also have to take account of the impact 
of enlargement:  will the existing Europe be able to help the development of the countries 
of Central and Eastern Europe and prevent a destabilisation of the present cohesion?  The 
balance within  the Community, and the sense of identification with it  (that each country 
and region has its place within it) wiU be of fundamental importance. 
One way of approaching the matter, and one which I would offer, is  to refer once again to 
the principle of functionalism; my second thread through the maze.  It is this practice which 
will  have  to  be  applied  to  the tasks  which  the  Europe of the future- indeed  the near 
future - will have to confront.  The matter can be put in fairly simple concrete terms:  We 
know how to run a country like, say, Denmark or the Netherlands.  We have accumulated 
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That is something we have not previously done as a collective, common undenaking.  We 
are still at the opening stages. 
Some at least will  put the question however :  Why must Europe be "run•?  Does this not 
prejudge the debate?  The reply here goes back again to a matter of political choice and the 
subsidiarity principle:  we will in all instances have to decide at what level or levels and by 
what combination of means we wish to pursue our aims.  Bearing in mind therefore that the 
subsidiarity principle will be there as an operational guide, there is a range of social goods 
that th~re is good evidence for saying can only be achieved by  proceeding at European 
level.  These social goods are of many varied kinds but a substantial proportion of them 
require  the  application  of information  and  communications  technologies,  the  second 
principal element of my remarks. 
One may illustrate this by referring to the infrastructure needs of this future Europe.  Let 
me again draw a  parallel with  previous experiences.  James Watt's steam engine was  a 
stand  alone  affair,  used  to  drive  cotton  looms  and  other  forms  of early  industrial 
manufacturing.  It was only when it was mounted on wheels and became the railway engine 
that it achieved its full impact.  When in  the mid 19th century it became apparent to the 
German States that they could not set up viable railway systems, assemble the capital and 
develop mining, steel and chemical industries on an individual basis, they established the 
Zollverein, that predecessor of the Community, where Bismarck spent so many happy years 
in the equivalent of the Committee of Permanent Representatives (Coreper). 
Just as Germany did not manage to industrialise successfully until it made the institutional 
changes required  to  achieve  the economies  of scale  needed for  a  railway  system,  that 
mobile steam  engine,  so  now  the  benefits of the combination of computer power and 
communications cannot be achieved  in  Europe without a  degree of consensus building. 
without a degree of interoperability, which only actions on a European scale can provide. 
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2030- which will provide the answer to the question "Well, where are your symbols?" and, 
no less pertinently "Why should we do it?" and "Does it work?"  There will  of course be 
other symbols. from the European Cup to the Eurovision Song Contest, to help this process 
along, but the link between  industrial restructuring and proceeding on  a European basis 
will be central for the future well being of Europe's citizens. 
A further word on the European aspects of the application of information technologies and 
communications may be useful at this point  We all know about personal computers, it may 
be said.  We have them at school and in offices.  Why should the Community be involved? 
That a  number of formerly basic industries are no  longer of the same importance is well 
known.  The past 20 years have seen the decline of the smoke-stack industries in the West. 
Steel, mining, textiles and shipbuilding are amongst industries that have lost market share. 
The supplier industries geared to them have shrunk in paralleL  The human consequences 
have been severe; structural unemployment remains a serious political and social problem 
for the Community.  At the same time new industries and services are in the process of 
emerging.  The important characteristic of information technologies and communications is 
not only that they constitute a major industry or a sector in itself, currently about the size of 
the automobile  industry,  but  that  they  provide the  means by  which  other services  and 
industries will  be  required  to operate.  They are "enabling"  or "diffusion"  technologies, 
potentially available for use throughout the economy.  The new information technologies 
are thus at the core of the present direction of technological change.  The proportion of all 
industrial  investment  that  is  directly  related  to  information  and  communications 
technologies  (ICT) products and  services  is  currently estimated  at about 35% and it  is 
expected that by the end of the decade ICf will influence directly or indirectly two thirds of 
all economic activity. 
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embodying new  information  technologies  have  high  levels  of incompatibility with  pre-
existing capital stock and organisational structures.  You cannot just plug them in or add 
them on.  What we now stand on the verge of - though it will take some ten to fifteen years 
to complete - is  the integration of these systems in  manufacturing and in  European-wide 
services. 
The picture is varied and difficult to describe fully even with the best of visual aids.  The 
broad  features which  emerge are somewhat as follows.  Most  offices  now  have  word 
processors and  personal  computers  are common  place.  They  are in  the  process  of 
becoming commodities, assimilated within the activities they support.  But this is not an 
easy or straightforward task.  The difficulty is to link the machines and to use the means, 
the information which is n1ade available, in order to pin  comparative advantage.  It is this 
last aspect which is usually the most difficult, particularly for an administration.  Although 
some of the illustrations are familiar, they are worth putting together in order to see the 
overall process. 
According  to  studies which  the  Commission  has  undertaken,  the banks  and  fmancial 
services have made the largest investment in IT per employee.  The banks were used to 
dealing with  a  mass of similar data,  they already had .large  computers and they had a 
network  (head  office,  branches).  They  also  had  the capital  Since  they  were  also 
competing with one another, whether in the high street or for international markets, once 
one bank started to informatize, the rest had necessarily to follow and promptly did so.  So 
it was  not just a question of a word processor or an automatic teller, but of providing a 
system whereby each transaction was more or less simultaneously recorded, being passed 
over telecommunication  lines  leased  from  the telecom  operators and private networks. 
Only by informatisation and digital communications could the banks cope.  The Governor 
of the Bank of England declared several years ago  that without such means the entire 
population of the  United  Kingdom  would  be  required  to provide the current level of 
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question - even assuming it could be organised, would be prohibitively expensive.  Clearing 
the same number of cheques and the other financial operations which our society requires, 
which we as salary earners and consumers demand, could not otherwise be done without a 
prohibitive rise in costs.  The bank would not be competitive.  Structural adjustments must 
acc.ompany, not hinder, the process.  Otherwise we too would be following the path of the 
DDR Robotron megachip venture. 
In retailing it is much the same picture.  The electronic recorder at the check-out counter 
does not merely do the adding up.  It means that if  you are running a branch of Sainsburys, 
you will know the quantity of each item sold each day; indeed it will be possible to know 
this on a national basis.  From this you can determine which stocks to order.  Indeed, in 
some systems, the reordering \\"ill  itself be done automatically; the computer programme 
will work out what you need and in which warehouses the goods are to be found. (  eg. Volvo 
parts).  The branch manager will  receive a  message on his computer screen  telling him 
which goods are being supplied that day. 
The start-up costs of such a system are considerable, and once established it will be critical 
for the operations of the firm • it will  be its "brains" and nervous system, to use the usual 
simile.  If one wants to set up in competition one will have to install a similar system.  If  one 
wants  to  do  business  with  a  major  firm  one  will  have  to  accommodate  oneself to  its 
informatics requirements.  As a supplier to Marks and Spencer or the National Coal Board 
most of the messages will pass on informatics networks using Electronic Dat1 Interchange 
(EDI). 
These systems are currently introduced or are being introduced.  The difficulty which  is 
now experienced concerns systems integration and is partly technical and partly a matter of 
organisation. 
(I)  The Economist, 2S March 1989. 
Page  159 [Diagram of  industrial/service sectors and broadband. See next page.] 
The circles represent a given sector, say the banking sector or the chemical industry.  They 
have achieved - will  certainly by  2020  have achieved - a  degree of integration of their 
informatics at the level of individual firms (the major companies) and their suppliers, and 
between one another.  These sectors will then be in communication with one another (the 
lines in the centre) by means of high speed, high volume networks.  It is the increase in the 
volume of information, passing at high speed and low cost, which is the key element  It will 
be like moving from a garden path to a super highway. 
At the present time (1991) these systems are embryonic and piecemeal:  a  patchwork of 
LANs - Local Area Networks, W  ANs - Wide Area Networks, private networks and islands 
of ISDN (Integrated Single Digital Network).  The task is to stick them together.  This 
applies  panicularly in  manufaduring.  In  producing,  say cars,  there are  considerable 
degrees of informatisation already in appliattion (see Annex p.l) 
in the design of the car (CAD-computer-aided design) 
m  aspects  of  production  (CAM  - computer-aided  manufadure,  CIM  -
computer-integrated manufacture) 
in  the  components  (within  a  few  years  20  to 30%  of a  car will  consist  of 
electronic components, regulating petrol consumption, steering, braking, etc) 
in  relations  with  suppliers  (deliveries,  ordering)  and  in  after  sales  aspects 
(stocks, marketing).  Here the issues are similar to those in  the banking and 
retail sector. 
and, not least, when the car is on the road, in providing an "intelligent" as well as 
"clean" (non-polluting) vehicle, operating on an "intelligent• highway.  The car 
will "know" how it is to be steered, the best route to take, the traffic patterns will 
be under our control.  It is not possible to increase the capacity of our roads to a 
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 degree comparable to the demand.  The only solution is to find ways of using 
the roads better and of  increasing road safety. 
The means are available.  The information technologies exist or are in preparation.  The 
question is how to apply them, a matter of competition and organisation.  Manufacturing -
the production of goods,  the main spring of the economy - will,  over the next 20  years, 
undergo the process which  to a considerable if  uncoordinated extent has been undertaken 
by the banks and some of the retail trade. 
This is a more elaborate task than that panly carried out by these service sectors because of 
the wider  range of activities  involved.  It is  more complex than constructing the 19th 
century railways.  Whether in terms of  t~e number of major actors, the technical expe~ise 
required, the capital expenditure, the involvement of administrations, a stupendous-effort is 
involved.  The  studies  which  the  Commission  has  made,  in  conjunction  with  those 
potentially involved, show that these endeavours only really make sense, only achieve the 
optimal benefits (so-called leading edge applications) equal to those achieved or achievable 
by our competitors in Japan and the United States, the necessary economies of scale, scope 
and integration, if the systems are instituted on a  European scale.  Othetwise the critical 
mass cannot be obtained, the investments will not be made effectively because there will be 
insufficient assurance that the market (the demand) exists on a viable scale, the technical 
standards will  not  be  available.  Remember  we  are  speaking  here  of the  advanced 
technologies of enormous regional economies - it is at this level that world competition will 
in future be conducted, not at that to which we have been accustomed. 
[Diagram:  Investment curves  of operators, equipment firms,  service 
providers.  See next page.] 
The challenge which Europe now confronts, and which by 2020 it will have overcome, is  t~ 
organise this construction.  These are the tasks on which the Europe of 12 or, as it may be, 
of 16 or 20, will be involved, the organisation of the infrastructure of the 21st century on a 
pan European basis. 
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 This will  not be done through edid or by  a  command economy,  but through a complex 
process of consensus  formation,  operating at  a  range  of levels.  The general  political 
objectives will  be set - the Maastricht text  contains indeed an article on  trans-European 
networks,  intended  to  meet  transport,  telecommunications  and  telematics,  energy  and 
education  needs  - not  as  matters  of black  letter law  or out  of centralist  or federalist 
ambitions  - but  out  of a  realisation  that  social  goods  - here,  the  establishment  of a 
competitive European industry for the well being of European citizens - cannot be achieved 
by  other  means.  The  actual  mechanisms  - which  bodies,  which  technologies,  which 
combinations of capital - will be worked out painfully and laboriously in endless committees 
and  meetings,  so as  to  result  in  the  formation  of a  consensus  amongst  the  range  of 
participants.  There is  no alternative  to this last.  Notions of a  command  economy  or 
dirigisme  can  be  dismissed  because  we  know  that  they  do  not  work  - we  have  Mr 
Gorbachev's word for it,  and the DDR experience.  A  Europe of 400  million  or more 
cannot function on that basis.  My remarks earlier •How are we to run this future Europe" 
are thus given contour.  This is the kind of effort I have in mind.  Can we do it?  Will we, by 
2020, have managed this and if  so, what then? 
ill  Issues to be tackled in 2010 - 2030 
(a)  Issues which will confront the European Community 
Besides the organisational/institutional issues, three themes can be picked out. 
( 1)  The  development  of the  infrastructure  for  a  pan-European  economy.  I  have 
already referred to this aspect. 
(2)  The balance  between  the  central  area  (approximately  the balloon  shaped area 
between Milan-Hamburg-London-Paris) and peripheral areas (see map Annex p.2).  The 
European economy will be primarily a land-based continental economy and its core region 
will be this central axis.  All other things being equaL wealth will tend to flow to the centre. 
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regions share the benefits of rising living standards and a viable economy- that it is indeed 
a Community which is functioning? 
The existing system of structural policies will need to be extended and rethought, combined 
by this future date with the operation of the European monetary system.  This system will 
not be a simple, static mechanism, setting bank and exchange rates.  It will exercise many of 
the functions of economic policy, the equivalent of a  Minister of Finance's annual budget 
presentation.  Insofar as part of those functions will be the balancing of the needs of the 
less and more advanced, the poorer and richer, regions of the Community, how will this be 
organised, how agreed? 
If  there is a system of fmancial transfers how will this be determined and what scale would 
be needed to achieve an effect < 9>.  Will a Community tax system (with rebates!) become 
necessary,  Will there be  the equivalent of "universal service" provisions on a  European 
basis?  What will be the role of the federal bodies, capitals and regions?  What powers will 
the European Parliament exercise and what part will be played by the body which has been 
proposed (in the Political Union Treaty) in which the regions will be represented? 
(3)  Allocation issues.  This theme is indeed sufficiently wide as virtually to cover all the 
others.  It  will  however  take  particular  forms  in  post  industrial  European  society. 
Allocation issues will be the new matter of politics. 
Let some examples suffice.  If  information and access to it is  to be the key element, how is 
such access to  be distributed, what play of public and private forces?  Who is  to pay and 
who is to benefit?  In the current discussions on telecommunications policy, the Community 
has endorsed the notion that access to public networks is to be available to both the existing 
operators and to others on an equal basis ("Open Network Provision").  Public interest in 
the  operation  of,  and  access  to,  public  service  networks  has  to  be  balanced  against 
(t)  The locus classicus remains the MacDougall rcpon, Repon of the Study Group on the role of public finance 
in European int~rion, 19TI. 
Page  165 considerations of comparative advantage and the use of intellectual property rights.  Who 
indeed can be said to own the information passing incessantly from one system to another? 
On an even wider plane, the balance between work, leisure, education and consumption will 
enter more squarely into public debate in this more conscious, more capable world.  At any 
one time in any one society these elements can be said to be in some sort of balance, they 
are accepted and enable the society to function.  If  indeed it is the case that manufacturing 
will  require a  much  smaller  portion  of the available  labour  for~ how  is  work  to  be 
allocated?  Will everyone move to shorter hours and longer holidays, earlier retirement? 
Or will there be a greater differentiation, from a corpus of highly specialised employees at 
the centre of the f1rm (running its key systems), to groups of part time and specialised sub-
contractors (rather like the Japanese system now) and many beyond in the equivalent of 
service and routine tasks?  I am struck by the fad that there is a virtual unanimity amongst 
IT commentators that it is the second which will prevail. 
Page  166 So far as work organisation is concerned, the following check list provides a summary of the 
direction of changes. 
Old and New Models of Industrial Organisation (IO) 
"Fordist model" 
( 1)  Rationalisation of labour by 
mechanisation 
.  (2)  Design and then manufacture and 
organise work 
(3)  Indirect mediated links to consumers 
(4)  Low cost by standardisation 
quality comes second 
(  5)  Mass production for stable rising 
demand and batch production for 
unstable 
(  6)  Centralisation of the production 
management 
(7)  Vertical integration with circles of 
sub-contractors 
(8)  Use sub-contractors to stabilise 
cyclical demand fluctuations 
(9)  Divide and specialise production 
tasks for productivity gains 
( 10)  Minimise skill and training and 
education requirements 
( 11)  Hierarchical control and higher wages 
to get consent to poor job content 
( 12)  Adversarial industrial relations 
Collective agreements to codify 
provisional armistices 
(13)  Technical change from top down 
"New model" 
Global optimisation of  whole production 
flow 
Attempt to integrate R&D, Design, 
Production 
aose ties between producers and users 
"Zero defect" objective at each stage 
Flexible fast response to market whether 
batch or mass 
De-centralisation of production decisions 
Networking and joint ventures to reap 
gains of specialisation and co-ordination 
Long-run cooperation with chosen sub-
contractors 
Integrate some production maintenance 
and management tasks ("re-compose") 
Effective training plus general education 
to maximise competence 
Human resource policies to spur 
the competence and the commitment of 
workers 
Explicit long-term compromises 
between management and workers: 
via job tenure and/or sharing dividends 
Consultation and participative 
approach to technical change 
UO>  Profs L Soete and C Freeman. Macro Economic and Scaoral Analysis or Future Employment and Training 
Perspectives in the new  Information Technologies in the European Community, 1991.  Conference: ~ 
Aspects:  lmpaa of Information Technologies on Emoloyment and Training. 17-18 October 1991, BI'USids. 
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will be the well known increase in the range of topics.  According to the Commission, within 
ten years all employment will require an elementary knowledge of informatics; 30 to 35% 
of those in industry will need an advanced knowledge.  The process of retraining will  be 
more intensive.  The obsolescence of knowledge of an engineer now occurs in  about ten 
years - an erosion of 7% a year.  This is equivalent to three times the number of people a 
firm would normally take in on a replacement basis (ll).  The educational system will have 
to be reassembled (Again? you will say.  And again the answer will be yes) to provide the 
skills  required  at different  periods of the career cycle.  But  this  already  well-explored 
field < 12>  can be left aside for another occasion. 
The theme of allocation leads on to the broader topic of the politics of this future Europe. 
Largely released from wage slavery, more people will have more choice in their way of life, 
in  their  life  chances,  in  Sir  Ralf  Dahrendorf's  agreeable  phrase;  such  indeed  is  the 
possibility.  Problems will nevertheless be present in a society which, even more than today, 
will be without a classic received structure such as Europe has traditionally known or an 
established religion, and having as its main fabric a highly organised interlocking knowledge 
based economy.  A whole set of new doctrines will be required to determine the allocation 
problems and  to  handle  the clashes  of interest  which  will  arise.  There is  perhaps a 
tendency for large democratic federations, if one looks at the United States, to be relatively 
less  ideologically  inclined  in  their  internal  debates  than  has been  the case  in  national 
European politics over the last two  centuries.  The US Government is commonly termed 
the Administration  and  much  of the  business  of Congress  is  concerned  with  regional 
allocation.  The European Parliament is organised on party lines, but most observers would 
agree that in the majority of cases there is usually a regional or geographical axis as well as 
a doctrinal one.  That said, it is difficult to imagine that all will be sweetness and light in the 
(ll)  Sir Roben Telford. Hon Life President, GEC Marconi 
< 12>  See generally the papers prepared for the Social Aspects Conference, 17- 18 Oaober 1991, and the IRDAC 
Opinion Skills Shonages in Europe, 1990. 
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the subtle play of checks and balances.  People will  still wish to march in  the streets, to 
write letters to the (electronic) newspapers, to stand up and be counted.  The issues will be 
new - the operation of a very different economic structure and, at European level, a wider 
stage - but the underlying principles of notions of  justice, control and allocation will remain. 
What utopian ideas do we have to combine social and economic progress?  "En sciences 
sociales, le nouveau relativise !'ancien.  Mais le perime rarement" (Jacques Lesoume  ). 
(b)  Issues involving relations between the three regions 
It is difficult to say how close the relations between the three regions will be at this future 
date.  We approach the edge of the exercise.  One can only note that there is no inherent 
conflict or clash of ideologies between them, unlike the period of the past 40 years, or even 
one may say since the 1930s, when ideological divides were irreconcilable.  On the contrary, 
all three regions share similar beliefs and a similar approach - a happy outlook on which we 
will need to build. 
It will be foolish however to imagine that there will be no differences of  views.  Each region 
will be distinct, with its own characteristics and set of priorities. 
It may be worth reflecting a  moment on the relative positions of the three regions in the 
year 2020  and how the world may appear to them.  Each of the other two pillars of the 
Triad has enormous strengths.  It is  hardly necessary to underline the dynamism of US 
society, its vitality, its low population in  relation to land areas, its capacity to begin anew. 
In a free trade area with Canada and Mexico, and by 2020 no doubt others also, the United 
States will  continue to forge ahead.  The difficulties will  be internal, and we will  have of 
course variants of the problems here:  educational levels and the issue of forms of work<0 >. 
(U)  31 million currently lack health insurance.  ~are  functionally illiterate. 
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force Annex p3).  But which sectors for which  people?  A  more stratified society looks 
highly probable. 
So far as Japan is concerned, its present strong points are even more evident.  With three 
fifths  of US GDP,  Japan invests  more  in  absolute  terms  in  plant  and equipment.  Its 
~ducationallevels are the highest in  the world.  By application and effort Japan has made 
the greatest  progress of all  the  three regions  over the past 40 years.  A  middle aged 
Japanese looking at what has been achieved can indeed feel proud.  The problem for Japan 
will be to maintain its lead  It is, one may say, the last of the national states on the 19th 
century mode~ homogeneous in a way  that Europe and the United States can never be. 
With a population of 120 million, Japan's dependence on exports will remain a goad and 
point of vulnerability.  That these exports will take the form of substantial flows of capital 
and investment  as well  as of goods  appears  inevitable and beneficial.  With  all  those 
strengths, it is nevertheless over Japan that it is hardest to tell what its relative position will 
be in 40 years.  Powerful though Japan is, by the scale we are discussing it will be by far the 
smallest of the three.  Will closer relations to its Asian neighbours emerge, comparable to 
those in Europe and in North America?  Will those countries wish to combine their efforts? 
The outlook is hard to determine. 
As you will  know, the officials of Mm are capable and important men.  One of the most 
farsighted  and  exceptional  amongst  them  once summarised the future problem as seen 
from a Japanese standpoint in the following terms. 
"H the world were ideally free and open, the Japanese economy should 
take  every  opportunity  to  make  itself  the  head  office  in  the 
international  economy.  In  other  words,  she should  dispense  her 
factories,  which· consume  large  quantities of natural  resources  and 
extensively affect the environment, around the globe and concentrate 
the head office functions in Japan.  Such functions would include data 
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distribution,  R&D  (research  and  development),  studies,  art, 
entertainment,  and  also  high  value  added  industries which  process 
materials  into  highly  sophisticated  goods.  If this  direction  were 
adopted, the knowledge intensification of the supply structure in Japan 
would make a remarkable progress (14>. 
On the basis of Japan's achievements, one can see how this could seem a vision rationally 
within reach, a tempting culmination of  Japan's efforts over a century.  But as Mr Amaya, a 
former Ml11 Vice Minister, a wise as well as clever man, went on to say "However, the 
assumption that the world is ideally free and open is not necessarily a realistic one". 
Much of world politics will in  fact concern relations between the three regions and be so 
conducted.  There are four areas that can be looked at to provide a glimpse at such a future 
( 1)  The first of these concerns international trade.  Since these regions will be large, 
the extent to which  they trade with one another will  be  relatively small  as a 
percentage of their respective GOP.  In the case of the Community (of 12), for 
example, external trade (exports) represent about 10% of GOP.  This is so even 
though tariffs are low and 10% of EC GOP is of course an enormous amount. 
With  the European Economic Area,  this  percentage will  be further reduced. 
Since the figures  for the US  and Japan are broadly comparable, this suggests 
that  international  trade,  important  though  it  will  be,  will  be relatively  less 
significant  as  an  issue.  Much  of  it,  furthermore,  will  be  generated  by 
multinational,  multiregional  companies;  it  will  be  intra-company trade,  most 
notably in  high technology goods.  Correspondingly, however the conditions of 
investment within  the three regions will  be of increasing relevance.  It is  here 
that the future trade disputes (or what will succeed the trade disputes) will lie. 
U•>  •A look at knowledge intensification from the viewpoint of adtural history".  Japan Reponing. S, 1975. 
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structure within the region, inside its boundaries.  The competition among fums 
will  thus be competition (and friction)  between systems in  the three regions, 
involving  anti-trust  policy,  merger  controls,  R&D,  the  terms  of  direct 
investment and the conditions of corporate finance  < 15).  A  forerunner is to be 
found in the current Gatt negotiations over trade in services. 
(2)  The second  area  is  that  of monetary  relations.  The shift  to  a  European 
monetary union  will  radically change world  fmance.  As the currency of the 
world's largest trading area, the Ecu will become the money around which the 
others gravitate.  •European money will  be dominant because it will  represent 
the richest part of the world,  the most dynamic part and also the part that is 
most conservatively managed•<1'l.  If indeed in the course of the next century 
the  monetary  supply  arrangements  between  the  three  main  areas  become 
matters of discussion and collective decision, then indeed we will be only a step 
from world government.  But that will require another generation or two, a sixth 
form or two hence. 
(3)  The problems of the environment stand high  in  the list of global issues which 
the three regions, acting in concert, will be better able to tackle.  It is in fact one 
of a  panoply  of topics  where  a  collective  effort  will  be  required  since  the 
endeavours  of a  single  region  will  be  insufficient.  The  emerging  area  of 
"megaprojects" in the R&D field is another prime example.  Endeavours such as 
monitoring global  environmental change,  or mapping the human genome can 
only be effectively  pursued on  a collaborative basis.  But while such  research 
projects and  information systems can  be undertaken,  more difficult problems 
will arise over their application. 
(lS)  S Ostry, Bevond the Border.  The New International Polic:y  Are~  OECD Forum for the Future, October 
1990. 
< 16> Prof R Dornbush. Massachuseus lnailutc oCTcdmology. 
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provide an illustration of how matters might operate.  The scientists have made 
their observations; they have ftled  their reports and expressed their concern. 
What then?  It is difficult for one region to act effectively on its own; fli"St,  this 
would  not  have  a  sufficient  impact  to  bring  about  an  improvement  in  the 
environmental situation (at least to halt further deterioration) and, secondly, its 
competitors  would  get  an  advantage.  But  regional  pressure  - peer group 
pressure - can help.  The Community has proposed a tax on energy to help the 
EC meet its commitment to stabilise carbon dioxide emissions at 1990 levels by 
2000  (17).  The tax would be fJ.SCally  neutral, offset by  tax cuts in other areas. 
Exemptions  would  be  provided  to  energy  intensive  industries  such  as 
petrochemicals until the EC's trading panners, such as the US, adopt equivalent 
regimes.  Thus at the World Environment Conference, to be held in  Rio next 
year, the Community will  be in  a  position  to make a  binding commitment to 
reduce carbon dioxide emissions, and so convince the Americans to follow suit. 
The US - responsible for 23% of world carbon dioxide emissions against 13% 
from the EC - has so far refused  to commit itself to cutting emissions and is 
reluctant to use fiscal means to do so. 
The particular case will  proceed.  It  illustrates the kind of topics which will be 
on the inter-regional agenda and the issues that will arise. 
(17)  The Member Stares would rebalance their tax systems 10 impose a  tax equivalent to SlO on a  barrel of oil, 
rising from an increase of S3  in  1993 by Sl a year to 2000.  Half the new tax would be on the carbon dioxide 
content of fossil fuel and half on all non-renewable energy, to even the burden and promote energy efficienc:.y 
across the EC. 
ha}y has proposed that 2D - 30% of the proceeds should be used to help countries in the dcYeloping world and 
eastern Europe use the latest environmentally sound energy saving devices. 
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between the regions.  Issues concerning other pans of the world - the great mass 
of the world's population - will  also  present themselves.  The resentment at 
anything approaching a  Directoire, a  triumvirate, will  be  immense,  the brute 
misery in  which much of the world's population is  likely to live, will  be indeed 
the greatest problem the three regions face  before the 40  years are over.  A 
world one sixth  in  electronic splendour and five  sixths in  squalor will  not  be 
acceptable to ourselves or our successors nor will it be sustainable. 
If  that will be the position in the long run, what of the interim?  The problems 
are of course of many kinds:  access  to  markets,  finance  for  development, 
seeurity, human organisation.  The issues vary from one part of the world to 
another; there is not one single set of difficulties and a blanket solution which 
clever people could devise.  Nevertheless if, over the next 10  to 20 years, the 
three regions  manage to  make a  go  of their cooperative arrangements,  the 
results of their various conclaves, this is the area to which they will surely have 
to turn.  To some extent they already do so, but the cooperation tends to be ad 
hoc, episodic, not sustained.  The conditions under which the regions, separately 
or collectively, could do more. have yet to be determined.  It would be possible 
to  devise  a  method  of burden  sharing  indices,  showing  contributions  to  a 
mixture  of international  public  goods,  ranging  from  grants  to  development 
agencies, access to markets, environmental measures, defence expenditures and 
so forth.  The difficulty is  not to draw up such schemes but to make a start in 
applying them.  Elements,  faint  beginnings, are there.  To take the case of 
security, one could argue that recent events - the Iraq War, the Middle East 
Peace Conference, the Community's proposals concerning Yugoslavia -show 
the emergence of a pattern of involvement of immediate participants, the local 
players, and members of the Triad acting in consultation.  No one would argue 
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that the global system shines upon us with Leibnizian felicity, but the outlook is 
not all bad. 
Conclusions 
1.  The evidence that there will be three main players in 20 or 40 years, the US, Europe 
and Japan, is overwhelming. 
2.  Internal organisation, internal affairs and those of immediate associates, will be the 
main focus of these entities.  With entities of the size and complexity described, how could 
matters be otherwise?  There will be changes in political thinking.  We have now a set of 
19th century models and ideologies (or the remains of them).  It will  be necessary to go 
back  to  basic  principles.  The  issue  of  allocation  of socially  provided  and  socially 
determined  goods  will  be  at  the  centre  of the  internal  debates  of  post-industriaL 
information society.  What price for the system?  As with the Dutc~ dykes and the Chinese 
canals, the engineers and mandarins will be needed, but a human balance will be required if 
the system is to survive.  The particular problems of the age will be education and access to 
the interconnected networks. 
3.  There will be a greater capacity to tackle global problems, notably the environment 
("global change" issues) and monetary questions (monetary supply).  Wars, if  we are lucky, 
will continue to be local; there will be a notion of world peace, if not yet universal peace. 
There will then be much to discuss at the Conference of this Association in the year 2030. 
Someone will be able to find a copy of my remarks and point out how amazingly blind and 
in error I was, how much I got wrong and how incidental the shafts I got right. 
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I will leave then - before something goes wrong with the lighting, as the poet says - with two 
quotations.  The first is from the end of  Jean Monnet's Memoirs, where he writes 
"TTle Community we have created is not an end in itself ...  (It) is only 
a stage towards the form of organisation of tomorrow's world." 
The other is  from  an American commentator, who I was pleased to see, pointed out the 
other day that 
"Although  the  world  is  increasingly  driven  by  high  technology,  it 
continues to be influenced and managed by high spirits.  • 
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